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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Mvthohistorical Pp>rspecti vp>
In his absence during the Trojan War, Odysseus
entrusted Athena, the Goddess of Wisdom, with the education
of his son Telemachus. Athena, in her male form as Mentor,
accompanied Telemachus to the isle of Calypso in pursuit of
news of his father, whom he believed to be dead. There, the
Goddess Calypso fell in love with Telemachus just as she had
his father, whom she kept with her on the island of Ogygia
for seven years. She offered to immortalize Telemachus if
he would stay with her and be her mate. Attracted by her
beauty and the offer of immortality, Telemachus was able to
resist Calypso and her fair nymphs only under the protection
of Athena, who in the form of Mentor remained with him.
Mentor's difficult job entailed helping Telemachus develop
the good judgement required to follow through with his plan.
It was Mentor's firm presence as the unified and symbolic
mother and father, which allowed Telemachus to continue on
his journey in search of his father, who also was engaged in
a developmental journey.
This very brief synopsis of a minor legend in Homer's
Odyssey (circa 850 B.C.) (R. Fitzgerald Translation, 1961)
offers several points of departure for a pychodynamic study
of "mentoring." The point that most interests me is that
the context for the mental and moral development of the son
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is based upon two conditions: The absence of the father,
here represented by Odysseus, who has blessed his son's
development with the provision of Mentor, and the presence
of the mother, represented by Penelope. it is not Penelope,
however, who is entrusted with the education of her son, but
the faithful friend of Odysseus: Athena, the Goddess of
Wisdom. Why, in Homer's prototypic reference, is Mentor a
woman who acts in the form of a man? Why does the material
body of Mentor represent the father by virtue of masculine
gender, though with an essential grounding in the feminine?
While the father has traditionally been the parent most
closely associated with external or worldly development, the
mother has traditionally been the parent most closely
associated with internal or psychological development.
Homer seems to be saying that neither the father nor the
mother alone is appropriate or adequate for the job and
that, in fact, the development of the person must embrace
both the worldly and the psychological. Implicit in this
legend are the following questions: What is it about the
process of mentoring that cannot be undertaken by either
parent, but must be undertaken by someone who can
symbolically represent both parents? What does this say
about the essence of mentoring as it differs from parenting?
In the literature review which follows, I will define
and describe key concepts and address stages and aspects of
2
mentoring, framing my discussion in terms of the dyadic
nature of the mentoring relationship and highlighting a
recent and important contribution to the literature which
assists in articulating the foundation for this study.
Definitions ar|d Desc-riptions
While the concept of mentoring was perhaps first
illuminated in Homer's Odyssey, it was not until the 1970's
that it became a focus of attention in the literatures of
education, business, and the psychology of adult
development. The problem with those literatures is that
while they describe the structural and functional aspects of
mentoring relationships including common roles and profiles
of both mentors and proteges, they do not offer any
definition of mentoring which speaks to the question of
essence. Further, as the mentoring relationship is dyadic,
discussing the roles and functions of the mentor as separate
from the roles and functions of the protege becomes awkward
because they are defined relative to one another. Neither
"mentor" nor "protege" can be defined or illuminated outside
of the purposive context of the relationship. Nonetheless,
I will attempt to tease out the roles and functions of the
mentor and protege in the following section.
Mentor
Webster defines "mentor" simply as a trusted counselor
or guide. This definition includes both a necessary
3
characteristic of the mentor: trustworthiness, and an
indication of the function to be served by one who is
trustworthy. To date, there is little agreement on the
definition of mentoring, though many writers have
embellished this simplistic definition by going into the
areas of mentor characteristics, roles and functions.
Very influential in the many views of what mentoring is
and how it works is the research of Levinson and his
colleagues. Though there is some controversy about its
applicability to female development, in what's been referred
to as the most ambitious account of the adult life-cycle,
Levinson, et al., (Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, &
McKee, 1978) discuss in detail the role of mentoring in the
transition from one developmental stage to the next. While
their ten year study focuses on questions of male
development, it is possible and useful to read the following
description of a "good mentor" as being equally applicable
to both genders, regardless of their roles.
A good mentor is an admixture of good father and good
friend. (A bad mentor, of which there are many,
combines the worst features of father and friend.) A
^good enough' mentor is a transitional figure who
invites and welcomes a young man into the adult world.
He serves as a guide, teacher and sponsor. He
represents skill, knowledge, virtue, accomplishment -
the superior qualities a young man hopes some day to
acquire. He gives his blessing to the novice and his
Dream. And yet, with all this superiority, he conveys
the promise that in time they will be peers. The
protege has the hope that soon he will be able to join
or even surpass his mentor in the work they both value.
4
A mentor can be of qreat nrac-t-
-i r-ai k^i^ 4.
as he seeks to find\!f
„S and'gain new'lknIs""'B:ra
Iense"'"^hL're?:t?'"^'" " "ore\asic?"deveiop;en?:^
"
eppr^ -p.":,---— - ---in, to the
benefits to be gained from a serious, mutual, non-sexual loving relationship with a so;ewhat olde? man orwoman. (p. 332-333) wxuexr
Drawing from Winnicott's usage of "good mother" and
"good enough mother," (1960c), Levinson invokes the concept
of the "good father." From my perspective that the mentor
embodies both the symbolic father and mother, Levinson 's
description
- which harkens back to Winnicott's very useful
concept
- may be regarded as one which transcends gender.
Elaborating on the topic of mentor characteristics,
Cronan-Hillix, et al., (1986) emphasizes personality factors
over the intellectual competence and professional activity
of the mentor, and McGovern (1988) emphasizes honesty,
competence, directness, willingness to share knowledge,
allow growth, and give both positive and critical feedback.
Among the authors who emphasize role and function, many
include in the purview of mentoring the roles of teacher,
sponsor, advisor, coach, role model and provider of support,
challenge, exposure, and protection (Kram, 1980, 1983;
Bowen, 1985; Cronan-Hillix, 1986; Krupp, 1987; and Martin,
1987)
.
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While viewing role modeling as one minor aspect of
mentoring, Rogers (1986) makes an interesting point in
differentiating between the role model and mentor, she
relates the former to a passive position in the professional
socialization of the student. This is because a direct
exchange between the student and the role model is
unnecessary for the process of observation, identification,
comparison, and imitation to take place, she adds that the
role model's awareness of the function of modeling for the
student is not necessary for the student to engage in the
process. In contrast, she regards the mentoring
relationship as being self-conscious in that the mentor has
a nurturing influence on the student, taking a personal
interest in leading, guiding, and advising the student. In
contrast with the role model, the mentor is active rather
than passive.
To the "career functions" mentioned above, Kram (1980)
adds "psychosocial functions" which require a more intimate
and intense relationship. Within this category of function
the mentor becomes a friend, counselor, and source of
acceptance and confirmation, promoting the protege's sense
of competence, identity, and effectiveness. It is perhaps
because of the importance of one who fulfills this
psychosocial function that Kram regards such a person
capable of being a role model for another person. She adds
6
.ze
that mentor-protege relationships offer both career and
psychosocial functions for mentors as well as proteges,
regarding the psychosocial functions as dependent on the
degree of trust, mutuality, and intimacy that characteri:
the relationship. In addressing mutuality, Bowen (1985)
emphasizes a time dimension over which the substantial
mutual commitment is demonstrated (p. 31) and Krupp (1987)
emphasizes the notion that mentors must allow themselves to
be known as people as well as functioning in the various
roles mentioned above.
Some authors quite specifically address the issue of
benefits to the mentor. Kram (1983, p. 609) states that
mentors "may feel challenged, stimulated, and creative in
providing mentoring functions as they become ^senior adults'
with wisdom to share." Thorpe (1987) links the opportunity
of the teacher to contribute to the development of the
student with the altruistic interest in fostering a better
society. In Adlerian terms, by fostering the development of
the student and thus the society, the teacher also fosters
his/her own personal development by meeting the life task of
work, thus demonstrating social interest. In exploring the
role of mentor, Barnett (1984) links mentoring to the
seventh stage (1963) of Erikson's epigenetic stage theory of
development. It is this stage, characteristic of mid-life,
which is concerned with establishing and guiding the next
7
generation via an emphasis on creativity and productivity.
She postulates that there are three major events in the
development, growth, and eventual culmination of the
relationship between mentor and protege. These events
include first the relinquishing of the self: The mentors'
letting go of all he/she has become and is becoming to
rediscover life anew in the protege, the protege's
realization of his/her dreams, and the redefining of
boundaries in order to allow the protege to set, redefine,
and extend his/her own boundaries throughout the life-cycle.
She asserts that if mentoring is successful and the protege
becomes independently productive, a new link between the
past and the future is established. It seems that by way of
this link the protege carries, for a time, the baton of
science and culture. Thus, the stage of adult development
associated with generativity encompasses both the biological
and the cultural, as they are intricately intertwined.
Though speaking of the infant in the following, Erikson
highlights a developmental complementarity of roles of
parent and child, and this complementarity might be
fruitfully applied to the mentoring relationship:
It is as true to say that babies control and bring up
their families as it is to say the converse. A family
can bring up a baby only by being brought up by him.
His growth consists of a series of challenges to them
to serve his newly developing potentialities for social
interaction. (1968, p. 92; 1980)
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certainly, in terms of the life-cycle, one capable of
mentoring is functioning within the parameters of Erikson's
seventh stage, a stage of development primarily concerned
with issues of generativity vs. self-absorption and
stagnation. Regarding the protege, it would not be
inappropriate to say that in the mentoring relationship, he
or she is functioning to consolidate the developmental gains
made in stages one through six in order to transition into
the stage of generativity, that stage most closely
associated with the working years of adult life and typified
by creativity and productivity.
Also taking account of the implicit developmental
legacy with regard to mentoring, Fagan and Walter (1982)
found a strong correlation between the experience of having
a mentor and becoming a mentor. Yamamoto (1986) further
elaborates this notion by proceeding from the premise that
human beings are characterized by the twin needs of seeing
and being seen, stating:
It should be remembered that the powerful effects of
recognition, acknowledgement, and regard hinge on one's
actively seeing and being seen. (p. 184)
In other words, a person remains in need of recognition
and appreciation by a significant other (or others) so
as to affirm oneself as a human being. Everyone yearns
to be known, understood and respected, not merely for
who one has been and who one is, but also, and probably
more critically, for the emergent self - who one can
be, who one is going to be. (p. 184)
First, (mentors) need to be able to see a person yet to
be born in a would-be protege. Further, mentors must
9
bfseen^^'^nS'* guide the protege to see what is yet to
thTZntlr^ZflT. ^? ^^^'^i^"" Of transcendence forTine mento and one of transformation for theprotege... The mentor must make the familiar unfamiliar
SJS^'Sor^d^^'n "^^H " reexamination Sf ?he
""'
known w ld, a broadening of the perspective and abearing of the attendant sense of'^ambigSity 4nduncertainty. (p. i87) y
-^^
Implicit in this dialectic of seeing and being seen,
transcendence and transformation, is the developmental
process which comes about through the experience of the
interpersonal. Yamamoto states "The ultimate significance
of mentorship may rest in the assistance it renders in this
critical passage" (1986, p. 188). In preserving a certain
ambiguity regarding the "critical passage" and who it is
that makes it, the complementarity of developmental process
for the mentor and for the protege is acknowledged. This
reciprocal process fosters the movement of both people along
the continuum of the life-cycle.
Protege
While the term "mentee" has come into popular usage in
the recent literature on mentoring, I believe there is an
important justification for maintaining the use of "protege"
to refer to the person who is mentored. Again turning to
Webster, the term "protege" is defined as: a (man) under
the care and protection of an influential person, usually
for the furthering of (his) career. (The female form of the
10
word is "protegee," though I will use the form "protege"
throughout to refer equally to both sexes.)
Whereas "mentee" does indicate a semantic
complementarity of role and in a sense implies a
hierarchical relationship, it does not adequately connote
the differential in power between mentor and protege,
leaving out this important dimension which requires
reckoning. Additionally, in leaving out the dimension of
power, it ignores the related issues of attraction and
aggression, which at some level play an important role in
the mentoring relationship. Assuming the relevance of a
power dimension, care and protection are necessarily a part
of any mentoring relationship due to the very complex nature
of that relationship which hinges on trustworthiness and
trust. Thus, it is useful to favor the word "protege" in
that it best encompasses the complexities involved. The
topic of power and protection will be further explored under
the later heading of "Gender, power, and Sexuality." First,
however, I will proceed with a review of the literature
addressing the term "protege," which, as opposed to defining
characteristics and roles of the protege, focuses on the
task of the protege.
Viewing the benefits to the protege as inherently tied
to the task of development, Edlind and Haensly (1985)
summarize the benefits as involving the advancement of
11
career and interest, the increase in knowledge and skill,
the development of talent, the enhancement of self-esteem
and self-confidence, the development of a personal ethic or
set of standards, the establishment of a potentially long-
term friendship, and the enhancement of creativity.
In his curious study of the "historical Jesus," Miller
(1987) discusses the developmental task of the protege as
that of leaving the birth family, both materially and
symbolically. He views this task as one which could be
easily thwarted by the many temptations inherent in living.
Miller advances the idea that requisite to succeeding at
this task is the aid of a mentor.
While typically thought to occur at a much earlier time
in life, separation-individuation (Mahler, 1976) might be
regarded in this context as paradigmatic to the adolescent's
emancipation from the birth family (Bios, 1967; 1976; 1979).
Whereas prerequisite to the task of separation-individuation
is the active discovery of the paternal caregiver,
prerequisite to entering mature adulthood is the finding of
a mentor, according to Miller (1987) . In addressing the
issue of adult development, Colarusso and Nemiroff (1981)
discuss separation-individuation as a life-long process on
the basis of the inherent threat of loss in every stage of
independence. In tandem with this notion is the idea that
oedipal phenomena also manifest in various phases of life.
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Along this line, Steinschein (1973) speaks of the adult need
to redefine oneself and one's relationships to significant
people at such critical, affect-laden junctures as marriage,
parenthood, grandparenthood, the climacteric, retirement,
and senescence.
Again focusing on the early manifestation of these
processes, in the case of the infant who is struggling to
form a sense of self as separate from the mother, the
paternal care giver facilitates that transition by impacting
the infant's early experience of fusion with the mother.
Likewise, the mentor functions to facilitate the
individual's transition to mature adulthood via the
successful struggle with "temptation," the struggle from
which wisdom is born. Here it is not a leap to say that the
capacity for generativity (Erikson, 1963; 1980) is exercised
through the development of wisdom derived via the dialectic
interplay of good judgement and poor judgement on the part
of the protege. Nonetheless, Erikson addresses wisdom not
as inherently related to the seventh, but to the eighth and
final stage of development: That of integrity vs. despair.
In treating the subject of temptation, again the legend
of Telemachus on the Isle of Calypso is brought to mind. In
Homer's story, (R. Fitzgerald Translation, 1961) Telemachus
is not the only one who struggles with temptation. As he is
his father's son, so too, his father Odysseus struggled to
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leave Calypso. Another enactment of this theme of struggle
is demonstrated by Odysseus' effective resistance to the
alluring song of the sirens of Titan, who beckoned him
toward destruction with their hauntingly sweet music. in
order to successfully resist, he ordered his crew to tie him
to the mast and plug his ears with bee's wax, with the
latter measure taken only after he had heard their song for
a few sweet moments. In this depiction, Odysseus well
represents the person who has made the successful transition
into Erikson's seventh stage of development. Having
internalized his own mentor, he thus demonstrates the
capacity for good judgement and wise action in the face of
"temptation." Thus proving his deep capacity for commitment
over the course of his long journey, Odysseus returns to his
son and his faithful wife, Penelope. When they are
reunited, father and son have something to exchange, now as
two adult men having individually proved themselves outside
the parameters of the oedipal triangle, thus avoiding the
otherwise inevitable rivalry for the primary love of
Penelope, mother and wife. (As an interesting aside, it
seems that this displacement of libidinal striving and
rivalry to other temptresses has the additional benefit of
enabling Penelope to develop as an individual, not simply
via direct relatedness with a powerful man or [his] son.)
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By virtue of the expectancy of the mentor. Yamamoto
suggests the protege's task is to learn "how to see."
(Lightman, 1984 p. 90, as quoted in Yamamoto, 1988). This
may be understood in two non-opposing ways: To look
outward, seeing what is external to the self, ie., the
object, the environment, and thus the context of
relatedness, and to look inward, seeing oneself and one's
capacity for relatedness. Thus, the two sides of the coin
of "seeing" comprise the capacity for self-reflection as
well as the foundation for empathy, and seeing is equated
with knowing. Truly, any dichotomization of these two modes
of seeing is a false dichotomization, as they are
inseparable. Here, calling once again on Winnicott's
concept of "good enough mothering" (1960c) we are brought
back to the developmental legacy that mentoring well
requires having been mentored well, just as seeing oneself
and thus having the ability to see others requires having
first been seen by the other.
Formal vs. Natural Mentoring
There is quite a distinction in the literature between
"formal" and "natural" mentoring, with the emphasis placed
on the former, which has been in strategic use in
institutions of business and learning since the late 1970's.
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Formal Mentoring
Formal mentoring is planned and strategically
implemented for specific outcomes, m an academic setting,
formal mentoring has found its relevance as a means of
ameliorating psychosocial and cognitive difficulties in the
learning process of school aged children, m higher
education, many university departments have instituted a
"mentoring model" to ensure the progress of the students'
work and as a means of contributing to the revitalization of
career faculty. These outcomes result in benefit to the
institution.
Most of the literature on formal mentoring derives from
the business sector where it has found wider application.
Kram (1985) found that while some "developmental
relationships" do become helpful and enduring, for the most
part, formal mentoring pairs in the business world develop
only superficial alliances. As a proponent of formal
mentoring, Murray (1991) challenges the notion that
mentoring can only happen through lucky accidents of
chemistry.
In the business context, formal mentoring is most often
seen as critical for the socialization of new employees, and
thus the role of mentor is viewed in the context of employee
development, primarily for the benefit of the organization,
and only secondarily for the benefit of the individual.
16
This arises in part from the increased emphasis on the
management of human resources and the fact that managers
have recognized that mentoring is a valuable tool for
developing and retaining talented employees.
In terms of conditions which may impede the
implementation of a formal mentoring program Kram states:
Potential mentors may be opposed to the concept becausethey never received mentoring, or they are experiencing
career blocks that extinguish the desire to supportjunior colleagues. Potential proteges may be skepticalif they do not trust senior managers' motives, if theydo not respect the competence and advice of senior
colleagues, or if they do not have the attitudes andinterpersonal skills to initiate relationships with
potential mentors .. .Midcareer individuals need to
assess whether helping others enhances or threatens
self-esteem. (1985, p. 42)
Throughout her discussion, Kram maintains that a
program of formal mentoring should be linked to a diagnosis
of the organizational dysfunction and clearly defined
organizational objectives for change. She concludes that
businesses in need of revitalization would be better off
establishing a variety of programs for change that support
rather than force the mentoring process.
In institutions of business and learning it is believed
by some that successful mentoring relationships are born and
not made, and that because formal mentoring is contrived, it
is potentially limited in terms of its benefits. Taking a
very negative view toward formal mentoring, Yamamoto (1988)
17
suggests that in many arenas mentoring has come to
following:
...little more than remedial tutorials for academicdeficiency, provisions for therapeutic catharthis,
assistance in social networking, coaching for
professional skill, or apprenticeship for career
advancement. In such a context, we must acknowledge
that yet another human phenomenon of profundity isbeing threatened by a misguided attempt at
popularization and standardization. (p. 188)
Maintaining a greater degree of receptivity to the
potential benefits of formal mentoring, Healy and Welchert
(1990) address Yamamoto's concern with the following:
...thinking that pits ^true' mentoring against
^imitation' mentoring begets an unproductive state of
affairs. For one thing, the conclusion that deliberate
attempts to foster mentoring are doomed to yield
limited results is premature given that formalized
mentoring programs are a relatively recent phenomenon
and there has been little time to hone and evaluate
them. For another, the essence of mentoring has not
been sufficiently explicated to distinguish
institutional mentoring from other staff development
programs. Thus, the suggestion that intentional
mentoring debases a human phenomenon of profundity is a
hypothesis to be tested, not a truism to be affirmed,
(p. 18)
Clearly, there is a lively debate regarding the benefits of
formal mentoring and not enough convincing evidence to
settle the issue. Many of the points made in the research
on formal mentoring in the business community can be
generalized to academe to the extent that the academy may be
regarded as a business for the furthering of teaching,
learning, and research. Nonetheless, my bias in the absense
of such evidence favors natural mentoring in the context of
18
graduate education for the sir^pie reason that it is an
organic process which derives fro. developmental needs, and
thus its process and outcome may be regarded as more
essential than those of formal mentoring.
Natural Mentoring
There are many authors who regard mentoring strictly as
a naturally occuring relationship. Levinson, et al., (1978)
provides the primary example by comparing poor parenting in
early childhood with poor mentoring in early adulthood,
suggesting that a young person's entry into adulthood might
be hindered by the absence of a positive mentoring
relationship. Using the familial analogue he likens the
true mentor to the "good enough" parent with the following
qualification:
The mentor is not a parent or crypto-parent
. Hisprimary function is to be a transitional figure... The
^ mixture of parent and peer; he mustbe both and not purely either one... He is experienced
as a responsible, admirable older sibling. (p. 99)
Regarding the issue of the age he cites the half generation
(8-15 year) age difference as most typical of naturally
occuring mentoring relationships:
When the mentor is a full generation older - say twenty
years or more - there is a greater risk that the
relationship will be symbolized by both in parent-child
terms. This tends to activate powerful feelings, such
as excessive maternalism or paternalism in the elder,
and dependency or Oedipal conflicts in the younger,
that interfere with the mentoring function. When the
age differnce is less than 6 to 8 years, the two are
likely to to experience each other as peers. They may
19
tL'^il^n?^^^-''^^'''^^ °^ collaborative co-workers, buthe me torship aspects tend to be mimimal. (p. 99)
Maintaining that "the mentor relationship is one of the
most developmentally important relationships a person can
have in early adulthood" (p. 97), he states:
The mentor may act as teacher to enhance the young
man's skills and intellectual development. Serving as
a sponsor, he may use his influence to promote theyoung man's entry and advancement. He may be a host
and guide, welcoming the initiate into a new
occupational and social world and acquainting him withIts values, customs, resources, and cast of characters.Through his own virtues, achievement, and way of lifethe mentor may be an exemplar that the protege can
'
admire and seek to emulate. He may provide counsel and
moral support in times of stress. (p. 98)
Viewing the life-cycle as composed of alternating
periods of stability and transition, the "transitional
figure" of the mentor may serve to facilitate those periods
of transition from one stage of life to another, though
typically people cease to have or need a mentor following
what Levinson, et al., (1978, p. 148-149) refers to as the
settling down period which occurs during the late 30 's to
early 40's.
Hanson (1983) , another person who compares natural
mentoring to parenting, indicates that mentors demonstrate
more association, show more complementarity with regard to
the protege, and provide more constructive input into the
protege's positive self-concept than does either parent.
Viewing the natural mentoring relationship as
synthesizing characteristics of both the parent-child
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relationship and the peer friendship, Weber (1980, p. 20)
suggests that the mentor accepts the protege as an equal and
a friend, yet he acknowledges that the differences in age
and experience mean that they are truly not peers.
TO my way of thinking, this point draws an important
distinction between the experience of the mentor and the
experience of protege which has not been well articulated in
the literature. It is this: On the basis of mutual respect
for this age and experience differential, in tandem with a
mutual respect for the fact of mutual value as human beings,
the mentor regards the protege, in some sense, as of the
same mettle. This appraisal is based upon an Epimetheun
identification with the protege and the nature of the self
as continuous. While the protege is allowed the feeling of
equality afforded by the mentor's superiority which
precludes the need for competition or rivalry, he or she
must necessarily regard him or her self as unequal to the
mentor while moving in the direction of equality, on the
basis of a Prometheun identification. What the mentor knows
by way of greater age and experience, the protege is only
coming to know... or to "see." Thus, the sense of equality
serves the relative actualization of equality as the protege
developes "good judgement and the capacity for wise action"
in the transition from one stage of development to the next.
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Regarding mentoring relationships as "natural,
elementary, innate human relationships - as natural and
necessary as parenthood, marriage and friendship," Bowen
(1985, p. 33) suggests that the natural phenomenon of
mentoring occurs by much the same principle as other
"natural, elementary, innate human relationships," both in
terms of etiology and development. Additionally, he
believes that some people are not cut out for the role of
mentor or protege on the basis of personality variables.
In the event that personality variables do not prevent the
assumption of role-responsiveness (Sandler, 1976) as mentor
and protege, it is still the case that most faculty/student
relationships never become true mentoring relationships.
The reasons for this are many, including but not limited to
an absense of maturity or readiness, developmental fit,
mutual attraction, and potentiality for mutual
identification.
Summarily, what most strikingly distinguishes natural
mentoring from formal mentoring, aside from the fact that
the former evolves organically and the latter synthetically,
is the degree of intensity and the hightened sense of
meaning which characterizes natural mentoring. This
suggests also, that the degree of internalization of the
mentor by the protege is far greater in the case of natural
mentoring, which is only one indication that it might be
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viewed as more complex and rich than the relationship
afforded in formal mentoring. This is not to say that a
formal mentoring relationship would never become natural,
though it seems less likely that that would happen. it is a
little like comparing arranged marriages with those built on
romantic love and free choice. Under fortuitous
circumstances, true love might develop in the context of an
arranged marriage.
Stages of Relationship
Levinson, et al. (1978), posits three stages of
mentoring: Initiating, modifying, and terminating,
highlighting a few aspects of those stages from the point of
view of the protege:
In the usual course, a young man initially experienceshimself as a novice or apprentice to a more advanced
expert and authoritative adult. As the relationship
evolves, he gains a fuller sense of his own authority
and his capacity for autonomous, responsible action.
The balance of giving/receiving becomes more equal.*
The younger man increasingly has the experience of ^I
am' as an adult, and their relationship becomes more
mutual. This shift serves a crucial developmental
function for the young man: It is part of the process
by which he transcends the father-son, man-boy division
of his childhood.
. .Mentoring is best understood as a
form of love relationship. it is difficult to
terminate in a reasonable, civil manner. In this
respect, as in others, it is like the intense
relationship between parents and grown offspring, or
between sexual lovers or spouses. The mentoring
relationship lasts perhaps two or three years on the
average, eight to ten at most ... Sometimes it comes to a
natural end and, after a cooling-off period, the pair
form a warm but modest friendship. . .And so it ends.
Much of its value may be realized - as with love
relationships generally - after the termination. The
conclusion of the main phase does not put an end to the
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?hryS?ngfr'San':aft^Kf T'^^!:'^^ separation,
mentor more ^uJly into himsel?T^ qualities of the
able to learn frL SiLel^^'to^isLrL th^" ^"^^^^from within. His personality is en^?.h H 1°'^''^^the mentor a more intrinstc^ar? o? iimself ''^^T'""'internalization of significant figures is f'mai orsource of development in adulthood. (p 99-101°
Following Levinson's lead, Kram (1983) and Phillips
(1977) also discuss the mentoring relationship in terms of
its progression through distinguishable stages, m focusing
on the developmental advances of the protege, Phillips names
the stages of mentoring: Mutual admiration, development,
disillusionment, parting, and transformation. Kram (1983),
goes beyond Phillips in articulating the following stages
with a focus on the mentoring dyad:
...the initiation stage during which time the
relationship is started; a cultivation phase, during
which time the range of functions provided expands to
maximum; a separation phase, during which time the
established nature of the relationship is substantially
altered by structural change in the organizational
context and/or by psychological changes with one or
both individuals; and a redefinition stage, during
which time the relationship eveloves a new form that is
significantly different from the past, or the
relationship ends entirely. (p. 614)
Their work supports the inference that both the mentor
and the protege must experience the relationship as
reciprocal, and each must increasingly value the other over
time in order to invest sufficient energy in the
relationship to promote growth and foster commitment to the
goal of the relationship.
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Gender, Power, anf^ c;^^.„^1 ^„
Looking at rates of publication assumedly as an
indication of effectiveness of mentoring relationships,
Goldstein (1979) found that Ph.D. students involved in same-
gender mentoring relationships published significantly more
than did those in cross-gender mentoring relationships.
Without speculating much as to why this is, it raises some
interesting questions about confounding variables. For
instance, is the finding based on the factor of gender
identification being of primary importance within the
mentoring relationship, or is it perhaps based upon the
complication of agendas within a mentoring relationship in
which latent or manifest sexuality is an issue? The latter
question of course assumes a mutual heterosexual orientation
in the context of the study cited above. It could be the
case that any complimentarity with regard to sexual
orientation would equally complicate same-gender mentoring
relationships
.
In a study of mentor choice by male students, Farylo
and Paludi (1985) found that 63% of the males they surveyed
stated that gender was not an important determinant of a
potential mentor. Nonetheless, the male students
predominantly selected men as their mentors, especially
during their college years. Given the higher status of men
in this culture, their greater preponderance and visibility
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in senior positions within academia and business, and the
social stigma regarding older women and younger men, this
finding is not surprising.
In his sociohistorical commentary on the place of
gender politics in the academic mentoring relationship,
Kronik (1990) makes a poignant "confession" that in the
1960 's he believed there was truly no difference in
mentoring men and women. Yet when challenged to think about
that position 30 years later he sees things very
differently. Focusing his address on the male mentor/
female protege scenario, he examines how the "changing-
unchanging social definition of woman" has affected the
mentoring circumstance. The real problem for the male
mentor of a female protege, he states, is how to handle
women's social reality, even whether or not to take it into
account.
In the sixties, to encourage a woman to enter full
force into the academy was to encourage her to abandon
the margins. . .opening up a path that would lead her
into conflict with the norms the society of men and
women had constructed for her and on which her ultimate
sense of self-realization might stand. (p. 25)
While in 1978 Levinson et. al. wrote that the mentor's
most crucial developmental function was to "support and
facilitate the realization of the dream," Kronik notes the
following:
A decade earlier, the mentor of women had no dream to
support, he had to instill one. . .The women... didn't
even have what dreams were called in those days:
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motivation, ambition moc*- .
From a feminist perspective, it is not that women have
not had dreams or been motivated to pursue them. Rather,
positing the mediating influence of sexual oppression, a
better explanation is that a female could neither make known
her dreams and aspirations nor pursue them very overtly
because of the challenge it would pose to the status quo of
the social order. While this is not nearly as true today as
it was when Kronik was first writing on the topic of
mentoring, the legacy lives on in the lives of many women
who continue to struggle quite personally and privately with
the tendency to hold back, intellectually speaking.
Nonetheless, it's reasonable to assume that women and men
alike are equally prone to experience a passion for learning
and achievement.
Staying with the sexual metaphor above. Slater (1966)
discusses the context of teaching and learning as an "erotic
irritant," stating:
The problem of libidinal enthralment is intensified by
the erotic ideas that traditionally surround the
transmission of knowledge and the acquisition of
understanding. Much has been written about the
importance of sexual curiousity as a kind of first-
stage rocket for intellectual pursuits, but far less
has been said about the extent to which the process of
teaching itself is defined in sexual terms.
Descriptions of traditional teaching techniques have
decidedly phallic-penetrative overtones, using phrases
such as ^fertile minds,' ^pregnant with meaning,'
^planting the seeds' of knowledge, and so on (not to
mention such extreme formations as the ^Rape of the
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Mind'). It is small wonder thai-
students seem so much less nnn?^^
than do their male coun?lrpa?tI ^^^""^ learning
idea does not de-sex them^ ^* ^^^^^ ^seduced' by an
s
".ess
While it is difficult for me to understand Slater'
conclusion about who is more conflicted and who is 1,
conflicted about learning in terms of gender, it does seem
that he adequately captures the relationship between
sexuality and the desire to know. Further, he suggests that
some may regard the sexualization of knowledge and its
aquisition as indeed biologically based. Using "knowing" in
the biblical sense as sexual conquest, Maslow (1963)
addresses the other side of this sexualization of learning
with the following:
At an unconscious level, knowing as an intrusive,
penetrating into, as a kind of masculine sexual
equivalent, can help us to understand the archaic
complex of conflicting emotions that may cluster around
the child's peeping into secrets, some women's feeling
of a contradiction between femininity and boldly
knowing, of the underdog's feeling that knowing is the
prerogative of the master... (p. 121)
Having examined some of the associations between
teaching, learning, sexuality and conflict, we return to the
issue of cross-gender mentoring. Kronick's perspective
supports the need for greater numbers of good female
mentors, though does not necessarily suggest that only women
can mentor other women. It does suggest, however, that the
task of the male mentor with the female protege is perhaps
even more challenging than meets the eye.
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Kronik (1990) illuminates some of the paradoxes
inherent in cross-gender mentoring relationships as he
lucidly takes up the question of power, sexuality, and how
mentoring men as a man differs from mentoring women as a
man.
It's extremely difficult to transplant yourself intothe psyche of the other (ie., the woman) and dangerousto determine what might be best for someone whoslgender sensitivities and obligations aren't the same as
whne'at ?h
^^'"^^
^V^^" "° distinctions whatsoeverile a t e same time keeping the distinctions in
mind. . .Mentoring is by definition an exercise ofpower.
. .Authority is vested in the mentor for a varietvof reasons: Tradition, circumstance, academichierarchy, personal charm. The very use of the word
^protege' as a counterpoint to ^mentor' is revealing.When a man mentors a woman, the power play is
doubled.
. .Every male teacher, advisor, and
administrator must confront the issue of gender on
personal, professional, psychological levels. Every
man conscious of gender must come to the realization
that despite his awakening he does not have to contend
with a prefeminist stage in the same way women do.
Even so, whenever a man serves as a mentor, the
discourse and institutions of power are in his hands.
The man's consciousness of his power can already serve
him as a necessary first restraint. More complicated
are the ethical questions that inhere in this power,
whose exercise is both inevitable and expected. .. Is it
...fair or legitimate of me to exercise my male power
over the woman, presumably on her behalf, so as to
professionalize her, to sharpen her ambition and her
means to share a power monopolized by males. My
inclination is to say ^Yes, yes!' eagerly. But on
reflection I'm not so sure, I become confused. . .What I
am quite sure of is that the greatest danger of abuse
of the male mentor's power over the woman lies in their
sexuality. .. By design a positive force, an agent of
growth and well being, the mentor easily incites
attachments. For the male mentor to open the issue of
sexuality is confusing and damaging to the woman, who
must then fall into everything that society has
negatively programmed her for. When, moreover, we
recall that metaphor of women in a world of fathers,
then an action that at the very least is inappropriate
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one'o?"socf:?y^s LlVrTj^oT'^^T^' transgresses
association to succ^^d IT'^nst il^^l re? J-^^^""'^^""mutual respect that allows for a sub??i ^^k^^^.^^.
exercise of power. (p. 25-26^ ^"""^ beneficial
In his study on cross-gender mentoring, Bowen (1985)
asserts that it is more typical for males to mentor females
than for females to mentor females given the fewer number of
females in senior positions. Viewing mentoring as a very
intense interpersonal relationship, he raises the question
of whether women should have male mentors, since sexual
attraction is likely to enter into and seriously complicate
any close male/female relationship. (This seems to assumes
that both individuals are heterosexual.) His point more
broadly stated suggests that if there is a fit between
sexual orientation and the gender of the two individuals,
there may be complications based on inadequately managed
sexual attraction.
In his attempt to resolve this issue, Bowen (1985)
confounds the potential problems of sexual attraction in
cross-gender mentoring dyads with the issue of the initial
need for identification within the mentoring dyad which,
according to some authors (Caruso, 1988; Gilbert, 1985; and
Knox, 1988)
,
depends upon gender-sameness. Others, while
maintaining that an initial identification is a
prerequisite, do not believe that identification is
necessarily based in gender-sameness, nor do they believe
that it is want of identification that predisposes a
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mentoring dyad to experience sexual attraction as
problematic.
Going into considerable detail in the examination of
gender, power, and sexuality within the context of "helping
relationships" which are hierarchical and predicated on
trust, Rutter (1986) examines the propensity for sexual
enactment within the "helping" relationship. Clearly, the
mentoring relationship may be addressed under this rubric.
He regards this propensity as the mutual contribution of
both people on the basis that each is attempting to heal
past experience of boundary violation and/or loss. Within
this scenario, the woman brings a history of boundary
violation, a devalued outer potential, an enormous amount of
hope for connection, the need to feel special, and then
ambivalence and confusion about whose needs are being
served. The man brings to the situation a variety of wounds
from the culture which teach him to cut off his emotional
life, an experience of lost intimacy with the father, and
historic fear of merging with the mother. Both are on a
quest for healing, which can be confused for the transient
intimacy of what Rutter calls "sex in the forbidden zone."
Remaining within the construct of the helping
relationship as Rutter discusses it and in order to provide
a more detailed discussion of the very important issue of
sexuality and aggression, I am including here a review of
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Searles (1979, p. 430-435) co™„entary on regression on the
part of the analyst as regards the analyst's therapeutic
strivings. Drawing a partial analogy to the analytic
relationship for the purpose of making some generalizations
to the mentoring relationship, the reader should let
"analyst" stand for mentor and "patient" stand for protege
in the following material.
Searles reports that along with the patient's
therapeutic strivings via regression, the analyst also
undergoes regression in the process of an anxiety provoking
analysis such that his or her own analytic orientation
becomes primitivised or desublimated to the level of
relatively raw aggressive and sexual urges which parallel
the patient's own therapeutic strivings. He suggests from
his empirical findings the following:
...a major reason for therapists becoming actually
sexually involved with patients is that the therapist's
own therapeutic striving, desublimated to the level at
which it was at work during his own childhood, has
impelled him into this form of involvement with the
patient. He has succumbed to the illusion that a
magically curative copulation will resolve the
patient's illness which tenaciously has resisted all
the more sophisticated psychotherapeutic techniques
learned in his adult-life training and practice,
(p. 431)
Searles further acknowledges that the temptation toward
such activities is most intense in his work with patients
whose childhood histories include having been involved in a
relationship with a parent in which "the child had been
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given to sense that incestuous fulfillment" would provide
•the parent with specific relief from the parent's suffering,
in the context of such a family situation, Searles believes
that it is very difficult for the child's therapeutic
strivings to become differentiated from, or sublimated
beyond, his or her sexual strivings. Certainly, also
implicit in this notion is the difficulty for the child in
differentiating his or her own strivings from those of the
parents. He goes on to say;
All this becomes re-experienced in the transference
relationship, with the analyst becoming thepersonification of the patient's child-self, and thusfeeling impelled to try to resolve the patient's
neurotic or psychotic parental identification(mtro^ect) as it were, through actual sexual
activity.
..Hence the transference is a mixed and hiqhlvambivalent one, such that the patient who succeeds inseducing the therapist is winning one oedipal sexual
object in the therapist, and at the same timedestroying the oedipal rival in the latter. (p. 432)
Then he attempts to explain the actualization of sexuality
in the context of the therapist's process in the following:
It is transparently obvious that unacceptable
incestuous urges become acceptable to the therapist's
superego by cloning themselves in an intended-healer
guise. But what I wish particularly to stress is that
these primitive therapeutic strivings are no less
powerful in themselves, than are the sexual strivings.
I can believe that in many instances, the therapeutic
strivings are most powerful of all in bringing about
such a tragic deforming of the therapeutic endeavor. I
believe that just as sexual predatoriness on the part
of the therapist can wear the guise of the emancipated-
healer role so, too, can a basic problem of therapeutic
omnipotence on his part lead him to seize upon any
available, intendedly therapeutic measures, including
those of actual sexual involvement with the patient,
(p. 432-433)
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Searles introduces the icjena ^t.e un ssue of aggression by referring to
the unconscious needs of the therapist:
reg^L^I/i^^i^SL^^!h^^ifr'L--^^,-?- - his
.
.
with his aggressive urges also nno ' ^"'Jgest, it isthe sexual ?nvolve™ent"g!ves"A;;°S^S^^ surmise that
therapist, under the stress ^T? 22 I?
his pLieAt's intense^a^?ea?ence%^rSirown
responsive ambivalence, is that he, the ?he?apist haslost touch with the transference context ofShafishappening. (p. 435) ^
Certainly, while the mentoring relationship is not
nearly as intense as the analytic relationship, the simple
fact of the hierarchical structure of mentoring predisposes
the mentoring dyad to transference and countertransference
phenomenon. It is for this reason that I find it useful to
enter into the psychoanalytic literature in this discussion
of gender, power, and sexual attraction.
Typically, the mentoring relationship is far less self-
conscious than the analytic relationship, not to mention
that it's task is not analysis and understanding. Thus, it
is more possible that within the context of mentoring, while
sexual attraction may be an aspect of the relationship which
is experienced by one or both individuals, it may on the
other hand be an aspect that remains latent or unconscious
on the part of one or both individuals. In either case,
sexual attraction need not be a problematic aspect of
relating for two reasons: The key issue regarding sexual
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attraction in the mentorina rel •^ij-ng ationship seems to be
abstinence, and how the feelings of attraction and energy
are translated into action, on the one hand, abstinence
might be fostered by a conscious prohibition against sexual
enactment maintained by one or both people, on the other
hand, abstinence might be fostered by the sublimation of
sexual and aggressive urges, and thus function to foster the
mutual pursuit of the task inherent in the mentoring
relationship.
Exploring the question of how power and sexual
attraction are handled in both effective and in-effective
cross-gender advisement relationships, Heinrich (1991)
identified 3 approaches on the part of the male advisors,
only one of which her subjects identified as effective
mentoring.
She identified a masculine, a feminine, and an
androgynous style or approach to advisement, linking the
masculine with narcissistic needs on the part of the advisor
at the expense of the advisee, and linking the feminine with
an abdication of the necessary power to protect and foster
the development of the advisee. The person who came to be
regarded as a true mentor was androgynous insofar as
demonstrating an intergration of the feminine and masculine
principles of care and protection along with the gender
sensitive use of power in the relationship with the student.
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Characteristic of relationships involving an
androgynous approach is that power issues did not become
sexualized and sexual energy and sexual attraction were
negotiated in a manner comfortable to both people. Making
the distinction between sexual energy as a diffuse aspect
that fosters the relationship, and sexual attraction which
is specifically focused on the other, she reports that in
effective advisement relationships, whatever sexual
attraction exists is transformed into sexual energy. The
vehicle for this transformation is, not surprisingly, the
incest taboo.
Narcissism vs. Generativity
In surveying 62 college professors who functioned in
the role of mentor, Blackburn, Chapman and Cameron (1981)
found that the survey respondents viewed their proteges
whose careers were essentially identical to their own as
most successful. This is interesting in that it highlights
an important distinction in mentoring relationships: Those
which function to "clone" the protege in the mentor's
"image," implying a high degree of narcissism on the
mentor's part, and those which function to foster the
autonomous development of the protege.
In the former paradigm, the protege must subordinate
his or her drive toward differentiation from the mentor, and
in the latter paradigm the protege necessarily moves toward
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an increasing differentiation fro. his or her mentor. it is
the former paradigm which is most closely associated with
the active engagement of the mentor's narcissistic needs,
and the latter paradigm which is most closely associated'
with the mentor's engagement in the process of generativity
.
conversely, narcissism may also manifest as competition
and rivalry on the mentor's part. When these become salient
aspects of the mentoring relationship it may be assumed that
narcissistic needs on the part of the mentor are
predominant. Where this is not the case, the mentor's
actual superiority and integration provide a milieu in which
the protege may compete with the mentor as part of the
process of what Levinson (1978) calls "becoming one's own
man" (which may readily be translated into the feminine
form)
.
This latter manifestation of competition and
rivalry, however, is quite different than the case in which
it is the mentor who is insecure with his or her competence,
thus construing the protege as a rival and responding with
competition. Clearly, expressions of narcissistic and
generative mentoring may be seen in the context of natural
or formal mentoring relationships alike.
Reintegrating Roles and Functions :
A Contextual-Developmental Theory of Mentoring
In concluding this review of the literature I will now
turn to Healy and Welchert (1990) whose ideas on the topic
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of mentoring stand out from the r&<^t Tt, >.un es . In responding to the
problem inherent in the lack of an overarching definition of
mentoring they advance a definition of mentoring which
articulates the essence of mentoring so as to distinguish it
from other superior/subordinate interactions, and bridge the
gap between formalized and classical mentoring (which I have
previously referred to as formal and natural mentoring)
.
Their definition incorporates the developmental-contextual
notion of Vondracek, Lerner, & Schulenberg (1986) that
stages are qualitatively distinct levels of organization and
that the organism's development is both influenced and
changed by its context. Expanding Levinson's (1978)
influential developmental definition they define mentoring
as a dynamic, reciprocal relationship in a work environment
between an advanced career encumbent (mentor) and a beginner
(protege) aimed at promoting the career development of both
on the basis of the following:
...an organism's transformation depends as much upon
the dynamic potentials of its context as upon its own
changing capacities. This formulation conceptualizes
development as a nexus of dynamic, bidirectional,
organism-context interactions with probablistic
outcomes. (p. 17)
Healy and Welchert (1990) highlight two points which
distinguish mentoring from other superior/subordinate
relationships. The first is that there exists a reciprocity
between the mentor and the protege based upon their mutual
readiness to enter into a mentoring relationship. The
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second is that by virtue of reciprocity there is a .utual
Identity transformation. m earlier definitions the
development of the mentor is viewed as a fortuitous by-
product rather than as an integral aspect of the mentoring
relationship. Specifically, they suggest that for the
protege, the purpose of mentoring is the achievement of an
identity transformation indicated by the change in status
from understudy to self-directing colleague based on the
mentor's ability to cultivate qualitative change in the
protege's approach to tasks as opposed to simply promoting
immediate productivity. For the mentor, the relationship is
regarded not as an indication of having achieved mid-life
"generativity" (Erikson, 1963), but in fact as a vehicle for
such achievment. In other words, it is not that the senior
person enters into the phase of generativity and then has
the capacity to mentor, but that by effectively cultivating
the growth and development of the less experienced person,
he or she transcendes self
-preoccupation, thus entering the
phase of generativity.
By highlighting the two points of reciprocity and
mutual identity transformation as the hallmark of the
effective mentoring relationship, emphasizing both context
and development, Healy and Welchert anticipate an advance in
research as well as the practice of mentoring. I concur.
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Focus and Purpose of fho c-k,i^„
Because the tradition in the university setting has
long been the naturally occurring mentoring relationship,
and this relationship is potentially quite beneficial, it
makes sense that a better understanding of natural mentoring
will contribute to the enhancement of both the process and
the outcome for protege and mentor alike.
While the structural and functional aspects of
mentoring relationships have been adequately addressed in
the existing literature on mentoring, it is interesting to
notice that this pragmatic level of analysis deals with what
is most easily articulated about the mentor, the protege,
and the purpose and process in which they engage. Less
adequately addressed in the literature are the dynamics, or
"psychodynamics" of mentoring. In some regard, these may be
considered inarticulable, and this is part of what makes
them interesting. For instance, by combining the
intersubjective with the interpersonal aspects of mentoring,
we arrive at a view of the relationship as one which is
essentially co-constructed. It is this essential dynamic
quality of the relationship which does not lend so readily
to study and discussion, as do the structural and functional
aspects of mentoring. Thus it is the unspoken, and perhaps
unspeakable, phenomena of mentoring which I am aiming to
address in this study.
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I associate "essential" mentoring with "successful" or
"effective" mentoring in terms of engagement of the
psychodynamic aspects which faciltate progress toward the
developmental tasks of both the student and the faculty
member. l am hoping to discover here the essence of the
effective, naturally occuring academic mentoring
relationship, a relationship which may or may not develop in
the context of graduate education.
In this study I have focused on the graduate years
because this period provides an obvious subject pool and a
clear demarcation between the stage of adolescence and early
adulthood, the transition most typically associated with
mentoring. it is certainly a time which has long been
regarded as a rite of passage. At this juncture in the
development of the person as student, the dialectical
tension arising from an inherently hierarchical initial
relationship with a mentor significantly contributes to such
a transformation when the relationship is successful. The
result is the initiation of the student into the peerage.
While effective mentoring enhances this initiation, some do
not believe it is necessary component of initiation.
In the academic institution, the oral defense of the
doctoral dissertation might be regarded as the right of
passage into the peerage, at which time the person is in a
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position to begin to negotiate stage seven (Erikson, 1980;
1968) by mentoring others, among other things.
in the following analysis of the dynamics of mentoring,
I will limit my inquiry to the structure, function, and
stages of the mentoring relationship within the framework of
interaction and intersubjectivity
, emphasizing the dynamic
and co-constructed nature of the dyadic relationship over
time, and the more subtle aspects of that creative process.
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CHAPTER II
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES
My orientation to this inquiry into the dynamics of
mentoring fundamentally derives from a constructivist
framework (Montesquieu, 1750; Mead, 1934; Watzlawick,
Bavelas, & Jackson, 1967; Coulter, 1979; Averill, 1980;
Armon-Jones, 1985). Having evolved as a counterpoint to the
framework of naturalism in which the innate, biological
substrate is regarded as the central concern, constructivism
is concerned with the sociocultural substrate. Whereas we
seek to explain the natural world by arriving at a point of
consensual validation about its objective reality, we seek
to interpret the social world, necessarily allowing for
multiple views of social reality. Regarding social reality
as constructed via interpretation, Watzlawick, et al.,
(1967, p. 95) states that "Reality is what we make it."
Maintaining a constructivist position, I place the emphasis
on the sociocultural constitution of the mentoring pair in
terms of its etiology and development, and thus the
following study is highly interpretive.
Drawing from Mead's notion (1934) of the
interdependence between social frameworks and the shaping of
individual behavior and experience, I wish to highlight the
intersubjective construction of meaning/reality as it occurs
via the functional or purposive aspects of the mentoring
relationship, a relationship which is culture-bound and
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context specific. Additionally, in placing the exnphasi.
the mentoring pair I am deemphasizing both the mentor and
the protege in this inquiry, as neither the mentor nor the
protege exists in the absence of the other. They are two
sides of the same coin of mentoring.
General Tenets nf MentnT-inr^
From a constructivist position, then, l want to begin
this study of mentoring with a collection of general tenets
about the nature of volitional socially constructed
relationships, making the assumption that they share certain
properties. For example, implicit in the construction of a
relationship is a task. That task manifests both implicitly
and explicitly, and the constructive process involves overt
as well as covert behaviors (i.e. action, interaction, a
multitude of affects and cognitions) on the part of both
people, including behaviors both consciously and
unconsciously motivated. These polarities are orthogonal.
While there is a time dimension involved in the
construction of a volitional dyadic relationship,
construction does not proceed in a strictly linear fashion
owing to its non-volitional aspects such as transference,
countertransference, and stylistic modes of expression and
defense. Nonetheless, the relationship is both constructed
and elaborated over time by way of a complex process of
conscious and unconscious multimodal communication and the
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intertwined experiences of beinrr Kr^^-v,r o ing both active and receptive
in that process.
The participants in a volitional dyadic relationship
share a sense of both choosing and being chosen for the
task, and this involves a mutual appreciation for the other,
revealing a complementarity or fit which is inherent in the
match. The two individuals are drawn together on the basis
of a complementarity of both conscious and unconscious needs
which find various forms of expression and defense within
the dyad. Any specific dyad is assumed to include
nomological as well as idiosyncratic aspects. By this I
wish to distinguish the overt, observable interpersonal
aspects of relating (i.e. "doing" or action) from the
covert, inferential intersubjective aspects of relating
(i.e. "being" or thinking and feeling), giving equal weight
to both aspects while emphasizing the dialectical process
that links the two and informs the co-construction of
meaning within the dyad. This is a circular process by
which the interpenetration of the two spheres of internal
life or subjective experience form what Bellas (1983)
referred to as the "intersubjective claim."
Finally, at this general level of assumption it must be
added that any volitional dyadic relationship resonates to
some degree with a socially maintained though perhaps
vaguely articulated concept about the nature and purpose of
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-s case
the specific kind of dyad under consideration, in thi,
the mentoring dyad versus, for instance, the psychoanalytic
or marital dyad.
in addition to variations in the task or purpose of
different kinds of dyads, I would like to offer the idea
that different types of dyads are characterized by variation
in what I regard as the "dyadic space," here defined as
optimal distance between the two participants including both
the lateral dimension of proximity and intimacy, and the
vertical dimension of hierarchy and power. Dyadic types are
differentiated by their dyadic space within a range of
variation determined by the pair. Thus, the dyadic space
may be thought of as signifying the "nature" of the dyad
which is determined by the task. For example, returning
again to the relationships of mentoring, psychoanalysis, and
marriage, it is easy to see that they are characterized by
differences in "dyadic space."
Focusing now on the mentoring relationship in
particular requires yet another distinction. While
volitional dyadic relationships may be broadly regarded as
either hierarchical or non-hierarchical, the mentoring
relationship is by nature initially hierarchical, consisting
of a superior and a subordinate. Nonetheless, mentoring
pairs may vary considerably in the degree of hierarchy they
embody. In some pairs, the power differential may be
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latent. The point here is that there is a power
differential and while it may or may not be observable in
the interaction, it certainly contributes to the
construction of the dyadic space within which the task is
pursued.
The specific purpose or task of the mentoring pair is
development, or progressive transformation over time. The
means of transformation is the relationship, and yet, built
into its formulation is the transformation of the
transforming agent, thus the relationship passes through
distinct stages of development. More specifically, the
manifest task of the mentoring relationship is the
development of the protege, the person of lesser knowledge
and experience. The latent task of the mentoring
relationship is the development of the mentor, the person of
greater knowledge and experience.
While the relationship has both a manifest and a latent
task, so too the individuals have a manifest and a latent
task. Within the individual, the manifest task is
pragmatic, whereas the latent task may be regarded as
psychological or therapeutic. It makes sense that the
psychological or therapeutic striving is embedded in the
pragmatic; the latent is alive in the manifest. The dyadic
complementarity or fit, then, is based on a convergence of
factors both conscious and unconscious. In other words.
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What appears to be a simple dyadic relationship with a
straight forward purpose is indeed very complex. it is the
mutuality of development of both individuals which
operationally defines the relationship as "successful."
Taking into account the mentor, the protege, and the
pair, we have a threefold schema of development beginning
with the development of the relationship. The means of
transformation is the relationship because it is the
relationship on which the development of the individual
(both the protege and the mentor) is predicated. Taking
this one step further, it is the development of the
individual on which the development of the "product," or
signifier is predicated.
Somewhat paradoxically, while the protege sometimes
becomes more expert than the mentor in the specific area of
study, it is the mentor who is empowered to evaluate the
performance and "product" of the protege in both general and
specific terms (Gadlin, 1991, personal communication).
Ironically, at the completion of the task when the outcome
of the mentoring relationship can be evaluated, owing to the
fact that the primary responsibility for the outcome is held
by the mentor, the protege may be regarded in some sense as
the "product" of the mentor, just as the Ph.D. dissertation,
for example, would be regarded as the "product" of the
protege. This shift in emphasis places the mentor in a
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position Which is also subject to evaluation. The way in
Which the protege is the mentor's product is only part of
the picture, and the opposite may be asserted as well. The
mentor may also be regarded as the product of the protege in
that each has constituted the other in some highly refined
and subtle ways. Thus in the successful mentoring
relationship, the complementarity of fit is marked by the
complementarity of development.
"Success" is here intended as a relative term,
acknowledging that there are gradations of success and
failure with regard to development and its vicissitudes, and
that both are evaluative measures which exist on a
continuum. Fundamentally however, I want to operationalize
the concept of "a successful volitional dyadic relationship"
as one in which overall progress is being made toward the
development of the protege, inclusive of both the "manifest"
or pragmatic task and the "latent" or psychological task.
Together, these may be regarded as the manifest task of the
mentoring relationship. With this as the given, it may be
assumed that progress is also being made toward the latent
task of the relationship: The mentor's development, also
inclusive of both pragmatic and psychological tasks.
Essentially, the protege transitions from one semi-distinct
stage to the next, while the mentor's transition is more
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about an elaboration of the capacity for generativity ; it is
movement and consolidation within the developmental stage.
Resting on a shared commitment to the task and thus to
the relationship, the successful mentoring relationship
itself progresses through a series of semi-distinct though
interpenetrating stages, resulting in an ongoing process of
redefinition of the relationship and its potentialities. To
my way of thinking, the development of the relationship is
characterized simultaneously by continuity and
discontinuity, the latter having in part to do with
negotiation of areas of conflict at a number of different
junctures as the mentoring pair progresses toward the task.
This negotiation can take a number of forms and will harken
back to the interaction of personality and dyadic space as
it has been defined by the pair within the mentoring
construct.
In terms of the student, the experience of a successful
mentoring relationship could be viewed as similar to the
experience of "good enough mothering" (Winnicott, 1960c)
,
the aim being to facilitate the resolution of genetic
transference, the exploration of conflict, the increased
capacity for reflection and empathy, and the increased
integration and autonomy related to "the coming of age."
The "coming of age" might be regarded as the capacity for
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solitude, for relatedness, and for or-o=.4-
•
,
a t creative and committed
action.
in terms of the faculty member, the experience of a
successful mentoring relationship could be viewed as
conscious and active involvement in Erikson's stage Vll
(1968), implying adequate resolution of the conflict between
generativity and stagnation, resulting in the elaboration of
the capacity for generativity. Just as the child aids the
parent's development as a parent, the protege aids the
mentor's development as a mentor.
While a successful mentoring relationship facilitates,
for both parties, progress toward completion of the self,
the mentor potentiates the protege's development and the
protege the mentor's. Drawing from Levinson, et al., (1978,
p. 320)
,
the evaluative issues involve how a person fares
during a given period, how well the person meets the
developmental task, how satisfactory the life structure
formed during the structure-building period, and how well
the person has managed, in a transitional period, to
reappraise the past and create a basis for a future. In the
successful mentoring relationship, then, as in any
successful volitional dyadic relationship, a certain
component of mutuality is both an essential precursor as
well as an outcome of the relationship.
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Here I am making the assumption that the kind of
mutuality which both fosters the rel r^r.oK •n ationship and grows from
it has something to do with a systemic activation of
libidinal energy within the dyad in tandem with the
management of aggressive drives. This leads us back to the
elements of personality and dyadic space, m his
conceptualization of the id as composed of life instincts
and death instincts, Freud (1923A; 1923B) defined "libido"
as the sexual drive encompassing the life-propelling
energies (eros)
.
m my application of the term I do not
mean strictly to denote sexuality or sex drive. Instead, I
am using "libido" to account for all that is subsumed in the
reciprocal attraction between mentor and protege, including
though not limited to the sexual dimension. Additionally, I
am viewing this libidinal dimension as the source of
vitality which propels the work, first construed to mean the
work of the mentoring relationship, and then the work of the
individuals within that relationship.
Juxtaposed with libido in Freud's early model is
thanatos, the death instinct, which accounts for aggressive
or death seeking energies. Viewed with sufficient breadth,
I believe that these concepts can be fruitfully applied to
the mentoring relationship.
For instance, it may be regarded as the dialectic of
sex and aggression which makes necessary at the various
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junctures of the developinq relai-i r.r.oK •-i-ng lat onship, negotiation of
areas of conflict as they find unique expression within the
specific mentoring pair. For example, there might be a
predominance of competition between mentor and protege
particularly enacted by the mentor, or a kind of withholding
of acknowledgement by the mentor which results in the
protege be placed in a rivalry with his or her peers for the
recognition of the mentor, with the introduction into the
relationship of sexuality as action, the potentiality for
conflict, both intrapsychic and interpersonal, increases
greatly. A failure to adequately negotiate these tensions
around sex and aggression results in an impediment for the
relationship which may have the effect of undoing it.
Further, successful negotiation can be thought of as a
product of adequate metacommunication and sublimation of
sexual and aggressive "drives," illustrated by the
maintenance of appropriate boundaries and prohibitions.
Following this line of reasoning, the external
indicators of an effective mentoring relationship might
include frequent and regular contact, active collaboration,
metacommunication (Wittgenstein, 1951)
,
timely and adequate
interpersonal problem solving, and progress on the part of
each person toward completion of their respective tasks.
The internal or intersubjective indicators of an effective
mentoring relationship are mutual feelings of positive
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regard including respect, liking, interest, attraction,
trust, and good-will.
in some sense this formulation likens the mentoring
relationship to other volitional hierarchical relationships
built on trust. For example, the parent-child relationship,
the analytic relationship, and the marital relationship all
require the necessary "attraction" coupled with the safety
of certain prohibitions such that the "work" can proceed.
In Freud's nomenclature, there must be a balance between the
libidinal and aggressive drives in order for the
transitional and thus temporary relationship of mentoring to
remain in-tact as long as necessary for the completion of
its task.
In contrast, within the unsuccessful volitional dyadic
relationship, consistent progress toward the task is not
made, resulting in a termination of the relationship owing
to the absence or loss of relational meaning.
Unsuccessful mentoring, instead of resulting in
development for mentor and protege, might be a reenactment
of a particular psychic drama without the necessary "working
through" (Freud, 1914G) . As in the course of mutual
development, reenactment also proceeds on the basis of
complimentarity of fit. However, instead of expressing a
trend toward "health," the reenactment dramatizes a
particular way of failing to "heal" under the guise of
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seeKing to "heal." m again emphasizing the complementarity
Of roles and functions, I want to highlight the notion that
this compli.entarity involves both conscious and unconscious
strivings. For example, this might occur via repetition
compulsion (Freud, 1920G; 1926D) in the context of the
maintenance of a primarily transferential relationship
between the faculty member and the student.
An ineffective mentoring relationship might be
characterized, on the one hand, by insufficient mutual
interest and esteem, which could be viewed as an absence of
libido. This might include external indicators such as
infrequent and irregular contact, a lack of timely and
adequate interpersonal problem solving, an absence of actual
collaboration on the work, and ultimately a lack of progress
in the student's work. On the other hand, the mentoring
relationship might be rendered ineffective by the lack of
management of the dynamics of sex and/or aggression on the
part of one or both people. Thus, the relationship might be
characterized by conflictual involvement around a breakdown
of certain boundaries, and the ensuing lack of safety and
thus trust for one or both people. This might include the
overt sexual ization of the academic relationship, changing
and complicating the focus of the relational task, or it
might include a strong competitive element contributed by
the mentor which confounds the task of the protege's
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development with a double-bind co^nmunication (Bateson, et
al., 1956).
External indicators of these kinds of problems within
the relationship might include writer's block on the part of
the student, and thus a lack of progress in the work,
infrequent and irregular contact, and a lack of timely and
adequate metacommunication and interpersonal problem
solving. Internal indicators might include a degradation of
self-esteem, a breakdown in trust, and a loss of positive
regard for the other. in the case of a boundary breakdown,
it may be assumed that there is a negative consequence for
the faculty member as well as for the student (Rutter,
1986)
.
In terms of evaluation I make the assumption that there
are both subjective and objective criteria for measuring
success and failure, and that criteria from both loci (ie.,
subject and object) are subject to revision over the course
of time. The implication here is that in order for the
relationship and thus its task to progress, there must exist
a capacity for conflict resolution within the dyad. Here,
conflict should be regarded as encompassing the intrapsychic
manifestation, the interpersonal, or both in tandem.
Moreover, the intrapsychic/subjective experience is
inseparable from the interpersonal/intersubjective
experience in terms of meaning as it is socially
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constructed. Certainly Dertin=r,<. ui p rtinent here and worth mentioning
again is Bellas' notion (1983) that "the internal life of
each person is the object of the intersubjective claim."
Clearly, this idea pertains to the successful mentoring
relationship as well to the unsuccessful mentoring
relationship,
Hvpothespfi
Returning to more pragmatic concerns, the data
collection for this study is grounded in part in the
existing literature on mentoring, some supplementary
literature from the fields of psychoanalysis and systems
theory, and finally in the working hypotheses that I bring
to this study from my reading of this material. These
hypotheses turn on the distinction between "successful"
mentoring and "unsuccessful" mentoring, the difference being
whether or not the task of the relationship is brought to
fruition or not, and how well this is accomplished. As
synthesized from the preceeding discussion of mentoring my
hypotheses are as follows:
A true mentoring relationship engages both libidinal
and aggressive dynamics. There is a range of variation
between mentoring pairs with regard to the salience and
expression of each of these dynamics. In the event that the
libidinal and/or aggressive dimensions are either forcefully
denied or forcefully enacted by either or both people, the
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likely result is conflict t^-f*-ri . Left unaddressed, conflict will
result in foreclosure on the task ^r^r^ . .i-ae r K and the demise of the
mentoring relationship prior to itc;/ r,=.h^ ^ ^° natural resolution
following the completion of the task.
in this qualitative inquiry l will be looking for data
which supports these basic hypotheses.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Selection of P;=»T-t-.icipant-g
Participants for this three phase study were derived
from the population of graduate faculty and graduate
students at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Through a random computer sampling, 25% of all graduate
faculty and graduate students from the Arts and Humanities,
Mathematics and the Natural Sciences, and the Social and
Behavioral Sciences (excluding Psychology) received a letter
of introduction and the appropriate faculty or student form
of the initial survey (Phase I)
.
Of the total 668 recipients of the initial survey, 204
were faculty members and 4 64 were students. The 65 faculty
and 60 students who responded constituted a self-selected
sample, eliminating the need for a document indicating
informed consent.
From the pool of 12 5 respondents in Phase I, 38 faculty
and 4 0 students elected to continue as participants in Phase
II of the study. However, only 18 faculty and 17 students
did, in fact, respond to the personal survey which was
significantly longer and somewhat more sensitive to the
complex dynamics involved in student-faculty mentoring
relationships
.
I ultilized a survey format both as a means of
selecting subjects and as a point of departure for the
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personal interviews which followed and served as the primary
source of data for the study.
Of the 18 faculty and 17 students who responded to the
Personal Survey, 6 faculty and 13 students participated in
the in-depth, semi-structured personal interview about their
experiences with the mentoring relationship. Thus there
were 19 participants who were interviewed, constituting
Phase III of the study.
At each phase of the study, participation was voluntary
and contingent upon having participated in the previous
phase of the study. Thus, all participants were self-
selected from among the initial 25% random sample. in the
event that any faculty and student participants were
actually involved in a "mentoring" relationship with one
another the fact of that pairing remained unknown to me.
While I initially thought it desirable to solicit
matched faculty-student mentoring pairs, there were many
reasons not to. For instance, soliciting matched pairs
would pose the tautological problem of predefining
"mentoring" and who was engaged in it; a factor which would
eliminate some pairs by requiring a level of shared self-
reflectivity which is not necessarily part of mentoring in
the early, more ambiguous stages of relationship.
Additionally, there was some potentiality of risk in
soliciting matched pairs in that the ensuing hightened level
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Of xnutual self-consciousness about the process of
.entering
could adversely affect the
.entering process. Finally, the
process of identifying mentoring pairs in the context of
surveying and interviewing both people would affect a
compromise of confidentiality for the individuals and the
pairs to the extent that one individual's disclosures could
be identified by the other via the association of data, or
that a faculty-student pair could be identified by their
colleagues.
In terms of eliminating from the initial sample
graduate faculty and students within Psychology, the issue
of confidentiality and the maintenance of departmental
decorum loomed large. This factor was particularly salient
given the sensitive nature of the study. Thus I thought it
best to forego a more psychologically informed articulation
of issues pertinent to this study which might otherwise have
been derived from the participation of graduate students in
psychology, albeit unfortunate.
Measures
The measures consisted of the initial survey, the
personal survey, and the semi-structured participant
interview. The cover letters, surveys, and synopsis of the
study are presented in the Appendices.
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The Ini tial Survey - Ph^e^ j
The initial survey was brief and dealt primarily with
demographics. My intention was simply to engage the
interested recipient in a more extended dialogue on
mentoring, hopefully gaining their participation in Phases
II and III Of the study, it was a survey which invited the
respondent to pause and think for a minute about an issue
which is pertinent to higher education, from both the
perspective of the faculty as well as the student.
The Personal Survev - Phase IT
Those who responded to the initial survey and indicated
an interest in continued participation received the personal
survey, which was an inquiry into a variety of intrapsychic
and interpersonal experiences of graduate faculty and
students.
At a general level, the survey inquired into issues of
definition, construction, maintenance, and resolution of the
mentoring relationship as it is informed by past experience.
More specifically, it was an attempt to survey the gamut of
academically engendered roles and relationships inherent in
the process of mentoring, taking into account some of the
psychic correlates of these roles and relationships derived
via experience within the family of origin and later within
mentoring relationships. In this sense, the survey was an
attempt to uncover personal patterns in the relational
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metaphors of those who particina^-o^ a 4.1.x:icipated in the study and to
better understand the tacit dimension or psychodyna.ics of
the mentoring relationship as described by the participants.
Given the length of the second survey and its more
provocative nature, I anticipated that there would be .any
fewer respondents than there were in the first phase of the
study, further narrowing the number of participants.
The Semi
-.structured Participant Tni-^rview - pk.c.^ ttt
Those who responded to the personal survey and
indicated an interest in participating in Phase lii were
interviewed. The interviews numbered 19 (13 students and 6
faculty) and lasted from 1-2 hours. Confidentiality with
regard to all responses was guaranteed and maintained at all
times. Names and other identifying data were obscurred as
necessary. During each interview I took minimal notes to
highlight emerging themes and evolving guestions. All
interviews were audiotaped and later transcribed. The
individual transcripts were coded according to emerging
themes, giving a sense of the nature and degree of their
interrelationship.
I chose the semi-structured interview format as opposed
to the structured interview format for the following reason:
Primarily, a careful standardization of questions would not
adequately address the nature and variability of the
interpersonal transactions in whose contexts the interview
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data are generated (Piotrkowski, 1978, p. 296). This
applies equally to both the faculty-student relationship as
the subject Of inquiry as well as to the researcher-
participant relationship as the primary raeans of inquiry.
It is my belief that a structured interview in this type of
inquiry would seriously limit the richness of the data.
The interview used as a starting point the individual's
general response to the surveys questions, looking
particularly for signs of face valididty. Following that,
the participant was asked for a thumbnail sketch of the
circumstances of his or her current academic and personal
life, such that a minimal contemporary context was
established.
The interview aimed at exploring personal constructs of
mentoring in process, taking into account the individual's
historical and contemporary experience, or lack thereof, of
mentoring paradigms. Again, aspects of definition,
construction, maintenance, and resolution were addressed.
This provided an opportunity to delve in greater detail into
the areas of attraction and affinity, boundaries,
competition and collaboration, conflict and conflict
resolution, development, and nature of the work. It was
assumed that certain pertinent themes were common to the
mentoring experience, while simultaneously recognizing the
variablility of the individual's experience of the mentoring
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relationship across its epiaenec;i<5 ir, +-igenesis in terms of whether those
themes remained latent or became manifest.
AS introduced in the personal survey, some inquiry into
the fantasy and dream life of the participants was made
during the middle phase of the interview. insofar as
contemporary protege or mentor figures were perhaps given
representation within the psychic life of the individual
participant, this was a way of exploring associative
connections between past and present in terms of the
construction of a mentoring relationship. The interactive
format of the interview offered some degree of collaborative
analysis of the participants psychic life as it derived
from, and reinformed the experience of mentoring within the
broader context of the individual's contemporary life and
personal history.
Finally, issues pertaining to family of origin
inclusive of values, personalities, relationships, and
legacies were explored. The inquiry into the matrix of the
family was done in efforts to further contextualize the
interview data by uncovering possible paradigms or metaphors
which informed and interacted with the individual's
mentoring relationship under study. This part of the
interview was facilitated by the drawing of the
participant's family genogram.
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Approach -k^^ jy^y^
Throughout the interview I attempted to check my
understanding of the participant's responses as each
described his or her experiences of the mentoring
relationship on the grounds that some of the material
reported was delicate and at times offered in ambiguous
terms. Clearly, given a descriptive and interpretive
emphasis, the coincidence of participant intentionality and
researcher interpretation is paramount in the construction
of meaning. it is perhaps not enough, however, given the
nature of unconscious processes, the existence of which I am
presupposing in this research.
Each theme which emerged from the data was regarded as
infering a working hypothesis and built into the interview
process such that the participant could confirm or modify my
understanding. For instance, the early assumption that
there are both similarities and differences between members
of a mentoring dyad was evidenced in these emerging themes.
In generating the major thematic categories, I used Glaser
and Strauss 's method of "constant comparison" of cases and
themes (1967)
.
This necessarily involved the dialectical tension
between the "process of accomodation, whereby the conceptual
schemas are created and modified by the data, and
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assimilation, whereby the data are fit into" the conceptual
framework which was emerging (Piotrkowski
, 1978, p. 314).
in attempting to highlight some of the key features of
the mentoring relationship I have drawn extensively from the
transcript data, hopefully without being unnecessarily
burdensom to the reader. My choice of quotations for the
illustration of these features was highly selective and
particularly leaves out material regarding the family
dynamics of the participants, material which will be
included in my dissertation on the same topic.
Drawing extensively upon psychoanalytic theory, the
aims of this study are twofold: Descriptive, as a means of
structuring the reader's experience, and interpretive, as a
means of bringing theory to bear upon the narrative material
provided in the transcripts.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
While the surveys were helpful in mapping the terrain
and establishing the personal context of the participants,
the interviews illuminated the details of the participant!'
experience of mentoring.
The interview format allowed the participants to
operationalize terms, elaborate meanings, and articulate
themes inherent in their mentoring experience, it involved
an exploration of their mentoring history up to the present,
with some anticipatory exploration about the future, it was
grounded in further exploration of family history to examine
the etiology of personal values, issues, interpersonal
styles, and prototypic relationships. Finally, the
interview addressed the question of what led people to
participate in the study, and how they regarded the content
and process of their interviews.
In reporting the results, I attempt to cover the broad
areas of definition, nature, initiation, cultivation, and
resolution of the mentoring relationship. Within these five
broad categories a variety of themes emerge from the
transcript data. Much of the time the themes are highly
interrelated if not embedded. Thus, in order to present the
data in a cogent fashion for the benefit of the reader, the
results are further delineated by sub-theme.
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For example, while often the definitions were
articulated by the participants in a fairly straight forward
manner, I extract some of the defining characteristics of
"mentor" and "protege" from the participants' stories, along
with the emergent hierarchical and non-hierarchical
metaphors which infuse their mentoring relationships. The
remainder of the primary data is organized by theme
according to the stage of the mentoring relationship in
which it becomes most relevant and most clearly articulated.
Here again, we find a quality of thematic interrelatedness.
Highlighting transcript material pertinent to the
initial stage of initiation, I emphasize attraction,
identification, and pairing, with regard to the middle
stage of cultivation, I emphasize the twofold task of
mentoring for both the mentor and the protege as including
an explicit pragmatic task, and an implicit psychological
task, with some focus on the role of conflict and
collaboration within the relationship. With regard to the
final stage of resolution, I emphasize issues of separation
and redefinition.
In order to aid the reader in identifying the
participants and tracking the continuity of information, the
following chart will provide some basic classificatory data.
I have used pseudonyms to protect the confidentiality of all
participants and the people to whom they refer.
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Pseudonyms anri Participani- g^.^,,^
Students
Herbert
Rachael
William
Ophelia
Eduardo
Melissa
Allison
Douglas
Phillip
Jenifer
Isabell
Lorelie
Kenneth
Age
78
27
41
28
28
34
23
31
26
31
31
46
27
General Area nf g^-,l^y
Humanities
Arts
Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Humanities
Mathematics
Mathematics
Natural Sciences
Humanities
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Faculty
Barbara
Terence
Frances
Stanley
Charles
Natalie
Age
44
54
45
69
64
56
General Area of Study
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Natural Sciences
Humanities
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
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The following is a synopsis of the most salient
features which emerged from the interview data, in the form
of transcript material and commentary.
Definition of Tp>y^o
In order to flush out the defining characteristics of
the mentor, the participants were asked to define and
operationalize the term "mentor."
Not surprisingly, there was a lot of concurrence
between faculty and students with regard to how they defined
the term, and yet each participant added a slightly
different twist. The most common features within the
definitions involved the mentor as an admired guide and role
model who shows interest in the student's person and work,
reflects the student's capabilities back to him or her,
provides opportunities, and allows the student to feel like
a peer. One faculty member emphasized the need for the
mentor to be the same gender as the student in order to
provide adequate role modeling, and one student emphasized
the mentor's job of passing on an orientation to the field.
The following quotes illustrate the range of responses.
Students :
Rachael: Someone experienced who takes a great
interest in my work, gets to know it really well, and
guides me... The man I hope to have a mentoring
relationship with is someone who's a very good reader.
He's very good at looking at someone's work and
figuring out what's going on in it in terms of the
craft. . .what the author's doing or trying to do. He's
very willing to work hard as a reader to draw
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succeeding and how it's failina ?h^^/ f,
want from a mentor.
^^^^^^g. T at's exactly what I
Ophelia: Someone who tak*»«; ir^ an^vu
less, about whatever it i^? and ^eaches'^t^erh^^^^"^""
about doing things and sort o? mak^f?hem^into°" '°
^°
something that they couldn't have been otherwise lguess the thing that bothers me about the te?^ iA thecontext of my relationship with Bob is the iJSitL^^nnthat the relationship is not one of coUe^g^^^t ^ha^the mentor/protege distinction might always be part ofthe picture. I guess it's just my interpretation ofthe words, but what's true in my department is thatwe're really treated like colleagues from the startIt's like there's no distinction made between the
older, more distinguished person and the younger less
experienced person. The lines are really blurredSince I view the mentor/protege relationship as alwayshierarchical, I wouldn't exactly apply it here. But it
might be the same thing you mean. I don't know.
Eduardo: Someone you look up to and want to model your
work after; someone you want to have an intellectual
and personal engagement with, whose thinking and point
of view frames your own. I feel that a mentor is
someone who kind of takes you under wing in a sense;
looks out for you in the political process of finishing
an academic program, warns you of pitfalls, provides
you with nurturance.
. .whatever form it takes. It's
someone whose name you're associated with who takes an
interest in what motivates you has a sense of who you
are; someone with whom you share interest and
enthusiasm.
Allison: Someone who you look up to both academically
and personally; someone to whom you can take your
questions and concerns. It's someone who looks out for
you and thinks about what's in your best interest;
someone who knows what's going on with you and cares
about it
.
Douglas: Someone who doesn't necessarily look out for
you but who finds a rare value in working with you and
who's very interested in your growth. I think the best
mentors are those who can allow you to feel that it's a
peer relationship even though they're the one who's
running things. .. It's almost like a professional friend
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never telt like power was an is
In my
sue.
Isabell: Someone who ha<s Fai<-u •
accomplish the task ?t?, = " ^^^^ y°"
and ability to say ; Look tSf?,^ T° ""^^ "^""^^t^
Lorelie: Someone who believes in you even when voudon't believe in yourself; who sees nn^I«?^r?^^^ •you that you can't see in you?sel?^ so^^nn^ i^^-
direction and encouragement; a challenging gu?SeCompassion comes in there too. it's someone who has a
about°lhr^'°? ^ ^i^^ Of wisdom
v^?,^« K ^
"»^^tor is someone with similaralues whom you can admire, respect, and emulate.
Kenneth: Someone who can pass on an orientation to thefield, a way of looking at things, through the mediumOf a relationship. A mentor needs to be someone you
respect who is both challenging and inspiring, whichgives you the will to continue what you're doing
Also, It's important that the mentor be able to
evaluate your work honestly so that you can trust thefeedback. it's someone you can look up to and say *I
may not ever be like that, but that's certainly thedirection I want to move in.' My mentor is someone I
would not want to dissappoint by giving up on the work.
I really want to show him that he's inspired me and
given me the desire to continue something challenging.
Facultv :
Terence: Someone who is an advisor, but not just an
academic advisor. A mentor is someone who gives
humanistic advise also or advise that comes from ones's
experience as a person who has gone through the system.
The mentor is someone who has something to offer, and
does that.
Frances: I differentiate advising from mentoring.
While I did have a very good academic advisor whom I
respected, I think of a mentor as someone I'd really
want to emulate. To me it's very difficult to have
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capacity for role modeling,
"'^^^^'^^t"" and the
l^V'lVLL.lTtTl^Tsoi'. ^" ^ --^o guides
Charles: Someone who takes an interest in how <-h«graduate student develops; who provides the overalldirection to help the student plan a program o?research I like to think also that perhaps ?he mentorIS something of a role model as a person who hasenthusiasm for research and has developed a productiveresearch career. As I see it, my job is to give peoplea start on life, hopefully a good start, and^^^en^an^entry into a good career so that they can be productiveand enthusiastic and feel that they've accomplished
something useful. ^
Natalie: Someone who gets the flowers growing andthen facilitates their growth. To me, mentoring is a
relationship involving intellectual and disciplinary
commitment. I can do the facilitating, but I'm not sogood at the nurturing aspect of it. I think it really
comes down to someone who facilitates access to
opportunities. That's certainly how I see my role here
with my students, and it's what I've benefitted mostfrom in my relationships with senior professionals.
In order to flush out the defining characteristics of
the protege, the participants were asked to define and
operational ize the term "protege."
What was surprising was that many students and faculty
alike viewed the term "protege" with a negative connotation
associated with the characteristic of narcissism on the part
of the mentor. This characteristic was associated with the
mentor's presumed need to "clone" him or herself in the
protege, and the notion of the protege virtually as the
possession of the mentor, used for his or her aims.
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students:
I don't aspire to that. I ^olTllU\Tl^tTll^.T
Ophelia: Well, ^proteqe' is sn-ri- ^ i ^ ^
my way of thinking. it sort I? Ldicatir?^'^^''^™K*°
so»ebody „ouldn't\ave gotten°to'?he"o!nt'Shey'?fathad It not been for this mentor or something
Eduardo: Someone whom the mentor shows a significant
he^^^^i^K^ir^ llllV°'" ^^-^^ ^ ^^nVjrlTTor
Phillip: I'm not sure what ^protege' means, is it adisciple, or an apprentice?
Kenneth: I've only thought about the term in the
cloning sense I guess. Those kinds of professors seemto be interested in the student only for what they canget out of them for their own use. I associate
^protege' with exploitation.
Faculty :
Charles: Well, in the cloning sense I suppose the
protege's a person who enters virtually the same career
that you're involved in... a person that you bring along
with considerable help and assistance who virtually
patterns his or her life after yours. But what wouldbe the purpose of developing a clone?... To advance your
own career? I don't think you'd be doing anyone a
favor with that type of mentoring. I don't wish to
have any student pattern his or her life after mine but
I wish to provide them with direction and interest.
Natalie: From my experience with one professor who
wanted me as a protege, the protege seemed to be
someone who was owned by someone else, with no sense of
choice. He was very manipulative. We disagreed about
almost everything, and when I finally told him that I
couldn't go with him to France because I was getting
married, he was openly insulted.
The tendency to regard the term "protege" in such
negative light ironically left those participants with only
the construct of "mentor," which out of the context of the
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protege was regarded quite favorably as a benevolent guide,
as noted in the previous section. However, since "mentor"
cannot really be defined outside of the context of
"protege," the question then becomes "a guide for whom"?
Once invited to entertain the idea that the very word
"protege," which is derived from the French word
"protected," implicitly connotes the natural counterpart of
the mentor, the participants unilaterally reformulated their
two definitions so that they were congruent. The
reformulation is demonstrated in the following material:
Students :
Allison: Someone whom the mentor looks out for.
Ophelia: Maybe that's too strict an interpretation of
the word. I think that Bob views me as someone who's
come a long way with him. He's taught me a lot. So I
guess he regards me as a protege but the word is sort
of a strange word.
Phillip: I guess I'd define it as someone following in
the footsteps of the other ... following the mentor's
example. . .his general scientific approach rather than
doing exactly what he does.
Lorelie: Someone with a talent who doesn't yet know
how to focus it... raw material; someone new to the path
who doesn't know how to get there.
Kenneth: If you don't think of mentoring as cloning,
the protege would be someone who can take the
professors ideas and use them as stepping stones for
the next stage of the development of specific
knowledge. In the cloning model, it's the support of
the professors work that's at issue. In the non-
cloning model, it's the support of the protege's work
that's at issue.
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Faculty :
Terence: Someone who wants not only good advice butcomfort and reassurrance that you're going to be therenext year. The key is that what's offered ly thementor is accepted by the protege.
Frances: Someone who facilitates the increasing
autonomy of the student during the breaking awayphase... when the student is leaving the familybecoming an adult, and joining the ranks.
Subtly, this reformulation of the term "protege"
provided the empirical foundation for the distinction to be
made between effective and ineffective mentoring, which
leads us to a discussion of the metaphors and stages of
relationship.
Metaphors of Mentoring
Addressing the topic of mentoring in both general and
specific terms, all participants made reference to other
forms of relationship. These referents were regarded as
metaphors for mentoring.
Of the metaphors which emerged in the interviews, most,
though not all, were hierarchical metaphors rooted in
earlier family roles and relationships. This emphasis
highlights the nature of the mentoring relationship as it
takes into account the dimensions of hierarchy and power,
and the dimensions of proximity and intimacy. These
dimensions have been previously referred to (in Chapter II)
as the vertical axis and the horizontal axis respectively.
Most participants either implicitly or explicitly
compared the mentoring relationship to the parent-child
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relationship, inferring certain qualities with regard to the
nature of the relationship. The following quotes are
examples of this variation within the metaphors which might
be considered familial:
Students !
Kenneth: A lot of what I think about mentorina h;,c ^-^do with the fact that my father is very successfulwhat he does. I want Bill's respect jL^ ^^ke ^ iantmy father's, and it's equally difficult to ge? if Idid something wonderful as a child my dad wouldn't sav
^Oh, that;s great!' He'd just say >Well, that's wha?'sexpected.' Bill is just the same way.
Kenneth finds that his relationship with his mentor is very
similar to his relationship with his father, and somehow
this is not surprising. What he knows about mentoring he
learned from his father, whose respect is of central
importance
.
Melissa: Joe's an older, more mature man, whom I find
relatively attractive. His intellectual style, the
things he's concerned with, and the way he talks remind
me of my father, so I may be trying to please him. I
always incorporate his suggestions, ideas, and the
things he makes me think about into the next draft of
my papers— I suspect that must have helped him feel
like he was having an impact on me, and so he wanted to
continue the relationship because it was a two-way
thing... If something were going wrong with the
relationship and the student was the one to bring it
up, I think some professors might be insulted or
uncomfortable. But if it were something the professor
noticed and wanted to handle, then it would leave him
in control. I think he would be better able to handle
it if he felt in control .. .After I graduate I would
hope that we would still be friends, but I'm not sure
what that would mean.
Melissa notices that she wants to please her mentor in much
the same way she wants to please her father. Her expression
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of attraction suggests the metaphor of the oedipal father-
daughter relationship. This gives way to the metaphor of
the traditional relationship between husband and wife, with
the wife allowing the husband to feel "in control" by virtue
of how she handles marital problems, she then expresses the
desire to be friends, but without a clear sense of how one
might be friends with one's mentor who is like a father or a
husband
.
Faculty :
Terence: I saw one of my students from Columbia at aconference some years ago and there's still a very warmfeeling between us. We very much enjoyed seeing eachother and I've asked other people about him over theyears to see how he's doing and he's been a successMy own advisor at Columbia, with whom I still
correspond, called my students his grandstudents
.
Think about that!
Terrence inadvertently refers to the role of mentor as a
fatherly role by making reference to his own mentor as the
grandfather of his students.
Two faculty members likened their relationship to that
of Godparents, either explicitly or implicitly.
Natalie: Well, in looking back on my own career, I
recognize that I owe a great deal to the mentorship of
two former professors who were actually married to one
another... I regard them as God-Parents to my
career... The fact that they were a couple made the
relationship easier, I think, because there was no
question of sexual undertones. They had several other
proteges as well, and that was their family. They
never had children of their own.
Here she invokes the metaphor of the God-parents whose co-
parenting served to diminish the potential sexual
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"undertones" which might have otherv^ise existed and required
some reckoning.
Stanley speaks of his early experience as protege in terms
of his membership in a kind of extended family which
included his wife.
Elaborating the parent-child motif, some participants
included an emphasis on the quality of parenting, with a
specific reference to the goodness of the mothering,
fathering, or parenting in general:
Students :
William: My father speaks occasionally and very fondly
of a couple of uncles who were like good fathers. Theykind of took him under wing and played ball with him ordid this, that, or the other thing with him because hedidn't have a father growing up... Ever since highschool
I've always sought out male mentor figures. At every
point along the path I've always had a male mentor whom
I admired for his intelligence, integrity, humanity,
and for taking an interest in me. They've always,
except in one case, been what I would call good
fathers... As my current mentor, Claude, is an * empty
nester.
'
He and his wife have three grown sons. They
have a long-standing tradition of inviting graduate
students into their home. This is the kind of
relationship he's always had with his students.
Linking his own pursuit of mentoring with the legacy of his
father's father's absence, William notes that his father
found "good fathers" among his uncles. He describes his own
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mentors as good fathers, and then goes on to include his
mentor's spouse. By implication, she is the good mother.
Together, these good parents invite William and other
students into their home to fin the "empty nest," thus
completing the family unit. In his pursuit of mentoring,
William joins with his own father in rectifying the father
loss
.
?oVf ''^^^/T^P??^ mentors, Sally and Hue, it justfelt warm. I felt like I was wanted, like they
respected me and thought I was great. They made mefeel very good. They were the kind of teachers that
I d like to see be parents, and that's the kind of
relationship I work to establish with my children.
Douglas describes his past mentors as good parents with whom
he is a good baby and things are very cozy. This portrayal
is contrasted with his current mentoring relationship, which
is addressed in a later section.
Phillip: Paul is very interested in having me
progress, so he pushes me when it's necessary. He's
always right there... He's been very understanding
without knowing a lot about what's happening in my
life.
With the implicit metaphor of the good father, Phillip
portrays his mentor as eagerly supporting his coming of age.
His mentor doesn't need to hold him back or push him away
prematurely.
Faculty :
Charles: As I see it, my job is to give people a start
on life, and hopefully a good start, then an entry into
a good career so that they can be productive and
enthusistic and feel that they've accomplished
something useful... I'm certainly interested in the
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see
good
that they develop a lifestvio t "^^""^ ^°
•Fiiif^^n^i^
cxu x r yle that is positive and
Ufe eSt'l do^'r/''?\2" opportunity to Uve alir . Bu I n't feel that I have the same
la?^r?iiei'ao^off"' ' "S-"'"^ own'children. Ifte th y g in a direction that I don't livl T'mnot going to worry about it. i don't have thecontinuing commitment to how my students lead theirlives as I do to my own children, so when they ^eavehere I know I've fulfilled my re^ponsibUities.
Charles mentors his students in much the same way that he
parents his children, bringing both the nurturance of the
mother and the guidance of the father to the role.
Nonetheless, he knows what the limits of the role of mentor
are, and he expresses the clear capacity to maintain
appropriate detachment with his students, while still doing
much to foster their development.
Within the parent-child motif, three students
emphasized the inadequacies of academic parenting. One
student spoke of feeling like an orphan in her earlier
mentoring experiences:
Rachael: In the two relationships which have come
closest to mentoring so far, I really felt kind of like
an orphan. Though I felt somewhat of a bond with Ruth
I really felt hurt and abandoned by her also, in fact
I feel hurt by all of my mentors. They really haven't
latched on to me, grabbed hold of me. They haven't
really made a choice to help me.
Rachael has felt consistently abandoned by her mentors,
invoking an image of a mother, whom, for whatever reason is
unable to bond with her baby.
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TWO other students spoke as parentified children:
basketball fan. I think it ^ ^" ^^^"^
relationship aAd Lde U poss!Me^or'"tr^^*''^"great deal of intellectual ?!™e toqether It ^''^^'^.^didn't have that kind of relationship wliA" anyone ? 'was expected to be very responsible and to ca«myself, so I think I look for comoensA^
i
% \t I
my adult relationships... even In SHcademic
relationships. a«-daemic
Eduardo compares his mediocre mentoring relationship with
that of a past student with whom his mentor previously
worked with greater enthusiasm, seemingly justifying it
according to how it fits his experience of having been a
parentified child who met his own needs because he wasn't
able to get what he needed from his parents.
Isabell: There've been times when I wished I could say
something to him about himself. He's going through a
rough period and I can see that he's hurting and it's
affecting his work... I'm beginning to see that he's not
continuing his own education, which affects how he
educates others. I'm tempted to open up those channels
of communication but I don't know how he would react.
It would open up a relationship that we don't have
right now and I'm a little afraid of that; of taking on
that burden, which is what I feel happens when you
exchange problems... I don't at all see him as a father
figure. There's a wall up that I don't want to take
down. I don't think it's a fear of anything in
particular. I think it's just part of my inhibition.
Isabell gives the sense that she is a parentified child who
has become quite self-protective in the absense of adequate
parenting. She can't even liken her mentor to a father
figure because he is seemingly too dysfunctional. She seems
to be in a dilemma about how to get her needs met. The
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dile^na is characterized by a depressive affect because to
experience the sadness of her situation would open her up to
greater dissappointment.
Having just differentiated the metaphors of the "good
parents" and the "bad," or "inadequate parents," there is
another distinction worth noting. it is the metaphor of the
oedipal parents. Whereas there were participants for whom
the metaphor of good parent or bad parent was most salient,
there were others for whom the metaphor of the oedipal
parent was most salient. With an increased sense of the
manifest or latent sexualization of the paradigmatic parent-
child relationship which, at some level, informs the
mentoring relationship, I differentiated the mother and
father of the earlier metaphors from the oedipal mother and
father of the following metaphors.
Drawing from psychoanalytic literature, reference to
the mother or father as "oedipal" connnotes both the child's
stage of development, placing the child roughly between the
ages of three and six, and the issue of the triangular
relationship between mother, father, and child.
Within this theory, the oedipal stage is characterized
by rivalry between the child and the parent of the same sex
for the parent of the opposite sex. It carries with it the
implication that the rivalry is in part, a sexual rivalry.
Adolescence is regarded as a second oedipal period or a time
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during which oedipal issues are reawakened. According to
drive theorists, when all goes well, this stage resolves in
an "oedipal failure" for the child, which is indeed a
success in that the child does not win the sexual parent,
nor does the parent win the sexual child, thus resulting in
an appropriate outcome. When things go awry, the result is
an "oedipal success," which in fact connotes a developmental
failure and precludes the resolution of the oedipal stage.
The following quote aptly illustrates the struggle of a
student who is quite consciously grappling with unresolved
issues stemming from the oedipal period:
Rachael: Well, I felt like an orphan in the past, andnow with Dan it's a little different, i would ne4d tohave more contact in order for the relationship to be
effective, but I'm kind of afraid of having more
contact with him because I feel that the sexual dynamicbetween us would have to be addressed.
. .That's what's
so wonderful about being close to my ex-boyfriend's
father. There's no worry that there's going to be
anything sexual between us and we can just communicate
openly with each other and with a lot of enthusiasm.
That's what I hope to have happen with Dan, but he
openly acknowledges that he's been unfaithful to his
wife, and talks about beautiful young women in the
context of 'Winter/Spring' relationships, implying
generational age disparity .. .To add a little bit more
to that, I've heard that he made a pass at a woman in
the program while they were in his of f ice. .. Sometimes
he puts his hands on my shoulders. He just seems to
take every opportunity to touch me... I guess I'm rather
confused about it because I do have fantasies about
being involved with him romantically and sexually, and
yet I know that a lot of that is just based on a
restimulation of the desire for a father who
appreciates me. So even though I've felt sexually
attracted to him at times I feel frightened when he
does touch me, and yet I feel jealous when I see
indications that he acts that way with other women who
are my classmates. . .There's a woman in the class who I
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rival with her...^riust LfTT^.^^"*^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^1
and wanting to be cTose to ' ''''''''' °^ ''^"^
prohibition is about a youna
strong the inherent
Close to an older xnal^ Sty^?^'^ non-^exulf''"^way... It's so hard to get close to% ™2« ?his lover Which is viry sad!' E^en ITJ^^'lllln^'''^lovers but were just friends who went ou?%^^^ ?
r??^"""^; r^P'" Probabi?°a:suL°we ^ere'^SSers^"either that he was just having sex with L ^hZ^ 'that's how I'm getting his attention or ?h;i he wasgoing to divorce his wife and marry me.
Rachael articulates a variety of metaphors as she explores
her feelings about the man with whom she is just beginning
to develop a mentoring relationship, she progresses from
articulating her disappointment (in an earlier section)
about the familiar sense of being orphaned in the mentoring
process, to expressing fear and intrigue with regard to the
sexual dynamics of the oedipal father-daughter relationship
which she perceives most readily as the contribution of her
potential mentor, to her own desire to construe the mentor
as the oedipal father and thus lover, invoking both the
metaphor of mother-daughter rivalry as well as the metaphor
of sibling rivalry.
Secondary to direct oedipal rivalry between child and
parent for the affections of the other parent, perhaps
sibling rivalry signifies a step toward oedipal failure and
the resolution of the oedipal stage. In terms of sibling
rivalry, the child relinquishes rivalry with the powerful
parent of the same gender and joins the ranks of his or her
equals in order to play out the drama of competition on a
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less threatening front. m a sense, Rachael depicts her
oscillation between competing with the mother, which is
Clearly quite threatening, and competing with the beautiful
sisters. While the latter is upsetting, it nonetheless
offers some defense against her desire for the father.
Underlying the sexual dynamics, she acknowledges her desire
for friendship with a married man she respects and admires.
Nonetheless, she regards such a friendship as very rare.
The following quote offers another example of sibling
rivalry within the academic setting, but indicates the care
the mentor takes in minimizing his protege's discomfort and
insecurity, thereby fostering her work:
Jenifer: Sometimes I feel jealous of one of Alan's
male students who I think Alan must regard as muchbrighter than I am. I don't know if I'd ever talk withAlan about that, but if I did, well, he's always ready
to compliment me and say ^Come on, you're so smart and
so capable you shouldn't worry about that.' I think by
now he has a very strong sense of my specific science
personality and he really backs me up, which helps me
know that I'm not just competing with the other
students. I have my own little niche... We all have
that with him in a way.
In this situation, Jenifer is allowed to feel quite special
to her mentor and secure in her position within the ranks of
other students. Interestingly, she can accept the fact that
each of his students are afforded his or her own niche.
While the scenario above highlights the conflicted
aspects of oedipal striving, the scenario which follows
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highlights the aspect of father-son rivalry. Here, the
object of desire is only implicit in the rivalry:
Douglas: For whatever r•c»ac:r^r^ ~,
are overly competitive and ?S4t^L?rirth"""^°" 'don't think that's the case between Bert and^'h^' Lstudents and it's certainly not the case ^^tJlJother people, but I'm the person who stands un ?o'"^ ^""^most often. There's just something aboufour"^ ""'^
relationship that doesn't quite mesh. I think that'swhat keeps it from becoming a real mentoring
relationship. it may be that he just feels that he'llbe a mentor up to a point and then it's time to nushthe bird out of the nest and turn his attention to ^henext one, but maybe there's something else going on
Douglas' current mentoring relationship with Bert is
characterized by a feeling of competition which suggests the
metaphor of rivalry between the oedipal father and son. m
contrast to his earlier experience with Sally and Hue, which
may be regarded as "pre-oedipal" in its dynamics, he feels
that Bert is simply interested in pushing him out of the
nest, assumedly for relief of Bert's own insecurity as the
senior male or father figure. Metaphorically speaking,
competition for the same "woman," or object of interest,
precludes mentoring at some level.
Moving now from hierarchical metaphors harkening back
to the parent-child relationship, to metaphors which are
non-hierarchical, one metaphor which surfaced was the
metaphor of the mentor as sibling. In both cases which
follow, the sibling happens to be a brother. One student
and one faculty articulated the metaphor of the sibling
relationship:
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student :
me
e
as
Herbert: While I'm old enough to be Fred's father
group, as if l were his intellectual equal, not onlvan associate but also as a friend. He withhS?ds nopunches Having Fred as a mentor is like havinq awished for brother. I do have a brother buHhlre is agreat disparity in our ages, so that when we weregrowing up the relationship was almost like that ofparent and child. My brother's much younger than I soa peer, or collegial relationship with him was lackinaand that's what I think Fred has^iven me to I g^ea^ ^'extent. He's the younger brother who could be a peer.
First, in emphasizing the factor of age, Herbert expresses
some of the interpersonal complexities inherent in his
mentoring relationship with a man young enough to be his
son. Part of the power of the relationship is that it is a
context in which, as an aging father, he's accorded equal
status with the son who's in his prime. This effectively
counteracts the pain of declining status due to the cultural
stigma of aging. He then compares Fred to a wished for
brother who is a peer, making up for the loss of being
father to his own brother as opposed to having the
companionship of a brother more his own age.
Faculty:
Barbara: The year I entered graduate school was the
first year that he was teaching, so he was very close
to me in terms of age and experience. He was very
sympathetic and he seemed much more aware of graduate
students as people. So that's why I developed a
relationship with him. Still, he's like a brother to
me. The other fellow was a bit older and perhaps
slightly fatherly. There were times in my career when
he really looked out for me, which helped me get along
in a variety of ways... I've had about eighteen students
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It's kind Of like a7extended°fSy?' ^^-^-ts.
in describing first her early experiences as protege,
Barbara invokes a brother-sister metaphor and then a father-
daughter metaphor. In describing her own mentoring of
students she indicates her view of them as comprising an
extended family with whom she keeps in touch.
In grappling with anxieties about feelings of sexual
attraction toward her male mentor, another student came up
with a metaphor of the kissing cousin:
Lorelie: I'm starting to know him better and in adifferent way. My male mentor's understanding and
compassionate, but not like a compassionate parent.He's too cute (laughter) and he's about my age. That's
where the cuteness helps me a bit. I'd never look athim as a father figure, though I might regard him askind of a kissing cousin.
. .My other mentor, Amy, pays alot of attention to the one who's closest to defending
the thesis, so whomever it is is the baby at that time.
Clearly, Lorelie denies regarding her male mentor as a
father figure on the basis of his attractiveness to her.
This seems to suggest that if she did regard him as a father
figure, her oedipal anxieties would be aroused. By refering
to a family relationship and then introducing an element of
distance she relegates him to the status of a kissing
cousin. Then, she quickly introduces her female mentor as a
mother figure, a good mother in fact, perhaps further
abating her oedipal anxieties.
Moving still further from the familial paradigm, one
student compared the mentoring relationship to the
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relationship between platonic friends. This might imply
some degree of denial of sexual dynamics on her part, and
perhaps controlled sexual dynamics on his part, given her
comment about her mentor's flirtations:
knows me, personality wise... I'm not awa?e olaAv
^r^^i or romantic feelings toward me on his pa?tthough he's defmately a flirt. I don't see himconcentrate his flirting on me, though, i mean he'stotally respectful. I don't know if^ would know if hewere sexually attracted to me because I don't know ifhe would let it show. He's respectable enough that I'mnot sure he would even tell me. He knows I've got aserious boyfriend, so... I don't think he would say
anything. I think he's attracted to me like any male
would be attracted to any female that he was fond of
and enjoyed being with, just like I'm attracted to himin that way... but not sexually. He'll give me a hug or
something and it's not at a sexual level... i think in
an affectionate way I'll always be his student, though
I think the mutual respect will grow... I can see him
completely acknowledgeing me as a peer if I do things
that are worthy of his praise and respect.
At first Allison gives the impression that she regards her
mentor almost as if he were her boyfriend though as if she
is still in a pre-sexual stage. She doesn't see his sexual
interest in her and this allows her the sense of protection
by the abstinent though appreciative father. As the child
always remains the child to the parent, even in adulthood,
she anticipates that she will always feel like her mentor's
student, even as a full-fledged professional. The metaphors
she articulates are progressively less romantic and sexual.
In a sense, by regarding her mentoring relationship as a
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friendship, she easily ,„anages tensions around intimacy and
power.
While most referred to hierarchical metaphors, some
participants found more resonance with the non-hierarchical
metaphors of mentoring. Specifically, some of the comments
made by students and faculty alike emphasized the collegial
quality of their mentoring relationships, which was not
surprising. Nonetheless, these participants also recognized
and validated the aspects of their relationships which were
indicative of an implicit hierarchy, highlighting the
paradox involved in the dynamics of mentoring. This paradox
embraces the incongruence between the structure of the
relationship and the feeling tone of the relationship. it
appears that part of what an effective mentor brings to the
relationship, which serves to motivate the task striving of
the protege - and may thus be regarded as a libidinal aspect
of that relationship - is the capacity to highlight the
sense of collegiality between the two of them. By agreeing
to emphasize the collegial aspects of the relationship,
while simultaneously honoring the reality and meaning of the
distinction between faculty and student, the two indeed
become colleagues over the course of time. This dialectic
of differential status and equality propells the task and
thus the work. The following quotes serve to illustrate
this dialectic:
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students :
Older, more experienced persofanf^he youncef"l^L^^"experienced person. The lines are really Slurred!
Here, Ophelia depicts a relationship which seems non-
hierarchical, without indicating how she feels about that
except perhaps in her last comment about the blurred lines.
She portrays neither the feeling of being given something by
someone capable of provision, nor the feeling of mastery in
being regarded as a colleague of an older and more
experienced person.
Jenifer: Alan thinks about us as his kids in a way sohe really wants us to do the right thing. if we can'tfigure it out ourselves, eventually he'll pressure us.If I were going to define the mentorship between him
and me I'd say that I'm his intellectual child; thathe's my intellectual father.
. .Alan doesn't believe inhierarchy between professors and students. It's a verygood feature about him but it's also difficult feature
about him. It makes him very special because you feel
that he's a companion in the laboratory. That attracts
me a lot. I don't think I could have studied with a
professor who didn't regard me as a colleague.
. .When we
first met in Europe it was very mutual, though it
wasn't like a crush at all until later. We just had a
very good connection. We giggled and talked about
literature and all kinds of things. I do that
sometimes, mostly with women, and it's always a great
time. He always inspires me... For a while I got
depressed a lot. I was very lonely and he would always
support me and bring me up. Later we wrote a paper
together. It was almost like our offspring in a
way... like we created a baby together. . .That was kind
of an ineresting phase. Sometimes he communicates his
belief that I'll pass him. It makes me feel that he
thinks of me as his daughter. . .Now I do as much for him
as he does for me. There was a point when he thought
he had a terminal illness, and I knew that I'd be by
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Jenifer's description includes many metaphors which are not
entirely discrete. She emphasizes a father-daughter
metaphor by referring to her mentor as her intellectual
father. She also differentiates subtly between the father-
child daughter motif, and the father-adult daughter motif.
Simultaneously, she has a strong appreciation for the ways
in which her mentor allows her to be a colleague, which
invokes the companion and mate metaphor due to the fondness
and sexual attraction which has characterized their
relationship from early on. It's difficult to say which
metaphor is predominant, as each of them is periodically
most salient as the two of them move from one trial
identification to another.
Faculty :
Stanley: I like to think of the students I work with
as peers, that I'm just a higher level peer. I don't
think of myself as a father figure. As a matter of
fact, I think of myself more as, not really a pal
particularly, but a colleague.
Stanley, in describing his mentoring relationships with his
own students, turns to the non-hierarchical metaphor of
peers or colleagues.
Closely related to the collegial metaphor, though with
obvious romantic and sexual overtones are the metaphors more
explicitly about lovers, mates, and/or spouses:
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student :
^VL^^r^ married the^Shole'
one^^Ao?^"^?^'^^
^^^"^ ha^e^^^^r^^^^e-i^^ ?r
Over the course of time that Jenifer and Alan have been
working together, there was a time during which the romantic
aspects were more pronounced.
Faculty !
Natalie: There was another man after my Godparents whowas a very important mentor to me. He was totally
wonderful, and I admired and adored him... not anybody'simage of a Cambridge don, a person whose high spirits
counted against him professionally. He wasirrepressable, both intellectually and emotionally, a
wonderful human being.
. .but it was an entirely
intellectual engagement. There was no question about
anything else.
Here, Natalie calls forth the metaphor of the potential
though abstaining lover.
Terence: If I didn't hold back with my students in
terms of involvement, the consequences would not be
good. I think people ought to stick to their own
generations unless they're both absolutely free. I
really think there shouldn't be too many
intergenerational sexual relationships.
. .except in
extraordinary cases, and I don't think of myself as
extraordinary. In the event that were to transpire in
the mentoring relationship it would become a different
sort of relationship with all the ramifications of
that... not mentoring. The relationship of man and
woman in an intense emotional and sexual relationship
would take over. There would still be some sort of
advice giving, mutual advice giving I'm sure, but I
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don't think It's mentoring at that lo.^^i ^involvement, i mean, sexua?Ti-w kthat's part of it, i^s a ^? meaning, and once
the mentor has th4 greater r.^i ^^^^^ionship. . . i think
assume that the mentor has ^n^^^^^^^^^^^y ' ^ we
Older in most instances^'^S^^^orXr^rthr^
a problem in our culture at le^^t ^^"'^
and I think that extends 'to academic 1 if: "'^^'^ "^^^
^ore, male faculty do not want to^^Lii^ihe'L^?,:!??,
in addressing the potentially problematic aspects of sexual
attraction and intimacy between mentor and protege, Terence
focuses on the issue of hierarchy within the mentoring
relationship. Repudiating intergenerational sexuality, he
adds that the introduction of sexuality transforms the
mentoring relationship into something else. Again, he
returns to the metaphor of parent and child in order to
defend against sexualizing the relationship with his female
student, to whom he is very attracted.
Summarily, the transcript material which delves into
the metaphors of mentoring consistently suggests that the
provisions of mentoring include aspects which may be
regarded as both maternal and paternal. Additionally, the
strongest counterpoint to the parenting model is one of
collegiality, indicating the beneficial effects of
maintaining within the relationship the dialectical tension
between hierarchical and non-hierarchical ways of relating.
Infusing both the parenting and collegial models of
mentoring is a subtext involving issues of latent and
manifest sexuality, indicating the importance of full
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Lear
appreciation of the protege by the mentor, though an
appreciation which is tempered by abstinence.
Returning to the metaphor of the family, it is cl.
that the prohibition against the enactment of sexual
intimacy while engaged in a mentoring relationship is linked
to the motif of the incest taboo. This motif reintroduces
the question of dyadic space (Refer to Chapter li)
, within
which dimensions of hierarchy and power, and proximity and
intimacy are pertinent. As indicated in the transcript
data, the incest motif finds a range of expression inclusive
of these dimensions. it seems to be present within the
mentoring relationship, in either latent or manifest form.
In an important and general sense, the function of this
taboo appears to be the maintenance of the mentoring
relationship as such.
Not surprisingly, the mentoring relationship is linked
in this respect, to the historical relationship of parent
and child and hypothetically
, to the adult relationship of
analyst and analysand, a relationship which takes as its
primary focus the transference, again harkening back to the
original parent-child relationship. As one of the essential
characteristics of mentoring, then, the incest taboo is one
feature which both links it to particular forms of dyadic
relationship and distinguishes it from other forms of dyadic
relationship. These contrasting relationships which thrive
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because they are predicated on a non-hierarchical structure
and an absence of sexual prohibition, would include marriage
and other forms of intimate sevii;*iiiu xncite xual and romantic involvement.
The Stage of Tni ^- i j •
Attraction. Identi f i o:.tion . ^nH t>.->im
In order for a naturally occuring mentoring
relationship to form, something must happen which initiates
it. In this early stage of initiation, the focus is on
aspects of attraction, identification, and pairing. m
examining this process, the participants were asked to
remember how they became aware of the person who would later
become their mentor or protege, what attracted them to the
other, who initiated the early contact, and how the
interaction developed.
Addressing these themes, most of the participants
commented on the feeling of mutuality in terms of choosing
and being chosen by the other, with the exception of two
students:
Eduardo: Well, even though our interests don't overlap
that much and I don't feel he's very enthusiastic about
my research interests. Jack does offer a kind of
stability that a lot of other professors don't offer.
He's rooted here and he's not leaving, and I need that
kind of an anchor in order to maintain my commitment to
getting through the dissertation. To have the feeling
that people are going to depart is very alienating and
so I kind of see him as a center stone. Even so, I
feel I really didn't select Jack, nor he me. I would
have been assigned him whether or not I chose him. If
it were simply a matter of interpersonal style, I don't
think I would have chosen him. If we did get closer, I
think that would be great, though I don't know what
that would mean for who he is. I think we're different
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talked about our differences it might risk th;*connection that we do have.
"'-^9"^ K e
While appreciating the anchoring aspect of his relationship
with his "mentor/- Eduardo suggests that there is little
else to recommend them working together. He has no sense of
having chosen Jack, no sense of mutual identification, and
no sense of mutual appreciation at more than a superficial
level
.
The following example is different in that it
demonstrates that even in the scenario in which the student
had no choice in who would advise her, mutual appreciation
nonetheless developed:
Allison: My mentoring relationships is characterizedby a mutual respect and a mutual ability to listen tothe other person. I respect what Ted does and I
appreciate him acknowledging and encouraging what I do.Ted's definately encouraged my academic and teaching
ability and I'm not sure he does that with everyone. Ithink he's sincere and that he doesn't pretend that helikes someone if he doesn't. We get along well, but
there are definately people who can't stand him... In
terms of the question of choosing each other, he was
actually assigned by the department as my advisor, but
I don't think I really would have developed this kind
of relationship with him if I hadn't liked what I
discovered when I started getting to know him. I don't
think our relationship would have developed if he
weren't the kind of person he is. We've gotten to be
close friends. .. Both our differences and our
similarities have been essential in this I think. The
differences add spice and foster each other's learning.
The similarities offer the comfort of being similar
(laughter)
.
So both are important in working
together. . .He told me the other day that he liked how I
was able to make the most of any situation, see the
good in the situation or in the person. He's not
cynnical or anything, but perhaps I am able to do that
more than he and he learns from it.
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Though her mentor was initially
"assigned" to her, it seems
that Allison has actually grown close to Ted because he gave
her What felt like accurate feedback in that he encouraged
her by validating her ability, she is attracted by his
sincerity and the sense that she has something to offer him.
In this supportive context she can appreciate both their
similarities and their differences.
While many people did not remember the very earliest
interactions with their eventual mentor or protege, one
faculty member, in fact, remembered explicitly who made the
first move to communicate an interest in, and appreciation
of the other, thus actually launching his own early
mentoring relationship as a graduate student:
Stanley: In my early experience the one who most
closely fit the definition of mentor was Dean Andersen.
I took a research course from him and we just clicked.
Obviously to me, he had to make the overtures because I
was not the type to initiate anything. Well, I was a
fellow and also the president of the graduate council
and I guess he noticed me. And still, it's my students
who initiate the connection with me, and the students
I've really appreciated working with over the years,
well, they're noteworthy.
Recognizing that sometimes, people "just click," Stanley
captures the subtlty of the very early interactions which
promote mentoring relationships. Still, he clearly suggests
that were it not for the more obvious overtures made by his
professor, they wouldn't have developed the relationship
they did. Maintaining his consistency, he still responds to
overtures made by others, students at this point, but does
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not make the overtures himself Pnr-i-h^-.. . .iut,exr. Furt er, recognizing that
all students are not equal, he highlights the importance of
the student being noteworthy in terms of his pairing with
them in a mentoring relationship.
overall, the participants articulated two primary modes
of attraction which were operative within their mentoring
relationships. There were those who spoke only in platonic
terms. These participants emphasized factors such as
research interests, intellectual style, shared values and
common ethnic heritage. Others spoke of conscious sexual
and romantic feelings for their mentor or protege while
including a mention of the need for a prohibition against
action. Certainly, these two modes of attraction might
coexist. The following quote from a faculty member will
illustrate former example of a mentoring relationship based
upon Platonic attraction, with a focus on research interest
as the basis for the feelings of affinity:
Charles: The student I feel the most affinity for is
Herb. He's within six months of finishing and he's
very promising. it's really his research interests andhis ability that interest me. His experiment is
working. He's actually a fellow that I hardly ever
talk to because he has complete control of his project.
Occasionally he tells me of a success and it sounds
great, and then he goes off again and I don't see him
for another month. . .He just came up to the office one
day... He was searching around for a faculty advisor,
and well, there 're only a limited number of people who
are doing what I'm doing, so it didn't take him long to
go through the five of us and decide which one he liked
the best. I guess my project just matched his research
interests and his career plans. Other than that, I
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think we're all pretty much the same; the faculty I
Charles is clearly drawn to students who are "promising."
This suggests the value he places on the academic legacy
Which he has carried thus far and hopes to impart to his
best students. Minimizing the reasons why this student
chose him, he humbly suggests that, other than the specific
projects a faculty member is working on, the choice of
faculty doesn't much matter. This seems to be a comment
about the emphasis he places on the role and function of the
mentor, as if one who mentors well is simply doing his or
her job with the requisite "promising" student.
The participants whose mentoring experience included
sexual and romantic feelings for the mentor or protege spoke
frankly of their sexual and romantic feelings while
asserting the boundary between feeling and action,
indicating their reliance on a conscious prohibition with
regard to the introduction of explicit sexuality into the
relationship. In doing this, they implicitly linked the
need for prohibition with the incest taboo, carried over
from the parent-child relationship. The best example of
this was given by a faculty member:
Terence: As for Jane, she had a very pleasant manner
of not letting me push her away. She would come and
see me often and even though she was disturbing me she
was just so pleasant about it and so engaging that I
gave her the time she wanted. Later on in fact, she
was going to replace me when I went to teach at Harvard
for a semester, but her second child was coming and so
it didn't work out. I still feel very badly about
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that... Jane, that's inter-»c<- i w ,
?='th- ^h ^iS-^ i^i^^^
bright female^tuden? and you ??;\o^do*thr^ ''"1^you do with male students bSt it iust L .r"*^ ^^^"^
work The Chances of it becoming'nong^la^tir "relationship are just much fewer! it migh? be thatthese days there's just more fear on the part of thewomen, more concern that something else will beinvolved... I find that one has to hold oneself back andnot make the mentoring relationship a perlonai sexuafthing. in the case of Jane there Sas this^ali?y o?attractiveness and I had to draw back from it i didI drew back from it, but then I'm rather a conventional
with conventional values. I just kept tellingmyself ^Look, this person is very attractive and she'sso pleasant that it's almost as if there were aninvitation there but there probably isn't and I don't
want to mess up my life and my relationship with my
wife.' I've been married to my wife for 35 years so IDust feel that there shouldn't be a sexual relationshipbetween a professor and a student, it's not hard for
me, but I think it must be terribly hard for the
younger professors with different values. Attractionsin this kind of work are very natural.
Terence acknowledges that Jane's physical and personal
attractiveness drew him into a mentoring relationship with
her which lasted for several years, one in which he had to
"hold himself back," and was successful in doing so.
Quite related to the aspects of attraction which form
the initial basis for the mentoring relationship,
identification was regarded by all as paramount to effective
mentoring relationships. There were many sources of
identification highlighted by the participants. These
ranged from identification around intellectual style,
interpersonal style, research interests, world views and
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associated values based on similarity of socioeconomic and
ethnic variables, and gender. The distinction between the
variety of general identifications and gender identification
was the most pronounced. The following quotes illustrate
identifications made on the basis of intellectual style:
Students :
Rachael: Part of what drew me to Dan is that he'sarticulate, intelligent, and creative in his thinkingHe has a certain personal power and style that l find*
^oof^^^^Z^^K^""^,^^'^ Y^''^ ^° experimental work. Ifeel that there's a kind of recognition between Dan and
^ii 1^^ funny, I feel more secure with him than I dowith other professors, but I really don't know if it'sgrounded. He says he really likes work with thinkingin It. Several times in his writing workshop he'spicked out places in my writing where he thinks there'sinteresting thinking going on that's informing the
movement of the plot. Apparently he doesn't like topraise people but this came pretty close.
. .Also, he's
an independent thinker, not afraid to criticize the
system and analyze culture... I guess it's similar to
what I appreciate in my own work. . .He actually reminds
me a little of my ex-boyfriend's father, and also my
current boyfriend. Well, as we talk about it, there's
something about his body and the way he carries himself
that's a little bit like my dad... and he has both grown
children from his first marriage and adolescent
children from his second, just as my father does... What
I need from a mentor is recognition and validation of
my voice, someone who will take the time to find out
what it is I'm trying to do and guide me... In pragmatic
terms, what that person would have to do is choose me.
He or she would have to be drawn to my struggle, drawn
to what I have to express, and want to help me express
it. It's like the mentor identifies with the protege
and gives something of himself to the protege's
development.
Rachael seems to be saying that she and her mentor share a
similar intellectual style which includes certain values.
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and She goes on to acknowledge his capacity to contribute
what is needed for her development.
Even so, we disagree often bSt'we^re never^J o"" ^"^^T'ends of the spectrum on anything He wis one n?^^^'^^few faculty members that wLld Single w!?h ?he ftud^ntswhen we were studying abroad. Reallv thon^h ^^^^ ^^^to work with him becluse of wha? he showed me ' ij c^assand I don't know if he gets much choice in ?he master 'There's basically no one else for me to wSrk wi?h
Isabell doesn't seem to have any sense of being chosen by
her mentor, though she does have a sense of why he appeals
to her. She seems to be saying that he is more approachable
than some professors and also that she appreciates how he
thinks and teaches. From this we may assume a degree of
intellectual compatibility.
Kenneth: Bill is the epitome of the scholar. He'sknown as a person who publishes nothing but knows
everything. I'm totally awed by that... You can go tohim with specific questions or theoretical insights as
well as vague ideas and he always gives you something
back that fosters your thinking.
. .He always responds in
a helpful way and he never makes you feel stupid I
fantasize about having the kind of knowledge he has.
It's a fantasy of deep identification in some sense.
Just to be able to answer the variety of questions that
students ask would be incredibly satisfying. It would
be a way to gain respect.
Kenneth expresses a deep appreciation for the intelligence
of his mentor and indicates a degree of idealization as
well. Clearly, he is very attracted to this in his mentor
and would very much like to be like him some day, with the
idea of welcoming the respect which would accompany such a
display of knowledge.
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Faculty :
and admired them, you know, because^hey w;re sort of
periodically I have very str^nrfeei'iigs^forthem .though I can't say I ever felt physically orsexually attracted to them. Now, the st^den?s I Sorkmost closely to are Jim and Sue. Jim's styJe is verv
fi^'^i^^K^ "^'^ ^°9ical and he really
^
thinks things through. We have similar values and waysof doing things. Also, I'm independent and I reallvlike seeing that in other people. Jim's quiteindependent, though Sue is less so. while I actuallvhave more affinity for him I have more contact withher. Her intellectual style is very different than
mine. The way she perceives problems and deals withthem IS very different. So while she's also verybright and interesting I sometimes think ^Well i
wouldn't do it that way.' We initially started workingtogether because her primary faculty went on sabatical
and she was left stranded, so I offered to work withher in his absence, but it just turned out that through
a series of various situations she ended up totally in
my area as my student.
Coming from her early experience as protege, Barbara
recognizes the importance she gives to identification on the
basis of intellectual style within the mentoring
relationship and associates it with feelings of affinity.
Nonetheless, she is able to mentor Sue, whom she is less
intellectually identified with and has less affinity for,
while still appreciating Sue's intelligence. In part,
Barbara may maintain her mentoring role with Sue by viewing
Sue as needing her on the very basis of their differences.
Somehow she remains drawn to Sue's struggle for greater
independence, and this will become more clear later on.
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intellectual sparks The mo^^ ''i^^ ^^^^^
have been the ones^who'cLrhLrwitfan SV'bf^"^"'^they relate more as colleagues ^ir^on*- ^^^^^^^
relationship just grows and develops ?t's'oarti.nbased on mutual trust and oarti^iiw k* p rtially
research styles... The more'^successL^s^udent^
ones who are most open, curious ^n^ v, ! ^ ^""^
inost comfortable wi?h the"oner;hrare°s:eking'knowledge. My star student was Ralph. He did anabsolute sparkler of a dissertation!^ We had severalacademic debates in which we would dare each o?her to
f?^^ explanations, it was very veryun. While he has since gained quite a bit ofrecognition in the field he has continued to do what helikes best, which is not too much teaching, living inMaine and raising a small family, which mikes h?mperfectly happy. He's a person with enough personalcharm and charisma to have built a professional personaand career but chose to maintain that boyish curious??ythat's so wonderful, and not to pursue a career
seriously. In many respects he's very much like myCambridge professor. There's quite a spirited qualityto him... Fairly early in my career when I had stopped
corresponding with people because I felt that I wasletting everyone down, I talked to a colleague who hadbeen m Cambridge and found out that my professor wasdead (tears) ... Sorry
.
It was such an important loss.
He was such a special person in my professional
development. Of all my mentors, he was the one who
really got the flowers growing. Ralph is a little likehim.
In addressing the question of what draws her to a student,
Natalie describes the importance of that initial
"intellectual spark" and we are reminded of Stanley's
description of "something just clicking" between him and his
mentor. Further, she highlights the importance of the
honesty and trust which is fostered between mentor and
protege once they are drawn together by compatible research
styles and the student's genuine curiosity and open-
mindedness, which she finds so attractive. As she talks
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about her protege, Ralph, with a feeling of great enjoyment,
she tells the story of her mentor who "got the flowers
growing." m this retelling, Natalie indicates that for
her, the essential element in launching a mentoring
relationship is a deep identification around the rare
quality of intellectual high spiritedness
. m tearful
reminicence, she acknowledges the ways in which her student
Ralph reminds her of her past Cambridge professor and
mentor.
For many, the identification with their mentor or
protege was based primarily on the feature of interpersonal
style:
Students :
William: When I was looking for a Ph.D. program Idefinitely had a mentor model in mind. So within myfield I did a lot of looking on the basis of who was
where and who was doing what... I was very interested infinding someone whose interests were very similar to
mine. Claude was one of the leading figures in my
field and I had seen his writing when I was doing my
first Masters degree... So it was really on the basis of
his caliber and the quality of his work that I came
here... A person's humanity also means a lot to me. I
don't function well with a person who is distant or
detached, but tend to work well with people I can
relate to just as a person. Claude impressed me right
from the beginning along all of these dimensions. In
addition to his excellent reputation he was sincere,
forthright, and interested in my work. I sensed that
he was a decent person and that he cared about me as a
human being. He cared about the fact that I had a
family and that there were other issues involved than
just getting me here as a student He doesn't get very
many students just given the nature of the field, so I
think he was quite happy to have someone expressing an
interest so close to his own... I can't really recall
who intiated a broadening of the relationship. Our
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really was a mutSai thing. experience, it
William chose his mentor on the basis of identification
around personal characteristics which he values, emphasizing
his mentor's capacity to convey warmth and caring, which
fostered a sense of liking within the relationship.
Additionally, their relationship is built on similar
interests and mutual respect.
Ophelia: Bob's really devoted to his research and toacademics. People go to him for advice, and I thinkthat means people respect him and his opinions Hemanages to work really hard but also have a lot of funsometimes too. I admire him. . .Usually, if we're at aconference together we'll go hear music and have abeer. Both of us initiate that kind of interaction
Dust depending on the circumstance...! think Bob is 'an
attractive person. If you work together and have an
affinity for each other you eventually develop an
attraction. Bob is an attractive person whom I enjoytalking with and spending time with, but the attractionhas never really amounted to more than having a good
time together.
Here Ophelia acknowledges feelings of attraction which arise
after a period of working together which is characterized by
reciprocity. She was initially drawn to her mentor on the
basis of his integrity as an academician. She identifies
strongly with his ability to both work hard and also take
time to relax.
Douglas: Mark is someone who values work very highly
but he knows it has it's place. That's the way I
approach my work to... I would never use him as a role
model for how to approach family life but I do use him
as a role model for how to conduct research and
function professionally. . .He treats his students very
well in contrast to some of the other professors.
Bert, on the other hand, is the person I work most
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closely with and whil«=. we> rt^*.
kids for Christmas he didn't know ?o t^h /^^.^^ .
a^fhefs^i-i-r^^^
ethical, and so I'd like tHe liirhiS' n tha?respect He;s a little like my parents in that he's
rdon-r^h^^'i'^f^. ' ^^'^^ thoseValities very MghlyI don't think that means I go looking for people likemy parents, but it means that the people 11??;%; .
with have those qualitites; they woKrd
,
^hey ' ?esmart and they take pride in what they do In mvselfI find elements of both my parents. y
In describing two people with whom he works closely, Douglas
indicates that what drew him to Mark was Mark's capacity to
balance work with other aspects of his life. Bert, lacking
that balance, attracts Douglas with his professional
excellence and integrity. Additionally, Bert is similar to
both of Douglas's parents in that he is both smart and
driven, qualities which he identifies with.
Phillip: For me, it's Paul's personal style that drew
me to him, personal style as a quality of integration.
The whole package is more than the sum of the parts.
He's about 34 and almost stereotypical in his
eccentricity but not quite. He's easy to talk to
because he's interested in my ideas. No matter how
absurd or wild they may seem he'll consider them all,
and that really fosters my creative thinking. I guess
I've always thought that I chose him, but come to think
of it, he actually recruited me into this research area
as an undergraduate. .. I get special treatment from Paul
because I'm the only one in the research group who does
what I do, so that's just our little thing together.
Maybe he feels a little more of a bond with me because
we both do computations, and so I'm the only person he
can talk to. I think the professor needs to have
someone to bounce ideas off of just as a student does.
It's a two-way thing.
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Phillip conveys a deep level of mutuality in his mentoring
relationship by his mix-up regarding who initially chose
whom. He is drawn to Paul on the basis of Paul's personal
style, which fosters a feeling of intellectual safety and
creativity. in his relationship he has a strong sense of
being special, attributing it to the fact that he and his
mentor are the only ones in the department who do
computations, which leads him to express some reciprocity of
caring with the idea that even his mentor needs someone to
talk to.
Faculty:
Lorelie: Maybe I don't trust males as much as I trustfemales. I've always had more trusting relationships
with females, even though as an undergraduate I had
great relationships with both my female and my male
mentor... I guess I identified more with Casey, the
female, and yet there were things I followed through on
because of Chang. Now I'm working with Amy. She's a
very honest professor. She's straight forward and she
kind of facilitates you being straight forward, so
there's a real give and take. I admire that in her.
She can come across as animated, loving the subject and
putting in the work that allows her to give a lot to
me— She's got personal style! She's sort of bright
and classy and funny. She really likes to work with
women and she thinks differently than I do and I like
that because it's challenging. I can take all kinds of
criticism from her because I respect her intelligence
so much. She's quite integrated. I really don't know
much about her lifestyle except that she has very clear
boundaries. She married a younger man and I like that
too. I just regard her as a woman who's her own
person. I would like to please her, so she's kind of
scary to me. She demands a lot and she's kind of
perfectionistic. With her it's like she chose me. I
never would have approached her if she hadn't
encouraged me with her excitement. Like Casey and
Chang, she drew me out with her obvious interest and
that has helped me continue developing. She encourages
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beyond being wo.erstruggUnrto'Lc^L^dS^'^'Lso
I love the flambouyant way she dresses ?f ? thi^kabout her in a physical sense I really like lookina ather She's graceful and everything I'm no?.'?Over\?Lshe's become more real and less idealized. i wo?kclosely with Daniel as well and I really like hisappaearance too. He kind of scares me though. I wasvery sexually attracted to him in the beginning andwanted to work with him because of his researchinterests. The attraction might have been too strongfor me to tolerate. I've since gotten to know himbetter and the things I respect about him make him more
real
.
With an emphasis on trust, Lorelie describes how she feels
chosen by her female mentor, whom she regards as
challenging, supportive, and quite visually attractive, she
identifies with Casey in terms of their similarities, and
fully appreciates their differences, which contribute to her
learning. In addition to Casey she also has a male mentor.
In the beginning she was uncomfortable with her feelings of
sexual attraction to him and had difficulty tolerating their
association. As she has gotten to know him, he has become
more real and we can assume that she relates to him now with
an increased feeling of trust. It is the personal feature
of trustworthiness of her mentors which is the basis for her
identification with them.
Another source of identification between mentors and
proteges was a shared world view or orientation to living,
implying jointly held values and in some instances similar
socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds. Highlighting this
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point Of identification, the following quote from a faculty
member depicts the continuity between his experiences as
protege and his experiences as mentor:
lnlt^,% ^''^ professors I worked with in graduateschool took me very seriously. They were verv warm^nHentertaining people but also^hared'^wl^h me 7sen^ oftragedy and pessimism about the future of society
^llZ' rZ^'''^T.^''°'^J^'^^^^'' socio-political backgrounds.They definately influenced how I mentor my own
students. in choosing the students I work with Idistinguish the aggressive, careerist type academicfrom the type who has a personal interest in
scholarship, and I appreciate the person for whom
scholarship and study is a personal, almost intuitive
and necessary thing. Victor was a very bright and
serious guy; a good, decent person who wanted to do as
well as he could. It was delightful to see that. He
wasn't trying to use me or the system but was reallytrying to live up to it's best standards. I thinkVictor was rather like me when I was young.
Terence's description shows the continuity of values between
his experience of being mentored and how he now mentors,
revealing what attracts him to particular students.
Identification around a common background, a shared world
view, and a genuine pursuit of knowledge and learning seems
to be of primary importance.
Finally, there was one faculty member who attested to
the importance of identification along gender lines,
emphasizing the role modeling aspect of mentoring. It was
somewhat surprising that she was the only participant to
suggest that gender identification was virtually imperative
for mentoring to occur. She articulates the issue in the
following way:
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have a mentor when I was in school because there wereno female faculty in my department. NonethelesI ?he
mv studento^ Jv,^°^^^^ ^'^^ ^"^^ important to me!' ^ong
Kirk He r;.??v ^^^S ' ^^^^ ^^^^ affintiy for il. eally is a deep question asker. He'sextremely perceptive and goes into the literature verv
^^K?-^; ""^^ students that I've had? ?f he
^
publishes half of the thoughts he has he ciuld be agreat contributer to the field, i really respect himdeeply. He's both similar to me and difLrent ?rom me;similar in terms of his interests, and different inthat intellectually he's got a very penetrating styleThere ;s a kind of thrusting to him. He can be a littleintimidating even to me. But I like him you
know.
.
.Actually I work more closely with Beth, who's
near in age to me. She had done quite a bit of
searching in the department to find someone to work
with. She came to me rather late in the process and
somehow there was something she found in me that she
was able to relate to. I can't really explain it.
Before she was my student she'd come to me for advice
and somehow what I offered was meaningful to her in a
particular way. She reminds me of some aspects of
myself when I was younger. I'm basically a shy person
who's not inclined to put myself forward a great deal.
I^ve had to push myself and I think she makes the same
kinds of efforts. Also, she's always very
understanding toward the students in the classes she
T.A.^s. She's really the sort of person the students
can identify with because they know she cares about
them.
Asserting her belief that mentoring requires gender
identification, Frances ironically goes on to describe her
student. Kirk, just as someone would describe his or her
protege, and in this allows for a play of similarities and
differences between them. With Beth, she naturally
emphasizes their mutual identification as the basis for
their relationship.
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Taking into account issues of attraction and
identification, pairing is the process by which the mentor
and protege signify the complementarity of fit. The
following quote from a student depicts her struggle to sort
things out with regard to the process of pairing:
^°^.^.^^"toring relationship to form there's
^ ^
similar issue or topic that brings thestudent and faculty together in a kind of shared
excitement, a desire to do something together and amutual respect. Really, I guess that respectfriendship, mutual adoration, and the capacity forintellectual exchange are by themselves enough toinitiate a mentoring relationship. Once you have one
of those things going for you it's just a matter ofpersistence in nurturing it. Then, if one person isn'tfulfilling what you've come to expect, then even if the
other parts are going alright it might wane...in terms
of my own experience, I always found Joe interesting
and I think he found me interesting as well. i liked
the questions he asked, the way he made me think, the
challenges he posed to me, his academic rigor, and his
general approach to things. He was very enticing. I
think that's what made it work in the beginning. He
challenged me and I liked responding to the challenge.
I suppose that if I hadn't kept coming back for more he
wouldn't have known that he was having an affect on me,
and so he wouldn't necessarily have wanted to continue
the relationship; we wouldn't have had such a two-way
relationship.
. .When I first started working on my
dissertation with Joe I often wondered whether my
analysis was something he was proud of... There were
also times that I wondered if he thought I was
attractive or liked what I was wearing. Even though
I'm still drawn to Joe's intellectual style I like his
personal style less and less and feel much more at ease
with Sam. Recently I've been working very closely with
both Joe and Sam and I've actually been thinking about
Joe in terms of the fact that the realatiosnhip is no
longer as satisfying as it used to be and as the
relationship I now have with Sam. Joe just doesn't
seem as committed to working with me as Sam does,
though both of them have assured me that they both feel
very strongly (laughter) . But over the last few months
I just feel that something has changes with Joe in
terms of how he feels about me. I don't know if
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accountlor''th^i'^H''^PP^"^^ ^^^^^ wouldfor that change, or not. Perhaps he iust feels
v^ry dl^feren?"^ l'^ ^^^^^^ anriam are
^^o^Tiw^f r^^* younger, more my age. I don't
k?nd nf
P^y^i^^lly attractive. He's small andi o plump, whereas Joe is attractive to me. He's
of my father, so I may have been initially attracted tohim because I want to please my father, they're
similar in terms of intellectual style, their concerns,and the way they talk. On the other h^nd, Sam's very
approachable and enthusiastic about working with me. Ialways feel that he's very willing to put himself outto do whatever it is I need from him. He seems tothink I have a good intellect, like my ideas, and think
I m a rare student. I don't know what the word is forhow I feel about him. I was going to say ^admire,' butperhaps that's too strong a word. At any rate, it's a
nice relationship because it feels pretty mutual, as
opposed to my just learning and taking from him. Ifeel that he's also gaining insight and a different
perspective on things from me. With Joe I reallydidn't have any evidence of that and it's something
that matters a lot to me... I have to make a decision
this week about which of them to name as my
dissertation chair (laughter). I can't really choose
between them, though I told Sam that I was leaning
toward choosing him because we're working more closely
at this point. He thought Joe might be insulted
though, because Joe's the more senior faculty and so he
suggested that I approach Joe with my dilemma and see
how he responded. Then Sam spoke with Joe and it
turned out that Joe really didn't care (laughter)
.
Melissa is initially drawn to Joe because of her sense of
shared intellectual excitement and the ways in which he
challenges her. As his commitment seems to wane she
experiences a shift in her allegiance and finds a mentor who
is more like a brother than a father. She is attracted to
Sam because she feels the relationship is more mutual. It
is unclear whether Joe has simply failed to live up to her
expectations or whether something else has gone awry in
their relationship, but something must account for the
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change she perceives. Unfortunately, without the benefit of
discussion regarding their relationship, the situation
remains ambiguous, and on this basis she must make a choice
without any concensual validation about the mutuality of her
relationship with Joe.
While most dyads did not incorporate metacommunication
in their relationship, some dyads did acknowledge pairing
more overtly than others, as indicated by their periodic
metacommunication as regards both positive as well as
negative aspects of the relationship. it is evident from
the transcript data that those who engaged in
metacommunication were generally more satisfied with their
mentoring relationships over the course of time. The case
of Jenifer and her mentor, Alan, is an apt example of a
mentoring dyad which incorporated metacommunication.
Jenifer: Alan and I met first in Europe at a
conference. We had a very good connection from the
start and spent a lot of time together. I really liked
that we didn't only talk about science but we talked
about literature and all kinds of things. There's a
real fit between us, like we're soul mates. He reminds
me of me because he has the same sort of attitude
toward life. The difference is that he's sort of like
my mother in that they both think they're always right,
and in that respect it's been a little like reliving my
teenage years all over again. But he's very radient
and very charming in a way. He looks like a bottle of
energy, very much alive. And intellectually he thrills
me. I came here on his invitation to look at the
program and stayed with him and his wife. Within the
week I developed a terrible crush on him (laughter)
.
That was four years ago. It was very mutual. The
effect was that right from the beginning I was ready to
work my ass off for him. It really increased my
motivation, but I overdid it completely and had to pull
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week ?hat*he^doe= ^k^^ ^^"'^ 'he 120 hours a
^h!^ =
s, but he seems to acceptt at. Sometimes I feel jealous of one of his male
than^fL T'don'?V^" r^^ "9«<^ - "-h brighteri:n n i am. I don't know if i'h evf»T- -t-^iv T,^^-^, tvi
about that, but if I did, weli: hi's aliayrreadi'?ocompliment me and say ^Come on you're so smar? and^ncapable you shouldn't worry abiut tha?.' i ?hink bynow he has a very strong sense of my specific science
knorS^i^T.^"^
he really backs me ip^'^whlch he?pl mew that I'm not just competing with the other
students. I have my own little niche... We all havethat with him in a way... I guess with such attractionIt becomes easier to be hurt by each other i feelthat he could hurt me very deeply. I'd imagine that hecould be equally hurt by me, though I'd never do
anything to hurt him. There's really a lot of lovebetween us, and a lot of respect and compassion. We're
close enough that we've been able to work out whateverdifficulties have arisen. The romance is sort of
evaporating on it's own, though I thought for a while
that it would be interesting if we got married and hadkids together, but that's impossible. He's been
married the whole time, though I think he may be
getting a divorce. I'd say we have a very vibrant
friendship now... In some sense, mentoring means you
have a very strange tie to one another.
Jenifer tells her story with great enthusiasm and positive
regard for her mentor. At his initiation, she came to study
with him on the basis of a strong mutually held world view
which embraces a diversity of interests and a joy of living.
Romantic feelings developed in the very early stages and
were sustained for a long time, it seems, in part by his
capacity to inspire and reassure her. She has a sense of
knowing and being known by Alan, which gives her the
important feeling of being special. Additionally, they have
been able to join in their problem solving efforts as
necessary, which is something she clearly values. This
dyad's use of metacommunication facilitates their progress
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through the three stages of mentoring. Their relationship
illustrates the process of pairing in many respects.
Pairing is preparatory for entry into the middle stage
of cultivation, during which the relationship is
characterized by active collaboration around the tasks, both
pragmatic and psychological.
The Stage of Cultivation .
Pragmatic and Psvchological TasVg
Inherent in the Mentoring Relationship
The middle stage of the mentoring relationship is
characterized by mutual pursuit of the tasks inherent in the
mentoring process. As the participants spoke of their
experience of mentoring it became clear that the task of the
relationship is to foster the task or tasks important to the
protege's and the mentor's respective developmental needs.
At the level of the individual, the task is twofold,
including both pragmatic and psychological outcomes for the
protege and mentor alike. The pragmatic aspect of the task
(referred to hereafter as the pragmatic task) is grounded in
the contemporary requirements of the individual's role as
student or faculty. The psychological aspect of the task
(referred to hereafter as the psychological task) is
grounded in the family context and personal history of the
individual. Implicitly, the psychological task suggests a
therapeutic striving either to recapitulate something good
which has been lost, or to master something problematic via
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compensatory action, it is worth noting that the tasks of
mentoring are embedded in the relational metaphors of the
respective individuals, and that the psychological task is
embedded within the pragmatic.
While the individuals are both cognizant of and
articulate about the pragmatic tasks they face as mentor and
protege, they are generally less cognizant of the
psychological tasks inherent in what they are doing
together. In order to explore the participants' perceptions
of their respective tasks, each was asked what functions his
or her mentoring relationship was serving, and how this took
into account the choice of mentor or protege. In what
follows, I take some liberty in formulating the nature of
the individual's psychological task or tasks on the basis of
what I have extrapolated from the transcript material.
Students :
Herbert: There is a pure liking of Fred for me and me
for Fred that makes such compatible working. Our
liking for one another fosters the work He boosted my
ego tremendously because being an M.D. and so coming
from a milieu that is not particularly intellectual, I
was concerned about how I would fit in. He was so
welcoming that now I feel quite at home in the graduate
school doing scholarly work which I can be proud of.
Herbert's pragmatic task is to work well as a student,
requiring a certain degree of comfort in the scholarly
milieu. The psychological task which is served involves
being regarded by his mentor as a comrade in the work.
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William: I've had a lifelong struggle withprocrastination, which I tie directly 'to my family
fe?t^verv irefto ^° ^° the^work/ciaude^has
^oTL ^ ^° prompt me to getg ing sometimes I have to tell him how he can be most
tJtt^Z\'^'" ""^'^il!^ ""^"-^ ^^^"^ °f mentoringrelationships in the past have spilled over into
r^V2tTii«H-
^':;^^^^ad enough of that kind of mentoring
ela ionship and I think I've moved beyond it, so I'veconsciously chosen not to involve Claude in mypsychological struggles
.. .When I was searching for a
mentor I wanted a human being I could relate to but Idid not want a confidant, counselor, or father figure.
William's pragmatic task is to master his pattern of
procrastination within the context of graduate school and
thus complete his work. The psychological task is in some
sense to accomplish this level of mastery on his own,
without construing his mentor as father or counselor, but
effectively soliciting fatherly concern at a comfortable
distance which allows him to become his own man.
Melissa: I think the task of mentoring is to work
closely together on two things: The first is
developing an idea, a topic, a theory, or whatever, and
the second is developing an intellectual relationship
in terms of a give and take in learning from each other
and challenging each other... it's for the purpose of
development I guess,
Melissa articulates her pragmatic task as the collaborative
generation of new ideas. The psychological task is served
by her entry into a relationship which fosters mutual
development of both people. In both scenarios she maintains
a healthy awareness of the sometimes subtle interdependency
of the mentor and protege.
Allison: I think that the mentoring relationship
starts with a professional relationship. If it's good
at this level, then it becomes a personal relationship,
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Da?entafr.?^?? ^^^^^^ professional. The
°ther hand, startspersonally and then the parents encourag4 the child
^^^y ^^^'t really do much ?o foster
wouldn't
professional development in most cases?!?ibe surprised if Ted helps me find a job whenI'm finished with the program. d n
Allison's pragmatic task is to get a professional job after
she graduates. Her psychological task is to receive the
required help from the appropriate source, thereby
reinforcing and managing her expectations regarding who can
give her what. Clearly, she is doing what she can to insure
that her various needs are met.
Phillip: Paul and I talk about the problems we'redealing with a lot, so he's very actively involved in
what I'm doing. He acknowledges that I know more than
he does on the subject, which I don't think is really
true, although I have had more classes in the specific
area than he has. It does feel flattering that he
thinks that, but I don't think it's true yet, though he
probably knows where I am better than I do. Maybe it'sjust that I haven't developed the confidence in myself
yet... I guess his goal is to increase my discipline for
the work.
Phillip articulates his pragmatic task through the eyes of
his mentor, taking his mentor's goal for him, that of
becoming more disciplined in his work, as his own. From
this we can infer the psychological task of acquiring
receptivity to the feedback of an older male, further noting
the importance of Phillip's implicit question regarding the
accuracy of his mentor's reflection as an indicatin of his
desire to trust such a figure.
Lorelie: Casey entrusted me with a lot of
responsibility that I didn't even trust myself with,
which helped me cultivate myself... My mentors have
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helped me understand that I could be a scientist-something I've wanted since I was seven years
so i'feel'a U???eTr"\""^"^ ^^"^ to please them.
Of IyIT With reaard ti''^"'"^^ ^'"^ ^^^^ °f ^^^^ek
our fitlT. ^
commonality beyond being women in
Lorelie's pragmatic task is to realize her life-long dream
of becoming a scientist. This striving is fostered by her
psychological task of living up to her responsibilities and
thus proving herself to her mentors whom she respects and
admires.
Kenneth: The most important thing for me is to get mvadvisor ;s respect. If I get the respect of someone
who s nice and simply likes me as a person that's notthe same thing as getting respect from the mostdifficult and demanding person. As far as working withBill goes, it's very difficult because he does know so
much and expect so much. There's always the
possibility that you'll give him something you wrote
and he'll give it back raising every possible question
about what you wrote. So the question then becomes
^What does he mean by these comments and questions? Is
he being nasty and suggesting that I don't know
anything because I left something out? Or is he being
helpful in suggesting I think more broadly?' Sometimes
his response is very ambiguous ... The big thing is that
I want him to recognize that my thesis has not been a
lazy piece of work. As a kid growing up my teachers
often called me lazy and I really resented that. When
does one stop proving oneself? I don't know. It's
like Sysyphus rolling the rock up the hill
(laughter) ... For me, doing excellent work is a way of
telling Bill that I've really gotten something
important from him. He has alot to say and I
listen... I relate my mentoring experience to my
upbringing and my guess is that other people do the
same. In terms of the mentoring relationship, some
people might be trying to make up for relationships
they didn't have in the home, and others might be
trying to recapitualte them.
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Kenneth's pragmatic task is to do excellent work which
cannot be regarded by the professor as "lazy." The
psychological task which is tied to that is to repair or
compensate for the loss of esteem which he experienced
during his early education. As he pursues excellence in his
work, he wins the respect and admiration of those he now
holds in such high regard. Reflecting back his mentor's
excellence in the process of his own work, he confirms his
accomplishment both to himself and to his mentor, who serves
as a witness.
Faculty :
Frances: Somehow my advice seemed to be very helpfulto Betty whereas I don't always feel that my advice ishelpful to my students. When it's helpful I feel very
rewarded because it's a way of passing on what I'vebeen given m some sense. You know, you feel like your
own kids never appreciate your advice, so it's very
rewarding when someone thinks you have something to
offer... I guess it's complicated by the notion that the
child is trying to break away from the parents. You
know, you've done a great deal for them in their early
years so they really want to stand on their own two
feet and they kind of resist your advice even if they
know underneath that it's good. They get to a point
where they want to try things out for themselves. The
thing is, your students know that you're qualified to
give advice, often unlike your children. .. It seems that
in both cases the role of mother and the role of mentor
is about facilitating the increasing autonomy of the
child or the student, though it's easier to do as the
mentor. As the mentor you're somewhat more detached.
Logically, and eventually emotionally, you want to push
your children out into the world even though you may
still have that feeling that you hate for them to grow
up because they're so cute when they're small, they
depend on you, and they say they love you all the time.
I don't think you have that dichotomy of feeling with
the student. They come in at one phase, they go out at
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??ansiti?n?'"' "^^^ facilitate that
Frances expresses her pragmatic task by comparing and
contrasting mentoring and mothering, m both scenarios she
regards her task as facilitating the development of the
student or of the child, though she easily acknowledges that
the task is easier to accomplish as a mentor than as a
parent. It seems that her psychological task within the
mentoring relationship is to recieve appreciation for what
she offers, something which is not forthcoming in the
experience of parenting, but rather more potentially
available from her students.
Barbara: While obligation isn't the right word Ithink that what a mentor should be is what the student
needs what's required. It's a real individual thing,
so It's different for different students, with regardto Sue, she has a lot more confidence than I ever had
at that stage, and I have to admit I see her as being
somewhat overconfident. She doesn't really know
everything she thinks she knows, but I have to admire
her, you know, because a lot of times she pulls it off.
I was never as stubborn as she is, and I think I was
much more accepting of suggestions that other people
made, but she's doing it her way. Ironically, I see
her strength in that. We definately have a mutual
respect.
. .The relationships that really work require
that the protege has to be really open to what the
mentor has to offer. But then, as they progress along,
the mentor has to become more open to what the protege
has to offer... I think Sue would actually like more
input from me although she acts to the contrary. Every
once in a while she complains that I don't spend enough
time with her, though I spend more time with her than I
do with my other students I think superficially,
mentoring is just preparing the student for the
profession, but it really goes beyond that to trying to
help this person develop to their fullest, not limiting
yourself to just their profesisonal future, but
fostering the whole person.
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Barbara views her praamatic taevFi-ayxudti r sK as offering the student
What the student needs. m order to do this she must get
close enough to the student to see what is needed, requiring
her to appreciate the stylistic differences between
different students. Through this appreciation she
accomplishes the psychological task of being open to
learning from her students, for the benefit of their mutual
development.
A trend among the more senior faculty was that their
view of the task of mentoring included the passing on of a
legacy. This is not surprising, because as one nears
retirement, he or she likely goes through a process of
reevaluation, resulting in a broadening of perspective. The
three excerpts that follow illustrate how this aspect of
mentoring becomes important as the end of the academic
career approaches:
Natalie: Well, if the student is one who is capable, I
think the function of the mentor is to optimize their
growth potential.
Natalie views her pragmatic task as optimizing the growth of
her students. This follows from her earlier reference to
her Cambridge mentor who "got the flowers growing." The
psychological task we may infer from this is to pass on a
legacy of mentoring, perhaps in efforts to sooth the pain
she suffered with the death of her own mentor.
Charles: We're supposed to be teaching them how to do
research, and once they learn how to do research our
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they'?e"aenera?ii^
over.
.. if you're satisfied that
?h:^fS ?°ie^?^^^^J^^ IIIgreat implications for world ecology. research has
Charles expresses his pragmatic task as training the next
generation of researchers in his field, along with his
colleagues. in doing this, his psychological task of
imparting a vision for the future of the work is addressed.
Terence: I think students need to feel that some ofthe faculty are on their side, emotionally at least.One can't ^ust be an academic advisor. One has to qivesome sort of humanistic advice, which comes from one's
own experience in going through the system, in order to
smooth the way for the younger, less experienced
person— If I see someone who's really sayinginteresting and original things and who's bright anddoes seem to be a good person, I'd like to encourage
that person to go on. We have to keep an eye out forpeople who can carry on the legacy.
Terence regards his pragmatic task as identifying the
students to cultivate through mentoring, thus giving them
the necessary support and guidance. Clearly, this pragmatic
task fosters his psychological task of passing on the legacy
which he has carried from his own mentor.
It is during the stage of cultivation that paradigms of
expression and defense with regard to libidinal and
aggressive aspects arising within the mentoring relationship
again become pertinent. Whether the mentor and/or protege
rely on conscious prohibition against the sexualization of
the relationship, or they rely on unconscious mechanisms of
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defense such as repression, denial, or sublimation, the
outcome in an effective mentoring relationship is that the
vitality Of task striving derives from appreciation coupled
with abstinence. Certainly, sublimation of both libidinal
and aggressive aspects within the relationship occurs in the
service of the task. Thus, the relationship maintains its
energy and momentum toward its natural conclusion. The
following quote illustrates the student's conscious struggle
to maintain her pursuit of the task:
vaT^d^JLn"^^^/ ^ recognition andlidatio to foster my development as a writer suchthat I can put myself forward in the writing in apowerful way, without getting too damaged in theprocess. Typically, the people who've given me afeeling of strength have been women, and here I'm
seeking to attach to a male mentor because there's
something left incomplete, it's like I need to direct
my attention now to getting something only a male can
offer me, psychologically, I mean, like the father
validating the daughter's voice. This really does seemto have something to do with my father. it's like he
adored me and yet this left so many other, perhapsdeeper needs unmet... I have this fantasy about Dan. Onthe one hand, I would like to enact it, and on the
other hand, it would be my greatest fear. It's so
strange. Dan and I would be sitting at his desk and he
would reach over and put his hands on my hands, look at
me and kiss me and then tell me how sexy I am, and what
my story makes him want with me. And I feel like what
I'd tell him is that I'm very flattered by his
attraction, but what I'd really love is to work past
the sexual energy between us and to create a real
friendship that goes against what's typical in this
kind of hierarchical situation in which power and
charisma play such an important part In the scenario
of this fantasy I think he's disempowered too;
disempowered by his attraction to me, the student. You
know, here he is in a position of power with women who
fawn over him, women who, to some degree, respond
sexually to his presence, and the question is how does
he maintain abstinence? It's a scenario in which the
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situation so ?5 ^"^r^ ^i^h patterned
?o cre^t^*;;f ^^^^^"^ °^ become more able
experience for mf°''^^^^^^°^"^^^y ^
I?'s I a.Ztt\' ^Vl^ ^ ^^"^ ^° important tomm. t a ques ion of how I become important.
Rachael's pragmatic task is to discover and strengthen her
voice as a writer. The psychological task inherent in this
is the resolution of the implicit oedipal victory she
experienced with her father, requiring active knowledge of
her mentor's full appreciation of her in tandem with his
abstinence.
In the case of Jenifer, there is some evidence of the
relationship between libidinal and aggressive aspects
infusing the task:
Jenifer: Last year I worked hard at holding my ground
with Alan when we were in disagreement. In the period
when we were fighting terribly I thought much less ofhim as a scientist and I lost alot of respect for him.
I thought suddenly that his scientific career was
stagnating. It was odd. Suddenly he seemed to be
getting smaller and his hair seemed more grey to me and
I noticed his wrinkles. During that period I just saw
the bad things, not the good things about him. But
through our conflict, I think I've managed to win his
true respect as opposed to simply allowing him to view
me as somebody who was just potentially good in our
field. Now I get less hurt when he wields his power,
so we've come into a very good situation together ... and
still it's important for me to admire him. When I see
him being the primary speaker at a very important
conference I feel thrilled again to see him doing well.
We finally wrote a paper together and it was a nice
synthesis of our differences. It felt very good and
definately fueled my sense that this was important
work. I was very nurtured by the breadth of his
knowledge.
. .Even though at the beginning the professor
has all the fame based on knowledge and experience and
the student has only his or her potential, I think it's
possible to construct the mentoring relationship on the
basis of mutuality because there's always something
that gets exchanged. I very much view the mentor as
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depending upon the individn^V?^'' °5 ^"erent forms
match between them ^"^^^i^^^l^- • -and depending upon the
feature oTlVlTniorTn,^^^^^^^^
tS^t^^^^rSLS^^res^I^ri^ bonderfun^^?^n°Lr
academiAng int.lTsolll^^^^^^^^^
Jenifer's pragmatic task is to achieve a state of
intellectual autonomy and professional commitment. Like
Douglas, Jenifer collaborates with her mentor through
conflict at various times in their relationship, though the
conflict perhaps serves a variety of functions. For
instance, the conflict between Jenifer and Alan may have
both fostered her increasing professional autonomy as well
as assisting them in managing their sexual attraction over
the years. The latter function suggests that an aspect of
her psychological task was to engage in mutual appreciation
with her mentor without transforming that very vibrant
mentoring relationship into a sexual relationship, thereby
precluding mentoring. By her indication, while a sexual
relationship would have been gratifying in some ways, it
would also represent a loss of sorts, judging by her growing
commitment to the profession.
Although mentoring clearly requires collaboration
between mentor and protege, conflict is not necessarily a
sign that the relationship is ineffective, as highlighted
above. In fact, conflict within functional mentoring
relationships is expressed in terms of how it serves the
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idiosyncratic needs inherent in the psychological task of
one or both individuals.
Among the participants, some dyads in which conflict
surfaced did seem to collaborate in effort to work something
through, something which might be regarded as a carryover
from past experience. Owing to the complimentarity or fit
between the mentor and protege, they are able to struggle
with an issue in such a way that both people make progress
on some personal agenda from their respective pasts. We can
assume that this agenda found some resonance within the
contemporary mentoring relationship. The theme of
collaboration around conflict is best articulated by several
students in the following quotes:
SS^Ti^ft ?
certain point when Bob had misunderstoodmy interests I just had to say ^No, I want to work ontnis now. ...I'd like more opportunity for
collaboration on projects with him. . .Obviously, thegoal of the relationship is to train me as aprofessional in the field. But I don't think it's a
one-sided thing. I think he gets alot out of hisinteractions with the students as well, not work-wisebut in terms of the intellectual progress he makes in'his own work. I think it's often a very joint
endeavor. I think that professors want to develop
colleagues and we want to become their colleagues. .. It
should be both people's responsibility to make sure
that one doesn't become too dependent on the other.
Ophelia's pragmatic task involves becoming a colleague to
her mentor. What this seems to require of her is a certain
degree of self-assertion in order to resolve the slight
though potentially problematic conflict between their
respective views of the direction of Ophelia's work.
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Developing this kind of self-assertion may be regarded as
her psychological task.
Eduardo: In my earlier mentoring relationshios Tt^^^- - - ^^^^
everyone around me so there might be a cSance ?orhealing... Now I'm pretty assertive about mydissatisfactions, and a little more willing to letconflict exist even though I'd rather it wasn't part ofthe picture. However, having a committee that
oli^JSTi?"^
""^-^ without me having to mediate seemscrucial now in terms of marketing myself in the fieldwhen I finish the program.
Eduardo 's pragmatic task is to effectively enter his
profession with his committee members' support. He regards
this as involving a kind of healing of the group which
comprises his committee. This psychological task of
facilitating healthy group relationships for the benefit of
the individuals is rooted in his attempt at healing his
family of origin, assumedly, in part, for the benefit of his
own development. At this point in his development he
struggles with his need for harmonious relationships with
key people who may, in fact, be in conflict with each other.
He weighs this need against the cost to himself of taking
responsibility for the necessary outcome.
Douglas: Bert's well connected professionally. At
conferences he'll introduce you to other people - big
names in the field - and describe in a couple of
sentences what your work is in terms of the angle that
person might be interested in, and then he'll leave so
you have an opportunity to talk with that person for a
few minutes. By leaving he doesn't allow that person
to focus on him. I don't think a lot of other faculty
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also that element o?"c::peUt?Sn^blteeerus'"si™r"" '
"
undercurrent of conflict Amnnrl I ^®
person who stands up tfhi»*:os? oftef"''^"^"norSfra?d
certaL'?e?e? ^i*^ ^"^ ^ tL? ^faain lev l he respects that Thie •; ^ ^ ^-but we Play backganonL. He'f;e;^''coinpet?t?vra?'°"'backgammon and up until now he's not managed toconsistently beat me, which really irrigates hi™because he thinks he's the better player? if ySu plavbackgammon you know that one aspect of piaying^?s ^ ^insulting each other in the course of the garni But inthe beginning when you're playing with you? advisorIt's not easy to insult him like that but he encouragesIt... There are some situations in which I have made himvery angry because he felt I was challenging hisauthority as the advisor, i didn't intend to challenge
for wh«?°?^K^i^''^ ' "^^^^ ^° ^^^^^ myself?
f^nnK^o ^^^^r^- reason, he and I havetrouble coming to a compromise, i haven't really beenin this kind of relationship before where power is such
a primary issue... It feels like being with your parents
all over again... I guess we offer each other someone tostruggle with on philosophical issues and questions of
methodology and proceedure. But even though we havethis competition and we do battle from time to time I
really like him. I know he wants me to be successful
and he'll be very happy and proud to see me off. As afather, you know, when you see your child make an
advance there's a real sense of achievement on your
part.
Douglas' pragmatic task is to experience professional
achievement with his mentor's blessing. In the context of
their struggle, he addresses the difference in their views
without having to claim that the views of one person are
more right or true than the views of the other,
counteracting the idea that every conflict must have its
victor. The underlying psychological task is to effectively
push against an authoritative symbolic father as right of
passage.
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Isabell: i remember one dav Pa<5mis>i»= i, i.-
me when I had been feelino L^??^? ? lashing out at
with him for not keepfig Ib?east of^^i^
disillusioned
field, leaving it to^S! ltudents°t'o=^^?r?heS oul „ehad been increasingly frustratt^H ^i^u^t I * "®
and with the kind of^SS'SL^io^ringa^rir"'dialogue. He was going through a very hard tL^personally as well, and I think tn t lJlt -just aimed at the handiest target Sh?ch Sa^ ™fjustified his behavior at the tim4 wi?^h ? ?have. He came in the next'day'and' s^irhe'thougi^'^eowed me an appology and we went out for a cup ofcoffee. There were never any appologies in my familvno resolution of conflict. So I appreciated his ^'gesture and that was the end of it. I've been car^fmnot to take on the burden of his difficulties?Shappens when you exchange problems, and I've figuredout how to get what I need here in order to finish mvdegree. -"-"j-oii y
Isabell 's pragmatic task is simply to finish the program and
get her degree. Her psychological task appears to be
accomplishing this without stepping into the familiar role
of the parentified child, which she assumed as an adaptation
to the needs of her family of origin.
In the relationships in which conflict is an area of
collaboration, its occurrence, meaning, and expression are
integrally tied to the psychological tasks of the
participants. One way of looking at this in the case of
these relatively effective mentoring relationships, is that
the protege's need to struggle with his or her mentor, along
with the mentor's availability for this kind of interaction,
remained within the frame of collaboration. Another way of
looking at it is that conflict, as a characteristic of the
dyad, was part of the implicit psychological task of both
protege and mentor, emphasizing not the mentor's
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responsiveness to the protege's needs but the
complimentarity of the needs of both people. Perhaps the
best example of this is given by the portrayal that Douglas
has given us in discussing his relationship with his mentor,
Bert. Both of them seem to make a contribution to the
competitive dynamic which characterizes their relationship.
It is worth noting that conflict which is
collaboratively pursued is qualitatively different from the
type of conflict which results in the premature termination
of a mentoring relationship, premature in the sense that the
tasks are not completed but foreclosed. in such a case,
conflict is not about working through, but about arriving at
an impasse, which thus results in the premature termination
of the relationship without having accomplished the task.
In this scenario, conflict is typically a product of
mismatch or lack of fit between the faculty and student,
thus precluding a mentoring function. There are many
reasons for this lack of fit ranging from a clash of deeply
held values and beliefs, a clash of personality and of
psychological agendas, or simply a lack of complementarity
of developmental stages. While none of the participants
cast their current mentoring relationships in this light,
some had experienced premature foreclosure of past mentoring
attempts on the basis of irreconcilable conflict. Since
this theme is articulated in small vignettes throughout the
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transcript material, and it is not a major point of
emphasis, the subject of noncollaborative conflict will not
be further illustrated.
In conclusion, most of the participants viewed the
mentoring relationship as synonymous with its middle stage,
failing to pay heed to it's insemination and its resolution
until questions were raised in the interviews which served
as probes. As they discussed their experience and
relationships in broad terms they articulated their
pragmatic task and in the course of that supplied the
material from which I came to understand the psychological
task. In each case, the association between the pragmatic
and the psychological was striking, and particularly when
the participants' metaphors were also taken into
consideration.
At this point in our journey of inquiry into the
essence of mentoring, we are reminded of Telemachus, whose
psychological task is inherent in his guided passage from
adolescence to early adulthood, which is further made
possible by the pragmatic task of his journey. This harkens
back to the notion that wordly or pragmatic development is
often associated with the father, while psychological
development is often associated with the mother. In basic
terms this renders a model of task striving which
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ive
simultaneously addresses the dialectic of externalization
and internalization as joint processes.
Clearly, the stage of cultivation is another arena in
Which the complixnentarity of fit between mentor and protege
plays out, both consciously and unconsciously, m a sense,
what transpires during the cultivation stage of an effect
mentoring relationhsip may be thought of as a gift exchange.
While the benefits of mentoring are mutual, as many of the
participants indicated, the relationship is nonetheless
analogous in some respects to the parent-child relationship
in which the gift of provision given by the parent is an
essential element. It is in this regard that the mentor is
in a position to provide what Winnicott (1960c) referred to
as good-enough mothering, which accounts for maintenance of
an optimal or near optimal mentoring environment including
but not limited to interest, time, abstinence, challenge,
support, and finally letting go - sending the protege along
his or her way with a blessing.
The Stage of Resolution :
Separation and Redefinition as a Rite of Passage
The most salient feature of the final stage of the
mentoring relationship is how the mentor and protege bring
closure to the collaborative work they have undertaken over
an extended period of time, which, for the protege is a
particularly formative period.
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Ls a
When the relationship has been successful there i.
kind Of Clarity to the stages of relationship. Though the
stages might overlap to a degree, the relationship finally
culminates in the rite of passage or coming of age of the
protege, who now makes his or her entry into the peerage.
As the pragmatic and psychological tasks of the
individuals are completed
' via their collaboration around the
work, the resolution of the mentoring relationship includes
both separation from one another as mentor and protege, and
a redefinition of roles, whether the two continue any active
form of relationship or not. Thus, resolution of this
strange and complex bond called mentoring may be regarded as
the final task of the mentoring relationship as such.
For a variety of reasons, some mentoring dyads are more
effective or successful at task completion than others, and
thus at resolving the relationship. Just as is true in the
development of the person through the life-cycle, stasis or
fixation at one stage indicates a failure to complete the
task of that stage, and each stage must be resolved before
moving on to the next. For example, the transitional period
during which people enter into mentoring relationships is
resolved as the mentoring relationship is resolved. While
the two people may maintain an active relationship following
that, the relationship typically takes a non-hierarchical
form which truly characterizes collegiality
.
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The themes of separation and redefinition were explored
by the participants as they considered the issue of
transition out of the mentoring relationship in the natural
course of time. For some students, the very idea of an
ending to the relationship seemed to be regarded with some
degree of denial. Curiously, they seemed to require the
idea that the relationship would magically go on, without
much recognition of what that would mean or what kinds of
decisions or actions would increase the likelihood of
forming a new and different kind of relationship. This
denial of the probability of losing touch with the mentor,
although it was cloaked in vague plans of staying in touch,
made it clear that separation from the mentor is anticipated
as a painful process involving loss.
Melissa: I expect I'll have some kind of on-goingprofessional relationship with both Joe and Sam; thatthey'll continue to be interested in my work and I'll
continue to be interested in theirs... in terms of thepersonal aspects I'd hope that we'd still be friendsbut I'm not sure what that would mean.
'
Melissa, like many other students, assumes that the
connection with her mentors will continue in a more
collegial fashion when she graduates. In her comment about
the "personal aspects" she might be confusing the
friendliness which characterizes her mentoring relationships
with actual friendship, which one would expect to continue
after resolving the mentoring relationship. This is not to
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say that a viable friendship would not develop after such a
resolution, however.
^r^L^r^^ i^?? -----
that we'll keep in touch aftL J've gradiaied bu?^"''^
p:;s;e':rrK!° ^^^^ ^ LLT^^r^ia^fto
Allison anticipates that the relationship with her current
mentor will always remain somewhat hierarchical. Also, she
seems to suggest that her status as student will not even
begin to change until she says "goodbye" to Ted in order to
pursue work.
Phillip: My funding's run out in the department soPaul says ^Well, it's time to go.' I've gotten a lot
of work done so it's not going to be incomplete in any
way. Even if there were more money for the study, I
still think he'd be saying that right about now. 'youknow, ^No need to write novels on the subject, just
move through.' I anticipate that we'll be in touchfrequently after I leave, even just to say hello.
We'll always be able to send each other electronic
mail
.
Phillip, while responding to the funding situation is also
complying with the wishes of his mentor. The bond between
them seems quite apparent, though cloaked by Paul in a kind
of anti-sentimental ism. Like many other students, Phillip
imagines keeping in close contact with his mentor after he
graduates.
Looking at the issue in more depth, denial of the
inevitable separation makes redefinition and thus resolution
quite problematic. Ironically, the denial of separation
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increases the probability that the old and known
relationship will not give way to the new. This is a
problem which may be regarded as inherent in our cultural
predisposition toward the avoidance of, and denial of loss.
To make matters more complex for the student, feelings
associated with the loss of the mentoring relationship are
confounded by feelings associated with the loss of the task.
Taken together, these losses punctuate an important juncture
in the lives of the students.
For others students who did not seem to be in denial of
the inevitable separation, the resolution of the
relationship was eagerly anticipated. Among them, some were
engaged in separation and redefinition prior to the
completion of the central tasks of the relationship, meaning
that they were actively operating within two stages
simultaneously. For the most part, engagment in the stage
of resolution requires metacommunication. Those for whom
metacommunication had already been a part of the
relationship were more apt to move toward resolution prior
to the completion of the task, and with some useful
anticipation and willingness to feel the loss as well as
eagerness to move on. This suggests that resolution
proceeds more smoothly when the dyad is characterized by a
developed capacity for metacommunication. When this is the
case, it may be assumed that in general, the stages of
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relationship progress on the basis of a minimum of
unaddressed conflict. Further, it might be stated that
effective mentoring culminates in adequate resolution. The
quotes Which follow highlight the positive anticipation
articulated by several students and one faculty member:
Students :
waf'so^ tMnk^?? 5i?r^ ^^i"^^ -long theay, I nink it w ll be a very natural and easvtransition when I'm finished here. m a way we'reengaged in saying good-bye right now. It's a processof ending things as we know them. For me it's^a goalto be a real person again and not just a student.That's not only related to him and me, it's more
ft'^^l^l'. ^ ^""^^ ""^"^ ^° °" t° the next stage... Ithink he's very much looking forward to me being acolleague in an official sense so we can work onprojects together where he's not my advisor. He's fedup with that too.
Jenifer and Alan are already working on resolving their
mentoring relationship. By acknowledging that resolution is
a process, they honor the depth and complexity of their
connection without resorting to vague notions of staying in
touch after the separation. What she imagines in terms of a
continued collaboration sounds quite grounded and plausible
on the basis of her narrative. Additionally, she looks
forward to redefining their relationship, which serves as
another indication that they will both be ready to move on
when the time comes. This seems to be a sign that the
relationship in all of its stages has been effective.
Rachael: Assuming Dan and I do develope a real
mentoring relationship, I imagine that when I'm
finished here I'll feel a lot more secure
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world would be lessened ^'^^ the professional
friendship, also asICm?;ia tSft "maintain a
together S4'll have tS rLo?:e sLToTli]ltension between us. it would be a very e^ricMnaexperience for both of us if we could do ?his ^broadening our understanding of each o?Lw i ' -.
experience in the world givL^our'sixn^^arluefand
the':^:^^r;rt!:i^^^^''^ ^^^^^^"^ eacfi^Lr^ver
Rachael assumes that if, indeed, she and Dan can resolve the
sexual tension between them, then they can have a productive
mentoring relationship which in turn would leave them free
to pursue a true friendship when their work together is
finished. Here again, the thoroughness of the resolution
hinges on the accomplishment of the pragmatic and
psychological tasks that each person brings to the mentoring
relationship.
William: I think of our relationship in the short-term
as getting me through this program, but in the long-term as being about my development within the field and
making connections with people with whom I'd love to
collaborate. So I made it very clear to Claude after
we got into this relationship that I looked forward to
a continuing relationship with him in the future, and I
certainly think he has echoed that ... Claude has always
treated me as a colleague and so I anticipate a rather
uncomplicated transition from being a student to being
a professional. I don't think I'll go through
withdrawal when we make that transition. Frankly, I
think it will be refreshing to work with each other and
appreciate each other without the academic hurdles and
requirements in the way... I found out the very first
semester that Claude was planning to leave the program
because he was unhappy here. First it felt threatening
and then disappointing. At the time, I remember
thinking about leaving too, conceivably following him
in order to continue working with him... By the time he
actually left I was far enough along that I just said
^Damn the torpedos; full speed ahead.' I said to him
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problem.' And we've continnoH 4- ^^at as a major
toward the completlon^of
^dtss^r^^Soi?"^ "'^'^^^^
William is very much connected to his mentor whether they
are at the same institution or not. As he suggests, the
collegial quality of the relationship will facilitate its
eventual resolution when the work is done. Also, fostering
this collegiality might even have been strategic on the part
of his mentor, who knew he would be leaving at some point in
the course of William's graduate study. Given the
particularities of the situation, William and Claude have
been dealing with issues of closure for a long time now, and
it seems to be going well.
Ophelia: I think the way we've dealt with conflict inthe relationship also characterizes the mutuality of
It. I've always been up-front with him if l was upset
with the way something was going, and he's been very
willing to try to work things out. There've also beentimes when he was upset about something and I've tried
really hard to do my part to work it out. I guess Iinitiated the problem solving in the relationship, buthe probably first tried to soothe me when I was angry
about something.
. .1 think it's pretty much a joint
thing. When I'm done with school things shouldn't be
much different than they are now. I just won't see Bob
as often, but I don't think our relationship will
change that much in terms of the way we interact. I
guess we'll probably say some good-bye's when I leave
for a job. There will be some way to mark the
change... I think sometimes people can become too
dependent on other the other person and not maintain
enough independence, but it should be the
responsibility of both people to make sure that doesn't
happen in the course of the relationship. I think
we've managed it pretty well.
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Ophelia expects the hard won quality of their relationship
to carry over in the forxa of a collegial friendship upon
resolution of the mentoring relationship, she highlights
the issue Of actually saying "goodbye" when the time comes,
unlike many of the other students, who seem to imagine that
they'll always be in contact with the person who mentored
them, though in the context of a friendship.
Faculty ;
Barbara: Sue and I went through a lot of discussionaround what she expected of me in the Ph.D and wha? Iexpected of her. Ironically, I expected mireindependence of her and she expected more help
ta?k^abou[*on^^.or?-^^ K-^""^ ^° ^° P^^^^y ^^11 ^hem wel ut our relationship, and I am usually the one
l^dnl t ^^^^^ ""^'^^ probably evaluate howthings have gone when we come to the conclusion of thework. She's actually married one of the other facultyin the program now, and while I was caught in the
middle of the situation for quite a while, I'm pleased
with the way she's dealt with it recently. She'sbecome very independent of him, and I think I'vehelped.
Barbara is in a fairly unique position with Sue under the
circumstances. Out of necessity, she has initiated
metacommunication throughout the mentoring relationship
which has contributed to its effectiveness. The same habits
of communication which they have evolved in their work
together will serve them in resolving their relationship,
which has already begun to be redefined due to the student's
marriage to Barbara's colleague. When the faculty member
can regard his or her mentoring as effective, this seems to
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be a good indication that the resolution stage will go
smoothly.
While some students denied separation, and some looked
toward resolution, others imagined very little movement in
the direction of resolution, and anticipated that at the
completion of the task, the relationship would simply be
over. in some cases, saying good-bye might be the most that
could be expected. For these individuals, it is possible
that either the relationship will never reach a point of
resolution, or that the work of resolution will proceed in
quite a private fashion if at all:
Students :
i^^^^ii ' ^ i'^^l f^"" ^""^^ °^ Pasqual's students whorecently graduated. He did a lot of theoretical
arguing with Pasqual the way I have, and he said ^Wellthere 're five or six years of argument finally over'
'
(laughter)! To a certain extent he's probably joking,but there's also something to it, you know, thatfinally, something's been resolved... I think I'll feel
relieved too when I'm done, though I'll probably
continue to run my written work by him because I
respect him and would still want his feedback.
Besides, it's a very small field so if you send an
article to a journal it's likely that someone you know
will be reviewing it. So even if you wanted to get
away from the relationship you couldn't. If there 're
things to resolve between the two of us, we'll probably
do it after the fact if things are anything like they
were in my family.
Isabell expresses the same ambivalence about ending her
relationship with Pasqual as she does in describing it over
its course. Again recognizing that her mentoring
relationship feels familiar to her because it is similar in
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some ways to her family relat•ir^r,=K^..u xx lationships, she predicts that
they will achieve some resolution but only after they
separate and perhaps redefine their roles. Some mentoring
dyads need to do it this way because of the specific needs,
issues, and histories of the individuals involved. However,
under optimal conditions, it seems that the resolution would
take place via joint processing of the relationship history
prior to separation and redefinition.
Eduardo: By the time we're done working together Iguess the biggest gain I could imagine would be a newawareness or sensitivity to issues of gender andsexuality on his part. So I suppose he might gain someempathy and insight into those issues through my workbut I doubt It... I suppose I might feel differently
'
about him If he had legitimately received my caring andconcern when he was ill... when I leave, the main thing
will be that I'm associated with his name, and he's abig name in the field.
Eduardo has hopes that at the conclusion of his work with
Jack, Jack might show some evidence of having been
influenced by him. It appears that if this were to occur,
Eduardo would feel quite a clear sense of resolution in his
relationship with Jack. Short of this he will settle for
the benefits of being associated with a "big name in the
field." Based on the lack of mutual regard, Eduardo doesn't
maintain any illusions about continued contact after they
separate. Also, it seems rather unlikely that they will
resolve the tensions within the relationship.
Douglas: In spite of the competition between us Bert
will be very happy and proud to see me off and will do
what he can to help me succeed. And both of us will be
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Douglas is clearly looking toward the time when he and Bert
are no longer obligated to one another by virtue of their
respective roles. it seems highly unlikely that they will
place any emphasis on the ending of their relationship, or
reach a point of resolution, though quite likely that they
will remember each other for a long time, perhaps with some
degree of irritation.
Faculty :
Terence: While Jane and I are still in contact thefeelings of attraction aren't really still part of thepicture. I mean she's married and has two children
and we're both older. Eventually, you realize that'this person has limitations and is a normal being withproblems just like you. The person becomes more real
more ordinary. That dimishes the attraction. When youhave less knowledge of the person, you put your ideals
or images or something onto that person, particularly
If you're looking for a companion, or if you confuse
mentoring for a total relationship.
Terence suggests that the resolution of his mentoring
relationship with Jane occurred privately and in increments
over the course of time as his fantasies about her were
replaced with real knowledge of her in terms of her human
failings. This raises the interesting question of which
came first: Seeing her human failings or letting go of his
fantasies for other reasons; in other words, whether the
relationship has reached a point of resolution because he
has de-idealized her, or whether he has de-idealized her
because he has had to resolve the relationship, which was
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largely predicated on their mutual feelings of attraction
for one another, which ever the case, the fact that they
were eventually both married seems to have helped, first in
terms of the separation, and then in terms of the
redefinition of their relationship.
r^?2n^Lv,^
^^'^'^^thi"*^ ever completely close thoseelationships. There's always a faculty-student
relationship even though you partially move into a peerrelationship, when you go back it's always like goingback home. You always become aware of roles again, andthey're grounded in a certain developmental structureand complimentarity. You're never quite the same withyour parent as you are with someone who's not had thatkind of relationship with you. in terms of leaving mvgraduate advisor, we weren't so close that it was a
wrenching experience. When I finished I was glad to bedone and glad to have a place to go, so there weren't
any tearful goodbye ' s ... I can think of two kinds of
situations in which a faculty member might hold the
student back for selfish reasons. One could be thatyou just liked having that person around, so it wouldbe difficult to accept the fact that they would
eventually leave and carry on an independent life. The
other would be if the student were doing something very
useful for you and you had a sense of needing them.
But I also think that it could happen for the unselfish
reason that you were just too picky and perfectionistic
that you just keep holding the student until they
produced a perfect thesis, whereas the student might be
better off in actuality just doing good enough work and
getting on with things.
Frances again compares the mentoring relationship with the
parent-child relationship, indicating her expectation that
for both individuals there will always be a strong pull to
reenact the familiar roles when again in each other's
company. In her depiction of three quite powerful scenarios
in which the mentor would hold the protege back she
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elaborates some of the reasons resolution might not proceed
smoothly.
Paradoxically, while some faculty indicated feelings of
loss at the conclusion of past mentoring relationships, they
also frequently spoke with some degree of behavioral
specificity about how, indeed, their contact with former
proteges did persist after the mentoring relationship was
resolved, and how in some cases this did in fact result in a
new and active, non-hierarchical relationship, m some
sense, because they had acquired sufficient experience with
the many endings of former mentoring relationships, most
neither dreaded nor eagerly anticipated the ending. They
simply took it in stride, knowing that those students for
whom they had special regard would remain special to them,
and perhaps a new collegial relationship would in fact
develop. in the two quotes which follow we have one example
of how a faculty member maintains contact with his former
students, and one example of how another faculty member
maintains contact with two of her former mentors:
Charles: Out of the 70 or 80 graduate students I've
had I don't think I've ever had a student break off
contact completely. In many cases I keep in fairly
close contact, exchanging Christmas cards or seeing
them at national meetings.
Charles maintains an active role as the patriarch of his
very large research family, if even just an annual
correspondence. On the basis of many of the students'
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responses we may assume that his efforts go a long way in
terms of the meaning this contact carries for his many
students with whom he has worked closely over the years.
^u^^ l^^"^ There've been some
K
-""^ there for them. They feel they made somegood choices and that their efforts were well spent.
I^^Liri^ It^^ pleasure in my academics and we havematured together in more of a collegial relationship,
not a close personal one but a relationship of mutualfondness and respect. I've recently had the pleasure
of doing a biographical sketch of my ^Godfather' that
will be published soon.
Natalie relates much more poignantly to her experience as
protege than to her experience as mentor, though clearly she
has engaged fully in both roles. She emphasizes here the
pleasure her mentors are now afforded by their successful
mentoring of her as she takes account of her successful
career. Additionally, she expresses her own pleasure in
being in a position to publically salute her "Godfather,"
which is a way of expressing some of her gratitude for what
she has been given by her mentors, with whom she continues
to be in touch, except for her "Cambridge don."
Together, the processes of separation and redefinition
comprise the stage of resolution. The most effective
mentoring relationships culminate in their adequate
resolution. While resolution is not enough to insure the
formation of an active new relationship, it is only by way
of resolution that the formation of a new relationship
becomes possible. It is in this process of resolution, that
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the old relationship gives way to the new. Generally
speaking, participants reported a range of variation in how
the work Of resolution was either likely to proceed or was
proceeding.
In conclusion, there is one remaining point on the
topic of resolution which is of interest. At no point in
the discussion of their mentoring relationships did
participants comment upon the link between the completion of
the task, the evaluation of the task, and the resolution of
the relationship. This was curious.
Reflections on the Interview Process
In order to bring some closure to our joint exploration
of the complex dynamics of the mentoring relationship, we
spent a few minutes at the end of each interview talking
about our conversation. Each participant was asked to share
any last comments or questions that were engendered in the
process of the study. I was particularly interested in what
motivated them to participate, and how they experienced
their participation in the process. The following quotes
illustrate the range of responses:
Students :
Melissa: I've often thought about mentoring. In fact
I assume that that's basically what graduate student
life is about. It was actually wierd to find out that
you didn't just automatically have a mentoring
relationship from the beginning. I just thought that
was what happened when you got into a graduate program.
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graduate schLl for"r?ong uSe" ' 1??^^;^tMrd
^Ker„- ^^^^^^ j-n? 'graduate degree, and many of those things areinterpersonal and political. There's a lot tounderstand about it.
Allison: Well, with an interest in teaching I've givenmentoring a lot of thought. it interests ml too hoithese dyadic relationships are formed, it seems thatmentoring happens at a developmental nodal point in aperson's life. It's about a right of passage.
Phillip: The questions seemed reasonable to me ididn't have any problems with any of them, i paid alittle bit more attention to some of the questionsbecause they caused me to think. Also, I participatedbecause I really like my advisor. He really is a good
mentor for me, a great teacher, and I feel very lucky
to have somebody like that. He's genuinely concerned
about my education.
Jenifer: I think it's an interesting subject and I'vebeen thinking of it myself ... like what brings people to
graduate school and what kind of motivation does it
take to continue and finish... and why do I have so many
women colleagues at the student level but very few at
the professor level?
Kenneth: I've thought about mentoring and now I've
actually figured out why I choose who I choose as a
mentor. In my last masters degree my advisor became my
mentor. He was the toughest professor in the
department. I didn't know why I was strangely
attracted to him and how this most difficult person
became someone I respected so highly,
William: I was particularly interested in some of the
questions you raised about the blessings and the
burdens of the mentoring relationship, the potentials
and pitfalls. The thing that really strikes me is the
extent to which a mentoring relationship might move
beyond a purely work relationship into friendship or
intimacy. The issue of how intimate or how close you
get with your mentor or protege is an important issue.
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Closest thing'! havftT^
-n?Srhe°^' n:^^^^^;^!^^
tSe^^^rnof^iiu^S^
^g^^^ror T^:^i?-.\-^^-
young woman, S^f^'real^^f
.Tffer^LfSL^
^
eh:rrconsir/r^:^t^;? iT^r^^^^^^^^
that interested me as well as heln?ni . ^^k^^^ subject
student with her research. ^'""^ graduate
Rachael: Your research brings up a lot of mai-or-i=.ithat i;ve been wanting to address. I th?nk mv
'
participation in the study will definately deepen myability to have a mentor, to really look at my
^
relationship with Dan and to demand something from itor to change things about it. it gives me a muchclearer sense of the importance of mentoring in mylife. This IS the time in my career when it becomes
crucial to have a mentor and it's time for me to beginto think about who that is going to be. I've already
asked Dan if he would be my thesis advisor and he saidYes,' but I'm not sure of the choice. So it will be
valuable this year to start pushing on the relationship
and finding out how much it will hold. Obviously, if
we were both entering into such a relationship
consciously it would enrich the relationship a greatdeal. ^
Faculty :
Barbara: Most of the time the questions made sense,
though with regard to the multiple choice questions on
the surveys, sometimes I felt like the answer I really
wanted wasn't there, you know? I think about mentoring
a lot and find it fascinating. I look at my colleagues
in the sciences and their systems of mentoring. We
talk a lot about the ^old boys network' and how it
works, and in fields where there are very few women
it's real obvious. So, while I've always thought about
the topic, I've never really thought about a lot of the
details of it until now. I just think it's
fascinating.
Charles: I've been at this institution a long time and
now and again I've wondered if I'm giving the students
proper direction. I've always been interested in
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iri^l 5:S.5"<^-te students develop. It's a fun part
Itt Y=?A<"^ "'5^^? ^^^""^^ interviewed by nlnsl; i?the 1930's, and Kmsey could find very few peoDle totalk to, so he found them mostly amoni Anglo-Saxonacadem.cs, which has been a crikcism^oHls research.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The Dynamics of Mo^j-^-r^-
In making the comparison between mentoring and
parenting the complex dynamics of mentoring as a
transitional relationship are elaborated. Not only is it a
transitional relationship but it facilitates movement from
one distinct period of development to the next, and
particularly the period between late adolescence and early
adulthood, though this is not the only transitional period
during which a person might seek a mentoring relationship.
As the father plays a distinct role in the separation-
individuation of the infant whose primary object has
initially been the mother, so too, the mentor plays a
distinct role in this later phase of separation-
individuation. Psychologically speaking, both father and
mother alike are "too close" to facilitate their "child's"
passage from late adolescence to early adulthood because for
parents and "child" alike, the struggle is fraught with
ambivalence. The parents cannot simultaneously offer both
parenting (with the mothering and fathering functions
regarded here as somewhat distinct regardless of which
parent actually carries each of the various aspects) and
mentoring due to the different agendas inherent in each role
and function.
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Just as the developing infant benefits by virtue of the
difference between "maternal" and "paternal" provision, so
too, the protege benefits by virtue of what the mentor can
provide that the parents cannot. Taking into consideration
the transcript material from this study, the metaphors of
mentoring suggest that mentoring includes aspects which may
be regarded as both maternal and paternal. This particular
mix of "mothering" and "fathering" meets the pragmatic and
psychological needs of the protege during the transitional
period and provides for the protege a means of compensation
for, or recreation of certain aspects of parenting, though
with the necessary distance or detachment which is not
possible in parent-child relationships.
While the parent-child relationship is often either
characterized by overinvolvement or underinvolvement on the
part of the parents due to their own conflicting needs, the
effective mentoring relationship is characterized by a
balance between attachment and detachment, so to speak. The
result of this balance for the protege is a diminution of
conflict in the sphere of development. In other words, the
effective mentoring relationship provides a relatively
conflict-free sphere for the exploration and articulation of
the self during this critical passage.
While clearly at some point we may say that the job of
parenting ends, the relationship between parents and "child"
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nonetheless continues. The parent is still the parent, the
"Child" still the Child, even in adulthood and even in the
case of familial estrangement, m the case of mentoring,
however, the relationship between mentor and protege endl
when the mission of mentoring has been accomplished and the
younger or less experienced person has joined the ranks with
his or her mentor. Also unlike parenting, there is a point
in the process of mentoring when the roles of mentor and
protege require redefinition if the connection between the
two people is to continue with new vitality and meaning, if
the relationship is to live, the roles must change.
Further, as the roles change, the relationships shifts from
one which was characteristically hierarchical to one which
is truly collegial.
This transition from a mentoring relationship to a
relationship of true collegiality is typically negotiated
somewhat overtly, and brings both closure to the old
relationship and potentiality to the new. It is not always
the case that the personal connection inherent in the
mentoring relationship will continue through the change in
roles, thus maintaining both the continuity of connection
along with the discontinuity of recalibration in terms of
the nature of the connection, but this is more likely when
the mentoring relationship has been effective and
successful
.
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Finally, implicit in the distinction between parenting
and mentoring is the volitional aspect of the latter, which
is meaningful over the course of time and in a wide variety
of ways. This is especially true at the conclusion of the
mentoring task, at which point the question of a continued
connection is at issue and roles may be renegotiated.
The Original Hvpothespg
The following is a restatement of the hypotheses which
guided this investigation:
A true mentoring relationship engages both libidinal
and agressive dynamics. There is a range of variationbetween mentoring pairs with regard to the salience and
°^ ^^^^^ dynamics, in the eventthat the libidmal and/or aggressive dimensions are
either forcefully denied or forcefully enacted by
either or both people, the likely result is conflict.
Left unaddressed, conflict will result in foreclosure
on the task and the demise of the mentoring
relationship prior to its' natural resolution following
the completion of the task.
The hypotheses are strongly supported by the data if we
are willing to equate "mentoring" with "effective mentoring"
on the basis of the distinctions I have drawn in Chapter II.
By doing this we arrive at a clear and useful definition of
mentoring with heuristic value.
The majority of participants in this study were clearly
people who were interested in the topic and process of
mentoring. Within a range of variation, they were primarily
people whose mentoring relationships fostered the pragmatic
and psychological tasks of the individuals in their
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respective developmental stages. Those mentoring
relationships, thus regarded as effective and successful,
may further be regarded as embodying the essence of
mentoring.
Certainly, there is as much to be learned from the
experience of "ineffective mentoring" as from effective
mentoring, though the data suggest that "ineffective," or
"failed" mentoring is indeed not mentoring, and that unlike
parenting, mentoring is essentially constituted by its
effectiveness. Simultaneously, it could be said that over
the course of time, mentoring might possibly involve many
shades of grey in terms of its' level of effectiveness, even
adhering to the propositions I have made with regard to the
parameters of mentoring. The key factor seems to be
continued, collaborative movement toward the accomplishment
of the task, suggesting that in the context of generally
effective mentoring, ventures into ineffective mentoring, or
non-mentoring, are ameliorated.
In concluding this study I am reminded of Healy and
Welchert (1990) , who state the following in response to the
problem of positively biased samples inherent in many of the
prior studies on mentoring:
By establishing the domain of mentoring relations a
priori as those designed to promote reciprocity and
further the goal of participant transformation, our
definition may eliminate biased sampling. (p. 19)
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as
This statement is rather ambiguous and may be interpreted
a variety of ways. For instance, it .ay be interpreted
indicative of a methodological interest in defining the
concept in such a way as to avoid the problem of biased
sampling, an adequate justification for the definition at
one level, and a rather feeble rationale for the definition
at yet another. A second interpretation is arrived at by
placing the emphasis on the phrase "designed to promote."
with this emphasis, mentoring may be interpreted as
inclusive of those relationships which are "designed to
promote reciprocity" but in the final analysis, in fact, do
not. Many of the previous researchers have made this error,
and I believe this accounts for the long-standing
theoretical difficulty with regard to mentoring and how it
is defined and thus studied.
Limitations of the Study
Adhering to the first interpretation articulated above
regarding the quote from Healy and Welchert (1990), biased
sampling is one limitation of this study, leaving out those
relationships which perhaps were "designed to promote
reciprocity" but in fact represent failed attempts at
mentoring for a variety of reasons.
The absence of post mentoring data with regard to the
participants in their contemporary mentoring relationships
may be regarded as a second limitation of the study. This
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data would allow a more comprehensive understanding of the
stage of resolution as it is occurring.
Owing to the delicate nature of the study, actual
mentoring dyads in their various stages of development were
not studied. Thus, much evidence of the level of complexity
regarding the construction of the mentoring relationship is
lost. However, to have solicited matched pairs would have
had the likely consequence of increasing the self-
consciousness of the mentoring process in such a way as to
de-nature it. Nonetheless, this may be regarded as a third
limitation.
Yet another limitation is the relatively few female
participants who spoke of same-gender mentoring
relationships. Certainly, in female-female mentoring
relationships, the salient themes and issues are somewhat
different than those which proved to be most salient within
either male-female or male-male mentoring relationships.
Finally, this study was necessarily limited by the
exclusion of transcript material which emphasized the family
matrix and early life experience of the participants. This
material is a rich source of information in that it is
paradigmatic for many comtemporary relationships with
significant others, including mentors and proteges, and it
is also interesting in terms of how it informs the
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acquisition of values which infuse the mentoring
relationship.
Recommendations t.,,^
^^^ Rp>.o.^^>,
The limitations noted above have implications for
future research. For instance, an inquiry into the dynamics
of failed mentoring relationships would complement the
knowledge derived from this piece of work and others like
it, further illuminating the essence of mentoring and how
mentoring might be advanced without compromise within the
university setting.
Additionally, given that "hindsight is 20/20," we might
learn a great deal from a follow-up study of this particular
group of participants after their mentoring relationships
have come to an end and they are in a position to make a
thoughtful evaluation of those relationships. Such an
inquiry might explore how the dyad incorporated or didn't
incorporate metacommunication as the participants moved
toward resolution, taking into account what was said by each
of the participants and what was not said that might have
been said under slightly different circumstances, as the
dyad separates and redefines roles and relationships. It
might also illuminate the process of internalization, from
an object relational perspective.
Given the previously articulated rationale for not
studying mentoring pairs in process, perhaps some of the
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very rich information about that process as it is
specifically experienced by both members of the pair might
be studied after the resolution of the mentoring
relationship. it is likely, however, that it would be
difficult to find matched pairs in which both the faculty
member and his or her past student would be mutually willing
to be interviewed. Additionally, an historical account is
not the same as an account made in process.
Addressing the issue of the paucity of data on female-
female mentoring pairs, a future study would be enriched by
the solicitation of such mentoring pairs. While the sample
would then perhaps not be proportionate to the actuality of
occurrence of female-female mentoring relationships, it
would nonetheless lend a greater understanding of the
special features of such relationships.
Finally, the specific object relational and
transferential/countertransferential aspects of mentoring
might be fruitfully studied by highlighting the data from
this study which addresses the family life and early
experience of the participants, in tandem with features of
initiation, cultivation, and resolution of mentoring
relationships. In terms of understanding mentoring at
multiple levels, early object relations might be regarded as
paradigmatic within the mentoring relationship, and
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evidenced within the transferenoe/oountertransference
matrix.
New Direct inng
It is this last direction of inquiry which I propose to
undertake for my dissertation, drawing from the same
transcript material, though taking a more in-depth look from
a psychoanalytic perspective inclusive of select literature
from both drive theory and object relations theory, with an
emphasis on the latter.
In reappraising the data derived from the present
study, I will posit the training analysis within the
psychoanalytic tradition as a useful though partial analogue
to the mentoring relationship in academe by including
transcript material from interviews with psychoanalysts on
the general topic of mentoring within the analytic
tradition. Drawing from this analogy, a more detailed
exploration of the features of projective and introjective
identification within the transference-countertransference
matrix as it may be observed within the mentoring
relationship will be fostered. Additionally, from an object
relational point of view, it will be possible to articulate
the importance of the holding environment and the
facilitating environment as they are relevant to a study of
mentoring, with some attention to the role of the
transitional object and the spontaneous gesture in terms of
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development. Given that no literature currently exists on
the mentoring relationship at this level of analysis, much
may be gained by looking through the particular lenses of
psychoanalysis mentioned above.
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August 25, 1990
Dear Graduate Faculty Member,
My name is Gretchen HendrinVc: t ,in the Clinical Division "e oLtrtmln? ^/^D- ^t^denthere at the University of Massachulltts! P^^^hology
The following is an initial <snr-tr^>-.,
will take approxiLtely 5 Sini?es'tmii°Sur"^?t'hL"H'"^sent to 25% of the graduate facultv anrt i,-^^ 4- ^^^^^ ^^en(both randomly samp?ed) in the^Art^ and SnttLf'^hf
'
Social and Behavioral Sciences, and Mathematics «nANatural Sciences. It is intended as the ?irs? nh^L^three phase inquiry into the academic mentoring'^ ^
relationship, from which I hope to derive a ciT^^ ^
^?u^rt%Sani? ^^^.^^^ "-rlhl :?
As mentoring is a common, often beneficial and
naturally occurring phenomenon in a university settina itIS something that I find quite worthy of study, i believethat a better understanding of the mentoring relationship
will enhance both the process and the outcome for the mentoras well as the protege. If you choose to participate inthis study, a summary of the study will be mailed to you
when the results are in, providing that you complete the
second page of the survey. I expect to be finished by May,
Throughout the three phases of the study, and
thereafter, all individual responses will remain
CONFIDENTIAL. Your name will NEVER be associated with the
study itself, nor will any participants receive information
about the particular responses of others. Also,
participating in the first phase of the study does not
obligate you to participate in the second phase; nor does
participating in the first and second phase obligate you to
participate in the third phase.
I realize that as a faculty member your time is limited
in terms of what you might want to give to student research.
I'm hoping, however, that you'll take an active interest in
this project, and find the time to respond to this initial
survey by September 30th.
Sincerely,
Gretchen J. Hendricks
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INITIAL SURVEY - FACULTY FORM
(PHASE I)
YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES WTTt dt^m^t^r^ofyjNi>t.b ILL REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL
What is your gender?
MALE FEMALE
What is your age?
Department
:
Area of concentration:
When you were in graduate school, was there a personin the same institution whom you regarded as a men?or?
YES NO
If you answered YES to #6, do you think this personregarded you as his or her protege? yes NO
If you answered YES to #6 and #7, would you regard thisrelationship, in retrospect, as an effective one?
YES NO
How many graduate students do you currently work
closely with; i.e., as Thesis or Dissertation ChairCommittee Member, Academic Advisor, Luminary
'
Supervisor, etc.?
a . None
b. 1-2
c. 3-5
d. 6-10
e. More than 10
Do you think any of the students with whom you work
closely regard you as a mentor? YES NO
Have you given much thought to the subject of the
mentoring relationship? YES NO
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Would you be willinrf ^^^4.-
study/involvlig a more detat?=5^*^ " °f thispersonal experilnces w!th ^^i^^^i^^f"^
°'
YES NO
If you answered YES to
and you will soon receive 4 copy of^JSS'f^
survey-Phase II. AdditionaUy^you wi?l rl^»-^^sumnary of this study when the'r^sults are "
^
If you answered NO to #12, but wish to receive asummary of the study when the results are in r^?^=
complete this form and be sure to piLl a cE;4ck hire:
Name
:
Campus Address
:^
Phone #:_
Please FOLD, STAPLE, AND DROP IN ANY CAMPUS MAILBOX
THANKYOU FOR RESPONDING TO THIS SURVEY
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September 30, 1990
Dear Graduate Faculty Member,
My name is Gretchen Hendricks
responded to an initial survey on ihe L^?'' "^"^^^ recall, you
relationship, which I sent^o^ou in ASaSsr"''?to begin Phase II of the study^ and accord^A. I ^™ """"^ ""^^^^you have graciously indicated^4n interest tn^onn^"^^
records,
participation. This second phase conHsts'of'a m™personal survey than that of Phase i. it will tav^approximately 25 minutes to fill out. A few of tKquestions on the first page are identical to questions onthe initial Survey. However, owing to the nat^?e o? ?hisstudy It IS necessary that I ask them again here- hut T?dlike to apologize to you for the redundancy? ^ ^
Again, all individual responses will remainCONFIDENTIAL. Your name will NEVER be associated with thestudy Itself, nor will any participants receive informationabout the particular responses of others.
i-orm i io
Please return this Personal Survey to me by October
3 0th. I would like to encourage you to read and respond tothe questions in the order presented. Also, I would
appreciate it if you would return the survey even in the
event you elect not to complete it, or, you complete it onlvpartially. ^
I'm quite pleased that you, along with many of your
colleagues, share enough of an interest in mentoring that
you have become a participant in my graduate research
THANKYOU!
Sincerely,
Gretchen J. Hendricks
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IN-DEPTH SURVEY - FACULTY FORM
(PHASE II)
YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES «ILL REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL
1) What is your gender?
MALE FEMALE
2) What is your age?
3) How long have you been a graduate facuii-w ™««v>UMASS or elsewhere? t ulty member at
4) Department:
5) Area of concentration:
When you were in graduate school, was there a person inthe same institution whom you regarded as a mento??
6)
7)
8)
9)
YES NO
If you answered YES to #6, do you think this person
regarded you as his or her protege? yes no
If you answered YES to #6 and #7, would you regard this
relationship, in retrospect, as an effective one?
YES NO
How many Ph.D. students do you currently work closely
with; I.e., as Thesis or Dissertation Chair, CommitteeMember, Academic Advisor, Luminary, Supervisor, etc
a . None
b. 1-2
c. 3-5
d. 6-10
e. More than 10
10) For whom do you feel the greatest affinity among your
students in terms of the following? (Using pseudonyms,
choose one student for each aspect.)
a. Class participation:
b. Research interests:
c. Personal style:
d. Intellectual style:
e. Perceived lifestyle:
f. Appearance:
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11) Of the factors listed in v. •
most highly? m #io, which factor do you value
a.
for tha? person If ^^ntion^d'^n ^^^^
^'""'^'^^ ^^^^
13) When you think of the terms "mentor" ..
which one of your current ItuSents mn^? "protege,"(Please use the same pseudon^^as used fo^th.^^If mentioned in #10 or #12.) ^^^ person
a.
14) What is this person's gender?
^ALE FEMALE
15) How old do you think he/she is?
16) How long have you worked with this person^
a. 1 year or less
b. 2 years
c. 3 years
d. 4 years
e. More than 4 years
17) What is it that led you to work with this person?
a •
b.
c.
d.
18) Please list four adjectives that describe this person:
a.
b.
c.
d.
19) Does he/she remind you of anyone? YES NO
a. Who?
b. Relationship to you?
20) Would you characterize your relationship with the
student you mentioned in #13 as "effective"? YES NO
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hW^er"^:?^^^ '° ^-'^ "it*" this person about
a. Very rarely if ever
b. Twice a month
c. Once a week
d. Twice a week
e. Three or more times per week
22) What is the focus of his/her work"?
a.
oSn work?^"""" ^°
^^'"^ "^^"^ ^''^^ about your
a. Very rarely if ever
b. Twice a month
c. Once a week
d. Twice a week
e. Three or more times per week
24) How frequently do you talk with this person abouthis/her personal issues?
a. Never
b. Occasionally
c. Frequently
25) How frequently do you talk with this person about vour
own personal issues?
a . Never
b. Occasionally
c. Frequently
26) Do you think this person regards you as his/her mentor?
YES NO
27) Do you think this person has a realistic view of you?
YES NO
28) Please list four adjectives this person might use to
describe you:
a.
b.
c.
d.
29) What do you think a student looks for in a mentor?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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Please list four adiectivf^c: ^-k^*. ^
mentoring relationship: ^ describe an ideal
a •
b.
c.
d.
Do you think this person has ever ^-on- ^
romantically attracted to you? sexually or
^ YES NO
At what stage in the relationship do you think i-ho=^feelings first occurred? ^ ^n those
a. At the first meeting
b. After working together for a period of weeksc. After working together for a period of monthsd. After working together for a period of years
Do you think this person still has those feelings?
YES NO
thll pirson?''
^^''"^lly or romatically attracted to
YES NO
If you answered YES to #34, at what stage in the
relationship did you become aware of those feelings'?
a. At the first meeting
b. After working together for a period of weeks
c. After working together for a period of monthsd. After working together for a period of years
Do you still have those feelings? yes NO
Do you ever daydream or fantasize about this student?
YES NO
If you answered YES to #37 how would you characterize
those daydreams/ fantasies? (Please circle those that
apply.)
a. Familial
b. Social
c. Sexual
d. Work related
Have you ever dreamt about this person? YES NO
Do you often remember your dreams? YES NO
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41)
^hirner^on^'J^^^i"^^ attraction between you andt s person affect your working relationship?
a. YES
b. NO
c. Perhaps
42) If you answered YES to #41, do you think these feelinasimpede or enhance your working Relationship?
^^^^^"^^
a
. Impede ^
'
b
. Enhance
vnn^^nH^^S-
''^''^
^^^^^ relationship betweenyou a d this person, do you think you could resolvethem m order to continue working effectively together?
YES NO
44) Who would be most likely to take the initiative in
resolving the difficulty?
a. You
b. The other person
c. Both people
45) Who in your family of origin took the initiative to
resolve the interpersonal difficulties?
a. Your mother
b. Your father
c. Your sister
d. Your brother
e. Yourself
f. Another relative
g. No one
46) In terms of birth order, what position do you fill?
a. I am an only child
b. I am the oldest child
c. I am a middle child
d. I am the youngest child
47) Did you feel some reservation about responding to any
of the questions on this survey? YES NO
48) If you answered YES to #47, did this affect your
responses? YES NO
Please write any comments you might have on the back of
this sheet.
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Would you be willing to particinai-o -iv,CONFIDENTIAL interview fconsiTJn^T L^""
study) about your experience iith ?L ''^^: °' ^^^^
relationship? P^^ w the mentoring
YES NO
If you answered YES to #49 nioa«=^ ^ -. ^
page and you will be soj^ be^con^o^ed^io^ ^""^ "^''^
convenient time for an inte^vieS! ^
If you answered NO to #49, you will, nonethelessreceive a summary of the study when it is finished
fairpagl."''" ""^'^^^ ^^dress'^orUof^n'the
us!^rtr?4t^ra'^dr^^ llil.'lrZ.ir'' "^'^^^
THANKYOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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Name:
Campus Address:
Phone #:
Generally, when is the best time to intervi
a. Early November
b
.
Late November
c. Early December
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August 25, 1990
Dear Graduate Student,
My name is Gretchen Hendricks and I'm a Ph D c=-i-„^«„4-in the Clinical Division of the Der)ar?i«ir,J- ^-student
here at the University of Massachusetts '
Psychology
The following is an initial survey on mentoT-inrr t^h^^k
will take approximately 5 minutes to fin ou? ?t ^
rboth^° 'h' ^^^^^^^ and'gr^duate'studentr'( randomly sampled) in the Arts and Humanities theSocial and Behavioral Sciences, and Mathematics and theNatural sciences. It is intended as the first phase in athree phase inquiry into the academic mentoring
relationship, from which I hope to derive a data set for mvMasters Thesis (and Dissertation) under the supervision ofStuart Golann, Ph.D.. irvis t
As mentoring is a common, often beneficial and
naturally occurring phenomenon in a university setting, itis something that I find quite worthy of study, i believethat a better understanding of the mentoring relationship
will enhance both the process and the outcome for the mentor
as well as the protege. If you choose to participate in
this study, a summary of the study will be mailed to you
when the results are in, providing that you complete the
second page of the survey. I expect to be finished by May
1991. ^ ^'
Throughout the three phases of the study, and
thereafter, all individual responses will remain
CONFIDENTIAL. Your name will NEVER be associated with the
study itself, nor will any participants receive information
about the particular responses of others. Also,
participating in the first phase of the study does not
obligate you to participate in the second phase; nor does
participating in the first and second phase obligate you to
participate in the third phase.
I realize that as a graduate student your time is
limited in terms of what you might be willing to give to
student research. I'm hoping, however, that you'll take an
active interest in this project, and find the time to
respond to this initial survey by September 30th.
Sincerely,
Gretchen J. Hendricks
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INITIAL SURVEY - STUDENT FORM
(PHASE I)
YOUR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES WILL REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL
What is your gender? MALE FEMALE
What is your age?
Year in graduate program: 12 3 4 5 6 7
Department
:
Area of concentration:
Length of prior work experience in your field:
a. No prior experience
b. 1-2 years
c. 3-5 years
d. 6-10 years
e. More than 10 years
How many faculty members do you currently work closely
with; i.e., as Thesis or Dissertation Chair, Committee
Member, Academic Advisor, Luminary, Supervisor, etc.?
a . None
b. 1-2
c. 3-5
d. More than 5
Do you regard any of those faculty members as a mentor?
YES NO
Do you think any of the faculty with whom you work
closely regard you as a protege? YES NO
Have you given much thought to the subject of the
mentoring relationship? YES NO
Would you be willing to participate in Phase II of this
study, involving a more detailed survey of your
personal experiences with mentoring? YES NO
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If you answered YES to please complete this formand you will soon receive a copy of the Personalsurvey-Phase II. Additionally^you will receive asummary of this study when the results are in
If you answered NO to #11, but wish to receive asummary of the study when the results are in, pleasecomplete this form and be sure to place a ch4ck here:
Name
:
Campus Address
:^
Phone #:
Please FOLD, STAPLE, AND DROP IN ANY CAMPUS MAILBOX
THANKYOU FOR RESPONDING TO THIS SURVEY
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September 30, 1990
Dear Graduate Student,
My name is Gretchen Hendricks. As you will recall vonresponded to an initial survey on the men?orIig
'
relationship, which I sent to you in August. i am now readyto begin Phase II of the study, and according to my recordsyou have graciously indicated an interest in^continued
'
participation. This second phase consists of a morepersonal survey than that of Phase I. it will take
approximately 25 minutes to fill out. A few of thequestions on the first page are identical to questions onthe Initial Survey. However, owing to the nature of this
study. It IS necessary that I ask them again here; but I'dlike to apologize to you for the redundancy.
Again, all individual responses will remain
CONFIDENTIAL. Your name will NEVER be associated with the
study itself, nor will any participants receive information
about the particular responses of others.
Please return this Personal Survey to me by October
30th. I would like to encourage you to read and respond to
the questions in the order presented. Also, I would
appreciate it if you would return the survey even in the
event you elect not to complete it, or, you complete it only
partially.
I'm quite pleased that you, along with many of your
colleagues, share enough of an interest in mentoring that
you have become a participant in my graduate research.
THANKYOU
!
Sincerely,
Gretchen J. Hendricks
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IN-DEPTH SURVEY - STUDENT FORM
(PHASE II)
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES WILL REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL
is your gender? MALE FEMALE
is your age?
3) Year in graduate program: 1234557
4) Department:
5) Area of concentration:
6) Length of prior work experience in your field:
a. No prior experience
b. 1-2 years
c. 3-5 years
d. More than 5 years
7) How many faculty members do you currently work closely
with; i.e., as Thesis or Dissertation Chair, Committee
Member, Academic Advisor, Luminary, Supervisor, etc.?
a . None
b. 1
c. 2
d. 3 or more
YOUR
1) What
2) What
8) For whom do you feel the greatest affinity among your
faculty in terms of the following? (Using pseudonyms,
choose one faculty member for each aspect.)
a. Teaching style:
b. Research speciality:
c. Personal style:
d. Intellectual style:
e. Lifestyle:
f. Appearance:
9) Of the factors listed in #8, which factor do you value
most highly?
a.
10) Which of your faculty do you spend the most time
thinking about? (Please use the same pseudonym as used
for that person if mentioned in #8.)
a.
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11)
(Please use the Lme pseLonv^*" "'""^ ^^^'^ ^°if mentioned in Ifn or Ho ? '^''^
12) What is this person's gender? „*t»^ ""'"^'^ MALE FEMALE
13) How old do you think he/she is?
14) How long have you worked with this oeraon?
a. 1 year or loss *"»i^»onr
b. 2 years
c. 3 years
d. 4 years
a. More than 4 y«ars
15) What is it that led you to work with this person?
a •
b.
o.
d.
16) P1««M lilt four adjaotivas th..l
. .l,.- l,..:; p<...;,.m:
a •
b.
0.
d.
17) Doaa ha/aha ramind you or anyone? yea mo
a. Who?
b. lU'lationship to you?
18) Would you cli.t r.u-t ft i /,o your r I at i on; .h i p with the
laculty nieiiiljoi you incntioiuni in |M I "cllcctive"?
YES NO
19) How frequently do you t .i 1 k with thin person about your
own work?
a. Vory r.uf I y it «>v<>r
b. 'I'w i (•«• .J moiit \i
O, {)ii(<' ,\ week
d* 'I'wic*' ,1 wiM'k
a. Three oi more timeti pet we(>k
20) What is tho foruj'. t)f your work?
a.
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S?:/^er^:?^^^ ^° ^^^-^ ^'^^ this person about
a. Very rarely if ever
b. Twice a month
c. Once a week
d. Twice a week
e. Three or more times per week
22)
oZ lltf^T.'LtU^'' ^^'"^ ^-^^ ^^o-t your
b. Occasionally
c. Frequently
23) HOW frequently do you talk with this person abouthis/her personal issues?
a. Never
b. Occasionally
c. Frequently
24) Do you think this person regards you as his/her
Protege? YES NO
25) Do you think this person has a realistic view of you?
YES NO
26) Please list four adjectives this person might use todescribe you:
a.
b.
c.
d.
27) What do you think a faculty member looks for in a
protege?
a.
b.
c.
d.
28) Please list four adjectives that describe an ideal
mentoring relationship?
a.
b.
c.
d.
29) Do you think this person has ever felt sexually or
romantically attracted to you? YES NO
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30) If you answered YES to #29 at wha-i- 4-
relationship do you think thoL^ . ^^^^^
occurred? feelings first
a. At the first meeting
b. After working together for a period of weeksc. After workinq toaet-h*iy ^^^v- , T , KS
d After wnr-vir,^ J^^^JJ}®^ fo^ a period of monthsa. ork ng together for a period of years
31) Do you think this person still has those feelings?
YES NO
tnXMlllJ''^ "''"^''^ ""^ romantically attracted
YES NO
33) If you answered YES to #32, at what stage in therelationship did you become aware of those feelinac.-?
a. At the first meeting l e mgs.
b. After working together for a period of weeks
c. After working together for a period of monthsd. After working together for a period of years
34) Do you still have those feelings? YES NO
35) Do you ever daydream or fantasize about this facultv
member? YES no
36) If you answered YES to #35, how would you characterize
those daydreams/ fantasies? (Please circle those that
apply.)
a. Familial
b. Social
c. Sexual
d. Work related
37) Have you ever dreamt about this person? YES NO
38) Do you often remember your dreams? YES NO
39) Do you think feelings of attraction between you and
this person affect your working relationship?
a. YES
b. NO
c . Perhaps
40) If you answered YES to #39, do you think these feelings
impede or enhance your working relationship?
a . Impede
b. Enhance
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YES NO
42) Who would be most likely to tako ^ ^.
resolve the difficulty? initiative to
a. You
b. This person
c. Both people
43) Who in your family of origin took the initiative toresolve the interpersonal dif ficulties^
a. Your mother
b. Your father
c. Your sister
d. Your brother
e. Yourself
f. Another relative
g. No one
44) In terms of birth order, what position do you fill"?
a. I am an only child
b. I am the oldest child
c. I am a middle child
d. I am the youngest child
45) Did you feel some reservation about responding to any
of the questions on this survey? YES NO
46) If you answered YES to #45, did this affect your
responses? YES NO
Please write any comments you might have on the back ofthis sheet.
47) Would you be willing to participate in an hour long
CONFIDENTIAL interview (constituting Phase III of this
study) about your experience with the mentoring
relationship? YES NO
If you answered YES to #47, please complete the
last page and you will soon be contacted to set up a
convenient time for an interview.
If you answered NO to #47, you will, nonetheless,
receive a summary of the study when it is finished,
providing that you complete the address portion on the
last page.
Please FOLD, STAPLE, AND DROP IN ANY CAMPUS MAILBOX using
the return address label provided.
THANKYOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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Name:
Campus Address:
Phone #:
Generally, when is the best time to intervi
a. Early November
b. Late November
c. Early December
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